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ABSTRACT

Developing protocols to realize quantum phases that are not accessible thermally
and to manipulate material properties on demand is one of the central problems of
modern condensed matter physics. Impulsive electromagnetic stimulus provides an
extensive playground not only to exert desired control over the material macroscopic
properties but also to optically detect the underlying microscopic mechanisms. Two
indispensable components form the cornerstone to realize these goals: a meticulous
comprehension of light-induced phenomena and a suitable and versatile platform.

Abundant photoinduced phenomena emerge upon light irradiation. A collective
oscillation of order parameter can be launched and probed in the weak perturbation
regime; further increasing light intensity can transiently modulate the free-energy
landscape, inducing a suppression, enhancement, reversal, and switch of order
parameters; in the strong non-perturbative excitation regime, the system can be
driven nonlinearly with microscopic coupling parameters modified. Understanding
these light driven emergent phenomena lays the foundation of optical control and
novel functionalities.

Quantum materials, embodying a large portfolio of topological and strongly corre-
lated compounds, afford an exceptional venue to realize optical control. Owing to
the complex interplay between the charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of free-
dom, a rich phase diagram can be generated with various phases that are selectively
and independently accessible via optical perturbations. They hence offer a wealth
of opportunities to not only improve our comprehension of the underlying physics
but also develop the next generation of ultrafast technologies.

In Chapter I of this thesis, I will first cover a multitude of light-induced emergent
phenomena in quantum materials under the framework of time-dependent Landau
theory, Keldysh theory, and Floquet theory, and then introduce several canonical
microscopic models to quantitatively rationalize the intra- and interactions between
different degrees of freedom in quantum materials. As the necessary theoreti-
cal background is established, three main experimental techniques that have been
extensively utilized in my research: time-resolved reflectivity and Kerr effect, time-
resolved second harmonic generation rotational anisotropy, and coherent phonon
spectroscopy will be introduced in Chapter II. In Chapter III, I will demonstrate
that a light-induced topological phase transition can be engendered concomitant
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with an inverse-Peierls structural phase transition in elemental Te. In Chapter IV, I
will describe signatures of ultrafast reversal of excitonic order in excitonic insulator
candidate Ta2NiSe5 and substantiate a manipulation of the reversal as well as the
Higgs mode with tailored light pulses. In Chapter V, a light-induced switch of
spin-orbit-coupled quadrupolar order in multiband Mott insulator Ca2RuO4 will be
introduced. In Chapter VI, a Keldysh tuning of nonlinear carrier excitation and
Floquet bandwidth renormalization in strongly driven Ca2RuO4 will be covered.
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C h a p t e r 1

Introduction

1.1 Light-Induced Emergent Phenomena
Discovering pathways to exert control over the microscopic phase of matter is a
central goal of condensed matter physics, as it not only sheds light on steering the
material properties on demand, but also holds promise for the next generation of
electronic devices with currently inaccessible functionalities. Materials with multi-
ple coexisting and competing phases are highly susceptible to external perturbations,
providing an exceptional platform to explore the interplay of symmetry, topology,
and strong correlations. Quantum materials represent a vast portfolio of strongly
correlated and topological systems whose essential properties cannot be described
by semi-classical or low-level quantum mechanics (Keimer and J. E. Moore, 2017).
Arising from the complex interaction between the charge, orbital, spin, and lattice
degrees of freedom (DoF), multiple phases and orders which exhibit remarkably dif-
ferent electrical, magnetic, and optical properties emerge in quantum materials and
thus render quantum materials extremely sensitive to external stimuli. A wide range
of tuning knobs are applied to engineer the material properties facilitated by both a
deeper theoretical understanding of the underlying physics and rapid technological
developments in lasers, precision control, and microscopy capacities. The multiple
phases hosted by quantum materials can be independently accessed by applying
external perturbations such as high magnetic fields, hydrostatic high pressure, uni-
or bi-axial strain, chemical doping, electrostatic gating, heterostructuring, and, last
but not least, impulsive electromagnetic field (Basov, Averitt, and D. Hsieh, 2017).

Remarkable progress in controlling the material properties has been made at the
interface between traditionally separate fields: quantum materials, quantum optics,
and laser physics. The strategy is based on the strong coupling between a quantum
material and an ultrafast laser pulse whose frequency is resonant with the energy of
a specific electronic or structural excitation or whose pulse duration is comparable to
the timescale of particular microscopic dynamical process. A weak laser pulse with
energy resonant with electronic transition can generate a nonequilibrium electronic
redistribution within tens of femtoseconds (fs). The excess of kinetic energy will
be imparted to the other DoF such as spins and lattice, and the different subsys-
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tems will relax back to its original ground state on the timescale of picoseconds
(ps), nanoseconds (ns), or even longer. By exciting the quantum materials with
high-intensity laser pulses, on the other hand, we can exploit the competition and
coexistence of multiple phases and steer the order from one to another that may
not even exist in equilibrium (Orenstein, 2012). The new phase may be metastable
until all DoF recover back to their ground states, or even stable and long-lived with
distinct properties. More intriguingly, we gain a good opportunity to investigate the
states that are inaccessible in equilibrium or that occur only during the duration of
the light pulse.

The convergence of quantum materials and the cutting-edge laser technology not
only enables us to change and manipulate the quantum material properties on de-
mand but also equips us with novel probes with unprecedented time resolution as
fast as attoseconds (as) to record the dynamical process upon light impingement.
Employing a suite of ultrafast probes, we simultaneously obtain the spectroscopic
and temporal information about the nonequilibrium states triggered by the optical
excitation and the ground state the system relaxes back to. By further sweeping
the probe energy ranging from less than a milli-electronvolt (meV) to hard X-ray
(>1000 eV), we can selectively couple to different DoF and disentangle their com-
plex collective dynamics (A. d. l. Torre, Dante M. Kennes, et al., 2021). A more
comprehensive discussion about time-resolved techniques will be given in Chapter
II.

A plethora of emergent phenomena including phase suppression, phase enhance-
ment, and phase switching can be induced by the light pulse. A meticulous com-
prehension of phase transition is required to understand the light-induced emergent
phenomena. The backbone of most non-topological phase transitions is the concept
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The symmetry breaking is parametrized by
an order parameter (OP), a measure of orders across the phase transition bound-
ary. In equilibrium, the most conventional pathway to induce a phase transition is
through changing temperatures: the value of OP is zero in the high-temperature
high-symmetry phase and onsets below a critical temperature 𝑇𝑐, where the low-
temperature low-symmetry phase is realized. For instance, magnetization 𝑀 can be
used as the OP across the paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic transition, which contin-
uously decreases to zero as Curie temperature 𝑇𝑐 is approached from below.

Over 80 years ago, Lev Landau formulated the celebrated Landau theory, a phe-
nomenological and generalized mean-field theory, to describe the continuous (second-
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order) phase transitions. This theory was later demonstrably adapted to systems
under external stimuli or hosting discontinuous (first-order) transitions. Based on
the symmetry of the system, an analytical expression for the free energy functional
𝐸 can be written out as a Taylor expansion in the OPΦ. In most cases 𝐸 is a function
of even powers of Φ and can be expressed as:

𝐸 (Φ, 𝑇) = 𝐸0 + 𝑎(𝑇)Φ2 + 𝑏(𝑇)
2

Φ4 + ... (1.1)

Higher order terms are neglected for simplicity. For the system to be thermodynam-
ically stable, the coefficient of the highest even power 𝑏(𝑇) > 0. For simplicity, one
can assume 𝑏(𝑇) = 𝑏0 > 0. Furthermore, 𝑎(𝑇) is required to change sign across 𝑇𝑐,
and thus one can assume 𝑎(𝑇) = 𝑎0(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑐), 𝑎0 > 0. With these assumptions, we
can minimize the energy functional with respect to Φ and we have:

Φ(𝑇) =


0, 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐

±
√︃
− 𝑎0
𝑏0
(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑐), 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑐

(1.2)

Therefore, the OP has a critical exponent 𝛽 = 1/2 close to the critical temperature.
The potential energy surface (PES) can be pictorially illustrated as function of OP
and the system will stay in either of the global minima in equilibrium when 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑐
and at zero when 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐. By further adding terms of odd powers such as 𝑐(𝑇)Φ,
the PES will be tilted and a unique ground state will be reached below 𝑇𝑐 (Figure
1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the change of order parameter and potential energy surface
around the phase transition.

The OP associated with the PES will be transiently modulated by the laser pulse
in both thermal and nonthermal pathways. Depending on the strength of the im-
pulsive light field, various emergent phenomena can be generated. In the weak
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excitation regime, the PES will only be slightly perturbed and coherent oscillations
of OP will be launched; further increasing the incident light intensity, which can be
parametrized by the light fluence 𝐹, the PES can be drastically modified and the OP
can transiently reach the region that are inaccessible in equilibrium. A restoration
of higher symmetry, a reversal of order parameter, and a switch to a hidden state can
be realized; finally an intense non-perturbative optical excitation can drive the sys-
tem into nonlinear regimes and dynamically renormalize the microscopic couplings
which govern the properties of the quantum material.

Coherent Mode Excitation Regime
The light can couple to different systems and launch the coherent motion of OP in
multiple ways [Figure 1.2(a)]. If the photon energy of the pump pulse matches an
infrared (IR)-active phonon mode, a direct resonant enhancement of such mode can
be initiated (Först et al., 2011). Furthermore, the light pulse can effectively transfer
sufficient kinetic energy to the lattice and impulsively launch Raman-active phonons
(Dhar, Rogers, and Nelson, 1994) or exert a torque to each spin which generates a
coherent spin precession, also known as magnon or spin wave (Kirilyuk, Alexey V.
Kimel, and Rasing, 2010). Most commonly, the light irradiation can instantaneously
quench the PES of the system while the OP still remains at its equilibrium position,
so that a subsequent OP movement toward the new global minimum of PES can
be generated (Zeiger et al., 1992). For instance, in systems with a spatial periodic
charge distribution dubbed charge density wave (CDW), a CDW amplitude mode
can be launched by light irradiation (Schmitt et al., 2008; R. V. Yusupov et al.,
2008). Note that the coherent mode excitation regime typically but not necessarily
indicates the cases where the system is weakly driven by the light pulse and the
perturbation remains in a linear regime.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of (a) coherent mode excitation of a real order parameter
and (b) Higgs (green) and Goldstone (cyan) mode excitations of a complex order
parameter.
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More intriguingly, in various systems with U(1) symmetry breaking such as super-
conductors, a complex OP is used to characterize both the strength and the coherence
of the coupling and the PES resembles a “Mexican hat” [Figure 1.2(b)]. The sys-
tem can undergo two orthogonal collective eigenmodes: one is the massive Higgs
mode, which arises from amplitude fluctuations at constant phase and exhibits a
finite energy even at 𝑘 = 0 due to the radial curvature of the PES, and the other
is the Goldstone mode, which arises from phase fluctuations at constant amplitude
and hosts vanishing excitation energy at 𝑘 = 0 due to the constant energy along the
trough at the bottom of PES. The former has been coherently launched and detected
by intense terahertz (THz) pulses (Matsunaga, Hamada, et al., 2013; Matsunaga,
Tsuji, et al., 2014) while the latter has been detected by transient grating (Darius H.
Torchinsky, Mahmood, et al., 2013).

Not only the dynamical recovery process but also the equilibrium properties can
be inferred by analyzing the amplitude, frequency, lifetime, or coupling of these
collective modes. For instance, weak pump excitation can reveal details about phase
transitions (Harter, D. M. Kennes, et al., 2018), unveil the evolution of microscopic
couplings (Ron et al., 2020), disentangle or unify the roles of charge, lattice, spin,
or orbital DoF with multi-messenger approaches (Beaud, Caviezel, et al., 2014;
Gerber et al., 2017), and uncover the existence of short-range orders (H. Chu et al.,
2017). Furthermore, the achievement of enhancement and suppression of coherent
excitations via multi-pulse tailoring demonstrates a universal and prototypical ultra-
fast means to manipulate the otherwise inaccessible collective excitations in diverse
electronic and magnetic systems (A. M. Weiner et al., 1990; Kampfrath et al., 2011;
M. Hase et al., 1996; Ning et al., 2020).

Order Parameter Manipulation Regime
Further increasing the incident light intensity above a critical value 𝐹𝑐, the quenching
of PES can be so intense that a full suppression of OP to 0 accompanied by a tran-
sient restoration of higher symmetry can be achieved (Figure 1.3). This is analogous
to the thermal case where a phase with higher symmetry is realized when 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐.
Prominent examples include the light-induced complete suppression of charge order
(Möhr-Vorobeva et al., 2011; Erasmus et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2014; Zong, Kogar,
et al., 2019), excitonic order (Werdehausen, Takayama, Höppner, et al., 2018), fer-
roelectric (FE) order (Mankowsky, Hoegen, et al., 2017), magnetic order (Kirilyuk,
Alexey V. Kimel, and Rasing, 2010; Petersen et al., 2011; Caviglia et al., 2013),
orbital order (Beaud, Caviezel, et al., 2014; Tobey et al., 2008; Beaud, Johnson,
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et al., 2009), and structural order (Teitelbaum et al., 2018). A more nontrivial case
is the high-symmetry phase cannot be reached by simply increasing temperature, in
which case a nonthermal phase transition with no equilibrium analogue is expedited
by light. For example, in bismuth, a single element compound of 𝐴7 structure with
symmetry lowering due to a Peierls distortion, an intense pulse with 𝐹 >10 mJ/cm2

can create sufficiently large lattice displacement before the sample melts and a new
high-symmetry phase can be restored (Fritz et al., 2007; Sokolowski-Tinten et al.,
2003; Teitelbaum et al., 2018). In Chapter III of this thesis, I will introduce a novel
system where an ultrafast restoration of higher crystalline symmetry associated with
an electronic band topological transition can be generated.

If two phases coexist and compete with each other, collapse of one order may re-
inforce the other (Sun and Andrew J. Millis, 2020). The two competing orders
can possess similar nature, like long-range CDWs developing along two crystallo-
graphic axes in transition metal tritellurides (Kogar, Zong, et al., 2020), or originate
from different mechanisms, such as the competing stripe charge/spin order and
superconductivity in doped lanthanum cuprates (Fausti et al., 2011). It has been
experimentally demonstrated that suppression of the dominant OP can indeed gen-
erate an enhancement of the competing one in the aforementioned systems. These
developments thus raise the possibility of “steering” the OP into a desired metastable
state by dynamically suppressing one or more orders.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of light-induced suppression, reversal, and switch of order
parameter.

Associated with the full suppression of OP, diverse dynamical critical behaviors
emerge in diverse observables. At the melting critical fluence, the time needed to
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melt the OP diverges (Zong, Dolgirev, Kogar, Erge çen, et al., 2019), the frequency
of the coherent mode dramatically softens and may even redshift to zero (Möhr-
Vorobeva et al., 2011; Teitelbaum et al., 2018), and the time needed to recover
back to the equilibrium value diverges (Caviglia et al., 2013; Zong, Kogar, et
al., 2019), owing to the flattening of the PES bottom as the order parameter is
just fully suppressed. These phenomena showcase a dynamical critical slowing
down akin to the static case in the vicinity of a second-order phase transition. Very
recently, however, an ultrafast study reveals signatures of the decoupling between the
divergence of the magnetic correlation length and the relaxation time, i.e. the critical
fluences for the magnetic OP to be fully quenched and for the recovery time to fully
diverge are not equivalent. The violation of conventional thermal critical behaviors
stems from the photodoping-induced nonthermal magnon population (A. d. l. Torre,
Seyler, et al., 2022). Therefore, out-of-equilibrium OP suppression provides a novel
blueprint to understand the critical behavior both within and beyond conventional
Landau theory.

In addition to suppression of OP and PES, other nonthermal pathways are available
which bring the system to parts of the free-energy landscape that are inaccessible
in equilibrium. For the systems with Ising-type OP, which harbor two degenerate
ground states characterized by OPs of equal magnitude but opposite phase, like
a ferromagnet with all spins pointing up or down, an ultrafast reversal of OP can
be achieved when 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 (Figure 1.3). Ensuing the transient quenching of PES,
the inversion of OP is enabled by overshooting the opposite side of PES across
Φ = 0. The out-of-equilibrium protocols to reverse the OP have been realized in a
variety of systems such as ferromagnetic (FM) systems with opposite magnetizations
(Lambert et al., 2014; Tudosa et al., 2004; Gerrits et al., 2002), ferrimagnets and
antiferromagnetic (AFM) systems with opposite staggered magnetizations (Stanciu
et al., 2007; Vahaplar et al., 2009; Radu et al., 2011; A. V. Kimel et al., 2009; Manz
et al., 2016; Schlauderer et al., 2019), ferroelectrics (FE) with opposite polarizations
(Fahy and Merlin, 1994; Qi et al., 2009; Mankowsky, Hoegen, et al., 2017), and
CDW with opposite spatial charge modulations (Zong, X. Shen, et al., 2018; Duan
et al., 2021). Recently, the excitonic order in the presence of electron-phonon
coupling was also found to be a dipolar order and thus a reversal can be achieved
(Ning et al., 2020; Sun, Tatsuya Kaneko, et al., 2021). In Chapter IV, I will cover
the mechanism underlying the reversal of excitonic order in an excitonic insulator
candidate Ta2NiSe5 and demonstrate the controllability of the reversal on ultrashort
timescales using appropriate laser pulse sequences.
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A more general case is the existence of multiple local minima in PES and each state
hosts entirely different properties and respects different symmetries. Without lack
of generality, we assume the existence of another local minimum in the vicinity of
the global equilibrium ground state with a slightly higher energy. An ultrafast laser
pulse can steer the OP overcoming the energy barrier partitioning the two states,
inducing an optical switch from the ground state to another metastable state that
is potentially “hidden” in equilibrium (Figure 1.3). Seminal examples include the
transition from insulating CDW into a long-lived metallic state in TaS2 (Stojchevska
et al., 2014), structural phase transition in FE SnSe (Huang et al., 2022), the Mott
insulator-to-metal phase transition accompanied by a structural transition in VO2

and V2O3 enabled by light with photon energy both resonant and off-resonant with
electronic excitation (Cavalleri et al., 2001; M. Liu et al., 2012; Morrison et al.,
2014; M. K. Liu et al., 2011; Singer et al., 2018), the simultaneous topological
and structural transitions in type-II Weyl semimetals (W,Mo)Te2 induced by IR and
THz irradiation (Sie, Nyby, et al., 2019; M. Y. Zhang et al., 2019), and the charge-
ordered AFM insulating phase to FM metallic phase transition in doped perovskite
manganites (Ichikawa et al., 2011; T. Li et al., 2013; J. Zhang et al., 2016). Due
to the universal coupling between different DoF in quantum materials and the
induced rich phase diagrams, a light-induced switch between diverse states can be
realized possibly without equilibrium analogue. In Chapter V, I will introduce a
thermally inaccessible switch of exotic spin-orbit-coupled quadrupolar order, a field
that remains largely underexplored, in multiband Mott insulator Ca2RuO4.

Nonlinear Excitation and Floquet Engineering Regime
Further increasing the light intensity, the nonlinear regime will be reached. In this
non-perturbative regime, several different classes of nonlinear phenomena emerge
including 1) nonlinear lattice driving, where phonon-phonon interactions arising
from the anharmonicity of the PES kicks in, 2) nonlinear carrier generation with
subgap light excitation, and 3) coherent modulation of microscopic couplings and
effective interactions captured by Floquet engineering. To avoid the impulsive
or static heating induced by intense light irradiation, pulse with photon energy
off-resonant with electronic absorption peaks is preferred. Thanks to the rapid
development of ultrafast laser technology, intense sub-bandgap pump with centered
photon energies ranging from THz to mid-IR regime opens new opportunities to
scrutinize the strong non-perturbative regime.

In lieu of depositing energy to electronic systems, the energy of the pump pulse can
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be tuned to resonate with IR-active phonons such that a mode-selective enhance-
ment of such phonon 𝑄 𝐼𝑅 can be realized. Constrained by symmetry, particular
Raman active modes 𝑄𝑅 that directly couple to OPs can be launched by the anhar-
monic coupling (𝑄2

𝐼𝑅
𝑄𝑅) to the IR modes [Figure 1.4(a)]. The so-called “nonlinear

phononics” (Först et al., 2011) thus provide a unique platform where neither the
charge, orbital, nor spin DoF, but the lattice, is primarily disturbed by light. Re-
markable progress has been made using nonlinear phononic excitation in the past
ten years including lattice-controlled insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) (Rini et
al., 2007), light-induced superconductivity (SC) (Fausti et al., 2011; Mankowsky,
Subedi, et al., 2014; Mitrano et al., 2016), light-enhanced FE in paraelectric (Nova,
A. S. Disa, et al., 2019; Xian Li et al., 2019), polarized piezo-AFM (Ankit S.
Disa et al., 2020), modulation of magnetic interaction (Afanasiev et al., 2021), and
mapping of interatomic anharmonic PES (Hoegen et al., 2018).

Subgap electromagnetic field does not necessarily decouple to the electron reservoir.
Strong AC field induced electron-hole pair production has been widely studied by
a suite of nonequilibrium numerical techniques (Murakami and Werner, 2018;
Tsuji et al., 2011; Oka, 2012; Imai, Ono, and Ishihara, 2020; Silva et al., 2018;
Takahashi, Itoh, and Aihara, 2008; Tancogne-Dejean, Sentef, and Rubio, 2020).
Different nonlinear carrier generation mechanisms dominate different regions in the
parameter space, which can be characterized by the Keldysh adiabaticity parameter:

𝛾𝐾 =


ℏ𝜔
𝑒𝐸b

, Mott insulator
𝜔
√
𝑚∗𝐸𝑔

𝑒𝐸
, band insulator

(1.3)

where𝜔 is the photon energy, 𝐸 is the electric field strength, b is the pair correlation
length, 𝑚∗ is the effective mass, Δ𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑡 is the Mott gap, and 𝐸𝑔 is the bandgap. Three
regions can be classified depending on the value of 𝛾𝐾 : the adiabatic tunnelling
region 𝛾𝐾 ≪ 1, the multiphoton region 𝛾𝐾 ≫ 1, and the Keldysh crossover region
𝛾𝐾 ∼ 1. In the adiabatic tunneling regime, the carriers follow the slow change
of the external field and “penetrate” potential barrier “horizontally”, while in the
multiphoton regime transitions occur “vertically” by absorbing multiple photons
[Figure 1.4(b)]. These two limits smoothly crossover in the intermediate regime
where diabatic tunneling occurs (Kruchinin, Krausz, and Yakovlev, 2018). The
transition probability of the two limits for Mott insulator has unequivocally different
mathematical forms:

𝑃 ∝


exp
(
− 𝜋Δ𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑡

2𝐸b

)
, 𝛾𝐾 ≪ 1

( 𝐸b
ℎ𝜔

)
2Δ𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑡

𝜔 , 𝛾𝐾 ≫ 1
(1.4)
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where a clear threshold behavior in the adiabatic tunneling regime evolves into a
power law behavior in the multiphoton regime. Note that a large group of out-of-
equilibrium nonlinear phenomena can be realized in the highly non-perturbative
regimes of the Keldysh space, such as Wannier-Stark localization (Murakami and
Werner, 2018), non-perturbative high-harmonic generation (Imai, Ono, and Ishihara,
2020; Silva et al., 2018; Murakami, Martin Eckstein, and Werner, 2018), dielectric
breakdown (Martin Eckstein, Oka, and Werner, 2010; Giorgianni, J. Sakai, and
Lupi, 2019; Mayer et al., 2015; Yamakawa et al., 2017), and dynamical Franz-
Keldysh effect (Lucchini et al., 2016; Tancogne-Dejean, Sentef, and Rubio, 2020;
Srivastava et al., 2004). In Chapter VI, I will show a Keldysh multiphoton-to-
tunneling crossover is realized in Mott insulator Ca2RuO4.

Multiphoton

Tunneling

(a) (b) Floquet engineeringKeldysh tuning

t,J           t’,J’

(c)

QIR

QR

t

Nonlinear phononics

Figure 1.4: Schematic of (a) nonlinear phononics, (b) nonlinear carrier excitation
Keldysh crossover, and (c) Floquet engineering.

Even without generating any real carrier or lattice excitation, the intense electro-
magnetic field of light pulse can still coherently modulate the spectrum of quantum
materials. The Floquet formalism describes how a periodic-in-time optical field
renormalizes the energy dispersion of the system and modulates its microscopic
interaction parameters. Akin to the Bloch theorem which states that a spatially
periodic crystal structure creates replicas of energy-momentum dispersion along
the momentum axis, a temporally periodic light field creates replicas of the spec-
trum along the energy axis [Figure 1.4(c)]. Instead of solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation, one can instead solve a time-independent Floquet Hamil-
tonian with each element simply a Fourier transform of the original Hamiltonian
(or plus/minus an integer multiple of the photon energy) (Eckardt and Anisimovas,
2015; Rudner and Lindner, 2020b). The Floquet theory has been demonstrated to
be correct in topological insulators by the pioneering photoemission experiments
(Y. H. Wang et al., 2013; Mahmood et al., 2016).
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Not only will the band structure be transiently dressed, but microscopic interactions
and band topological properties will be coherently modulated by the temporally
periodic optical field. Prominent examples include bandgap and exciton engineering
(Shan et al., 2021; Sie, James W. McIver, et al., 2015; Sie, Lui, et al., 2017), magnetic
exchange interaction modulation (Mentink, Balzer, and M. Eckstein, 2015; Hejazi, J.
Liu, and Balents, 2019; Mikhaylovskiy et al., 2015; Batignani et al., 2015; Claassen
et al., 2017), ultrafast topological Hall effect (J. W. McIver et al., 2020), and many
body localization (Rudner and Lindner, 2020a).

Despite the spectacular theoretical progress, experimental achievements of Floquet
engineering are much fewer. The main reason is Floquet engineering-induced effect
is pronounced only when the Floquet parameter E = 𝑒𝐸𝑎

ℏ𝜔
(𝑎 is the lattice constant)

is larger than unity. The major challenge experimentalists are faced with is that
extremely intense light pulse (∼ 109 V/m) at THz or mid-IR frequencies is required
to achieve reasonable microscopic coupling modulation by Floquet engineering.
Therefore, a central question is how to choose ideal materials and develop proper
driving protocols to minimize thermal heating such that the out-of-equilibrium
state proximate enough to the ground state of an effective Floquet Hamiltonian
can be experimentally realized (Oka and Kitamura, 2019). In terms of materials,
compounds with large and clean bandgap are preferred due to less absorption; on
the other hand, tailored drive pulses can be chosen to suppress heating at short
times and reach a potentially long-lived “prethermalized” state (A. d. l. Torre, Dante
M. Kennes, et al., 2021). A recently emerging field exploiting cavity quantum
electrodynamics and integrating the target material with a vacuum cavity to enhance
the light-matter interaction such that a less strong field is needed stands out as an
alternative promising direction (Bloch et al., 2022).

1.2 Time Dependent Landau Theory
In the previous section where we show the three different cases of transient light-
induced modulation of PES, we have implicitly extended the Landau theory to a
time-dependent version. Time-dependent Landau theory (TDLT) has been widely
used in various ultrafast studies and systems (Sun and Andrew J. Millis, 2020). In
this prevailing mean-field description, the system is coarsely grained and simplified
as an ensemble of time-dependent OP Φ(𝑡) and PES 𝐸 (Φ). It is assumed that
light pulse transiently modulates the PES and exerts a force on the OP and the
subsequent evolution of OP captures the pivotal dynamics. We now employ TDLT to
simulate the dynamics of OP under the three aforementioned cases, i.e. suppression,
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reversal, and switch, in three slightly different ways to show the universality of TDLT
application.

TDLT Simulation of Order Parameter Suppression
Without loss of generality and simplicity, we consider the case that a single OP
and the equilibrium functional form of 𝐸 (Φ) is described by Eq1.1: a double-well
potential at low temperature. The specific means to include the light excitation
depends on the type of systems and orders. We assume that the light excitation
will transiently quench the PES in a way similar to increasing temperature by
modulating the term quadratic in Φ. Therefore, we have the following functional
form for 𝐸 (Φ, 𝑡):

𝐸 (Φ, 𝑡) = 1
2
𝜔2 [[(𝑡) − 1]Φ2 + 1

4
𝑏Φ4, (1.5)

where 𝜔 is the eigenmode OP oscillation frequency determined by the curvature of
the PES minimum, 𝑏 is a constant of the fourth-order term, and [(𝑡) captures the
light-induced modulation of the quadratic term. It has been extensively used in many

studies that [(𝑡) = 𝛼𝐹 ∗
1+erf (

√︃
4 ln 2
𝜎2 𝑡)

2 ∗exp
(
− 𝑡
𝜏0

)
, where 𝛼 is a scaling factor, 𝐹 is the

fluence, 𝜎 is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the pulse duration and the
error function represents the non-instantaneous onset of light perturbation due to the
finite instrumental time resolution, and 𝜏0 is the recovery lifetime that PES relaxes
back to its equilibrium form and is typically determined by the electronic, magnetic,
or structural relaxation time. We also implicitly assume that the quenching is linearly
proportional to 𝐹. Note that when [(𝑡) > 1, the double-well PES transforms into a
parabola, mimicking the high temperature case and featuring a full suppression of
OP.

Considering that the functional derivative of free energy 𝐸 (Φ, 𝑡) with respect to
Φ(𝑡) is a generalized force, the equation of motion of Φ(𝑡) can in principle be
derived as:

𝜕2Φ(𝑡)
𝜕𝑡2

+ 2𝛾
𝜕Φ(𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝜕𝐸 (Φ, 𝑡)
𝜕Φ(𝑡) = 0. (1.6)

If we plug Eq1.5 in Eq1.6, we have:

𝜕2Φ(𝑡)
𝜕𝑡2

+ 2𝛾
𝜕Φ(𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝜔2 [[(𝑡) − 1]Φ(𝑡)2 + 𝑏Φ(𝑡)4 = 0. (1.7)

Note that we also add a damping term with constant 𝛾 to account for the dissipation
of energy and damping of the coherent OP oscillation. In the overdamped case
where 𝛾 is on par with or larger than 𝜔, the coherent OP oscillation is suppressed
and Φ will adiabatically follow the evolution of 𝐸 .
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For suppression, we define the critical fluence 𝐹𝑐 as the fluence where a full melting
of order occurs, i.e. [(𝑡) = 1, and assume 𝜏0 → ∞ so that at 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 the suppression
lasts significantly longer than the time window we are interested in. We assume
𝜔 = (2𝜋×)3.6 THz, 𝛾 = 1 THz and show the dynamics of Φ(𝑡) in Figure 1.5(a).
At all fluences an coherent oscillation corresponding to the excitation of the OP
amplitude mode can be unambiguously resolved [Figure 1.5(a)]. At 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐, a
gradual displacement of the quasi-equilibrium position from the equilibrium value
Φ(𝑡 < 0) to 0 is evident, which arises from the ultrafast quenching of PES. At𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐,
the quasi-equilibrium position saturates at 0, showcasing a complete suppression of
OP.
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Figure 1.5: TDLT simulation of ultrafast OP suppression and critical behaviors.
(a) Time evolution of OP at different fluences normalized by the critical fluence 𝐹𝑐
where full melting of OP is just realized. (b) Fluence dependence of OP oscillation
frequency and OP melting time.

The critical behaviors can also be elucidated by applying a damped cosine function
fitting to the time traces of Φ(𝑡). The frequency of the OP oscillation exhibits a
pronounced softening at 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐, reaches a minimum at 𝐹∼𝐹𝑐, and blueshifts at
𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐, reminiscent of the flattening of PES bottom at 𝐹𝑐. Simultaneously, an
inverse behavior of the melting time can be seen, which shows a diverging behavior
at 𝐹∼𝐹𝑐, suggesting the critical slowing down.

TDLT Simulation of Order Parameter Reversal
For reversal, we consider two coupled OPs Φ1 and Φ2, while only 𝐸 (Φ1) is directly
modulated by light. This assumption can be generally applied to a lot of systems
with an electronic OP Φ1 and a lattice or magnetic OP Φ2, in which the former
is primarily excited by light. We assume (i) a double-well potential of Φ1, (ii)
a parabolic potential of Φ2, and (iii) a linear coupling with coupling constant 𝑔
between the two. The potential functional of the coupled system can be expressed
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as:
𝐸 (Φ, 𝑡) = 1

2
𝜔2

1 [[(𝑡) − 1]Φ2
1 +

1
4
𝑏Φ4

1 +
1
2
𝜔2

2Φ
2
2 + 𝑔Φ1Φ2. (1.8)

We also assume the photo-excitation transiently shrinks the term quadratic in Φ1 by
[(𝑡) as defined before with a finite decay time same as electron depopulation time
𝜏0 = 1 ps. We can then write out the equations of motion of the two OPs:

𝜕𝑡
2Φ1 + 2𝛾1𝜕𝑡Φ1 + 𝜔2

1 [[(𝑡) − 1]Φ1 + 𝑏Φ3
1 + 𝑔Φ2 = 0,

𝜕𝑡
2Φ2 + 2𝛾2𝜕𝑡Φ2 + 𝜔2

2Φ2 + 𝑔Φ1 = 0,
(1.9)

where again we add two different decay terms with different decay rates 𝛾1,2 to
characterize the damping of two OPs.
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Figure 1.6: TDLT simulation of ultrafast reversal of two linearly coupled OPs.

We assume the OP oscillation of both OPs are underdamped but with generically
different frequencies: 𝜔2 = (2𝜋×)2 THz, 𝛾2 = 0.3 THz, 𝜔1 = (2𝜋×)40 THz,
𝛾1 = 5 THz, 𝑔 = 300 , 𝑏 = 5000. The critical fluence 𝐹𝑐 is defined as the fluence
where reversal occurs, which is larger than the fluence where the full suppression
occors. The TDLT simulation clearly suggests a reversal of both OPs at 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐,
as the magnitude of quasi-equilibrium position of both parameters at 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐

is equivalent to the values of equilibrium values, but the sign flips (Figure 1.6).
Another interesting feature is that Φ1 only exhibits evident oscillation at 𝜔1 only
when the reversal occurs, but shows oscillation at 𝜔2 at all fluences. In contrast, Φ2

only shows oscillation at 𝜔2.

TDLT Simulation of Order Parameter Switch
To simulate the ultrafast switch to a hidden state, we again consider a single OP
Φ and add a term linear in Φ with coupling 𝑘 such that the double-well is tilted.
Thereby, the ground state is unique and another local minimum of PES slightly
elevated in energy is the hidden state in equilibrium.

𝐸 (Φ, 𝑡) = −1
2
𝜔2

1Φ
2
1 +

1
4
𝑏Φ4

1 + 𝑘Φ1. (1.10)
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Figure 1.7: TDLT simulation of ultrafast switch of OP to an hidden state. The inset
shows the tilted PES.

We assume the light directly exert a force to the OP and transfer kinetic energy, which
can be characterized as a Gaussian driving force 𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝐹 exp

[
−4 ln(2)𝑡2/𝜎2] and

the dynamical equation reads:

𝜕2Φ(𝑡)
𝜕𝑡2

+ 2𝛾
𝜕Φ(𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

− 𝜔2Φ(𝑡)2 + 𝑐Φ(𝑡)4 + 𝑘 = 𝑓 (𝑡). (1.11)

The simulation result indeed shows that above a critical fluence 𝐹𝑐, a switch to the
hidden can be realized (Figure 1.7).

Despite the ignorance of microscopic couplings and simplicity, the phenomeno-
logical TDLT based on symmetry analysis has succeeded in explaining a myriad
of experimental observations in CDWs (R. Yusupov et al., 2010; Zong, Dolgirev,
Kogar, Erge çen, et al., 2019; Duan et al., 2021), FEs (Mankowsky, Hoegen, et al.,
2017; Kozina et al., 2019), magnets (Chuang et al., 2013; Nova, Cartella, et al.,
2016; Gorobtsov et al., 2021), superconductors (Mankowsky, Subedi, et al., 2014),
and nonlinear phononic setups (Först et al., 2011; Hoegen et al., 2018). Note that
we only show the simplest examples of TDLT application in this section, but to
more quantitatively understand the experimental data a great number of ingredients
can be added such as complex OPs (Chuang et al., 2013), time-dependent damping
rate (Huber et al., 2014), Langevin spatial fluctuation (Zong, Dolgirev, Kogar, Erge
çen, et al., 2019; Zong, Dolgirev, Kogar, Su, et al., 2021), spatial dependence (R.
Yusupov et al., 2010; Trigo et al., 2021; Duan et al., 2021), nonlinear OP coupling
(Harter, D. M. Kennes, et al., 2018; Gorobtsov et al., 2021; Yoshikawa et al., 2021),
and higher-order anharmonic terms (Hoegen et al., 2018).

Although the majority of ultrafast phase transitions can be interpreted in this frame-
work, the IMT in VO2 which originates from the spatially inhomogeneous atomic
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disorders may not be correctly captured by TDLT (Perez-Salinas et al., 2022). Since
the mean-field dynamics predict that the local distribution of OP is close to its mean
value, it remains unclear whether TDLT can describe these possibly first-order
disorder-order transitions with significant spatial heterogeneity.

1.3 Degrees of Freedom and their Interactions
Despite the achievements of the Landau theory, the microscopic origin of different
phenomenological parameters defined in the Landau theory remains elusive. In
this section, a handful of basic microscopic models of strongly correlated quantum
materials will be introduced. Strongly correlated materials (SCMs) represent a large
portfolio of compounds whose electronic behaviors cannot be effectively described
by a non-interacting picture. Each electron can no longer be considered as moving
freely in a “sea” of Fermi gas but has a complex influence on its neighbors. Typically,
SCMs have incompletely filled 𝑑− or 𝑓−electron shells and host a vast variety of
unconventional electronic and magnetic properties, such as IMT, SC, colossal/giant
magnetoresistance, magnetism, CDW, heavy fermionic behavior, large thermoelec-
tric power, and multiferroic (Keimer and J. E. Moore, 2017; Tokura and N. Nagaosa,
2000).

The fascinating phenomena in SCMs originate from the complex intra- and inter-
actions between the charge, orbital, spin, and lattice DoF (Figure 1.8). Especially in
a paradigmatic group of SCMs, transition metal oxides (TMOs) with 𝑑−orbital elec-
trons ranging from 3𝑑 cuprates to 5𝑑 iridates, a multitude of exotic phenomena such
as high-𝑇𝑐 SC, pseudogap (PG), strange metal, orbital magnetism, and quantum spin
liquid emerge from the strong (multi-orbital) electronic correlation and magnetic
exchange interaction, electron-phonon coupling (EPC), spin-orbit coupling (SOC),
and orbital-lattice coupling dubbed Jahn-Teller (JT) interaction. In the following,
I will briefly cover the fundamental microscopic models of these interactions in
paradigmatic 𝑑−orbital TMOs, which form the backbone of the systems covered in
Chapters III-VI.

Crystal Field Splitting
Without including the spin DoF, a transition metal ion respects SO(3) symmetry in
the free space and harbors a five-fold degenerate 𝑑−orbital (orbital angular momen-
tum 𝑙 = 2). A free atom electronic wave-function respecting spherical symmetry
has orbital eigenstates described by spherical harmonics:

𝜓𝑛𝑙𝑚𝑙
(𝑟, \, 𝜙) = 𝑅𝑛𝑙 (𝑟, \, 𝜙)𝑌𝑚𝑙

𝑙
(\, 𝜙), (1.12)
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of charge, orbital, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom and
their intra- and interactions.

where 𝑅 is the radial distribution, 𝑌𝑚𝑙

𝑙
is the spherical harmonic, and 𝑛, 𝑙, 𝑚𝑙 are

quantum numbers.

In crystal, however, the ionic potential is no longer spherical. Instead, it is reduced
to discrete rotational symmetries. For most of TMOs, the transition metal ion is
constrained in a octahedral cage surrounded by six oxygen ligands at the apeces,
and the local symmetry is reduced to cubic point group 𝑂ℎ. Consequently, the
𝑑−orbital degeneracy is lifted and its energy level is split into a two-fold degenerate
𝑒𝑔 manifold and a three-fold degenerate 𝑡2𝑔 manifold. Since the charge distribution
of 𝑡2𝑔 is in between the metal-ligand bond, while the 𝑒𝑔 charge distribution lies
along the direction of the metal-ligand bond, the energy level of the latter is higher
than the former by a large cubic crystal field 10𝐷𝑞 on the order of several 𝑒𝑉 . The
cubic splitting is commonly the largest energy scale in TMOs (∼ 3 eV) and thus
determines the orbital distribution at relatively large energy scales compared to the
other interactions.

The 𝑑𝑥𝑧, 𝑑𝑦𝑧, and 𝑑𝑥𝑦 orbitals from 𝑡2𝑔 manifold and 𝑑3𝑧2−𝑟2 and 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 orbitals
from the 𝑒𝑔 manifold are formed by the linear combinations of spherical harmonics
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functions 𝑌𝑚𝑙

𝑙
with 𝑙 = 2 and magnetic quantum number 𝑚𝑙 from −𝑙 to 𝑙:

𝑑𝑥𝑧 =
1
√

2
(𝑌−1

2 − 𝑌1
2 ), 𝑑𝑦𝑧 =

𝑖
√

2
(𝑌−1

2 + 𝑌1
2 ), 𝑑𝑥𝑦 =

𝑖
√

2
(𝑌−2

2 − 𝑌2
2 ),

𝑑3𝑧2−𝑟2 = 𝑌0
2 , 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 =

1
√

2
(𝑌−2

2 + 𝑌2
2 ).

(1.13)

Since 𝑌𝑚𝑙

2 and 𝑌−𝑚𝑙

2 equally contribute to these states, these states possess zero
orbital angular momentum 𝐿𝑧 = 0, which explains the missing orbital magnetic
moment for most of transition metal ions with 𝑑−electrons in the absence of SOC.

Based on the above formulas and the recurrence relationships 𝐿𝑧𝑌𝑚𝑙

𝑙
= 𝑚𝑙𝑌

𝑚𝑙

𝑙
,

𝐿±𝑌
𝑚𝑙

𝑙
=
√︁
(𝑙∓𝑚) (𝑙±𝑚 + 1)𝑌𝑚𝑙±1

𝑙
, and 𝐿𝑥 = 1

2 (𝐿+ + 𝐿−), 𝐿𝑦 =
1
2𝑖 (𝐿+ − 𝐿−), we can

write out the matrix representation of the orbital angular momentum operators �̂�𝑥 ,
�̂�𝑦, and �̂�𝑧 in the basis of {𝑑𝑥𝑧, 𝑑𝑦𝑧, 𝑑𝑥𝑦, 𝑑3𝑧2−𝑟2 , 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2}:

�̂�𝑥 =

©«

0 0 𝑖 0 0
0 0 0 −

√
3𝑖 −𝑖

−𝑖 0 0 0 0
0

√
3𝑖 0 0 0

0 𝑖 0 0 0

ª®®®®®®®¬
,

�̂�𝑦 =

©«

0 0 0
√

3𝑖 −𝑖
0 0 −𝑖 0 0
0 𝑖 0 0 0

−
√

3𝑖 0 0 0 0
𝑖 0 0 0 0

ª®®®®®®®¬
,

�̂�𝑧 =

©«

0 −𝑖 0 0 0
𝑖 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2𝑖
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −2𝑖 0 0

ª®®®®®®®¬
.

(1.14)

From the above formulas, we note that the angular momentum inside the 𝑒𝑔 orbital
is always 0. Since the crystal splitting 10𝐷𝑞 is usually much larger than the other
energy scales, one can also ignore the off-diagonal elements between the 𝑒𝑔 and 𝑡2𝑔
manifolds and obtain the abbreviated effective angular momentum operators for the
𝑡2𝑔 manifold:

�̂�𝑥 =
©«

0 0 𝑖

0 0 0
−𝑖 0 0

ª®®¬ , �̂�𝑦 =
©«
0 0 0
0 0 −𝑖
0 𝑖 0

ª®®¬ , �̂�𝑧 =
©«
0 −𝑖 0
𝑖 0 0
0 0 0

ª®®¬ . (1.15)
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One can check the angular momentum operators for the 𝑝 orbital with 𝑙 = 1 and
find an easy relation, dubbed the T-P equivalence (Stamokostas and Fiete, 2018):

L̂(𝑡2𝑔) = −L̂(𝑝). (1.16)

This can be understood by checking the effective angular momentum of the 𝑡2𝑔
orbitals, by which one can easily demonstrate that the eigenstates of the truncated
operators (Eq1.16) are linear combinations of 𝑑𝑥𝑧,𝑑𝑦𝑧, and 𝑑𝑥𝑦 orbitals:

|𝑚𝑙 = 1⟩ = −
𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑧 − 𝑑𝑦𝑧√

2
, |𝑚𝑙 = −1⟩ = −

𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑧 + 𝑑𝑦𝑧√
2

, |𝑚𝑙 = 0⟩ = 𝑑𝑥𝑦 . (1.17)

Therefore, the 𝑡2𝑔 manifold constructs a 𝑙𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 1 state, which can be mapped directly
to the 𝑙 = 1 𝑝 orbital.

It is universal that further distortion of octahedron arise from the formation of
corner- or edge-shared octahedral network in real TMO lattices. These distortions
belonging to 𝐸𝑔 or 𝑇2𝑔 irreproducible representations will further decrease the cubic
symmetry to tetragonal, orthorhombic, trigonal, or even lower symmetries, part of
which will be later elucidated in the JT interaction subsection.

Electronic Correlation and Magnetic Exchange Interaction
Despite the success in understanding the transport properties of conventional metal
and semiconductors, single-particle band theory fails to describe the electronic state
of TMOs with partially filled 𝑑−shell characterized by strong correlations. Specifi-
cally, many insulating TMOs such as NiO with partially filled electronic bands with
strong Coulomb interaction between electrons turn out to be electrically insulating,
posing serious challenge to the conventional band theory. Mott insulator (MI) is
later coined to identify a class of solids violating the fundamental expectations of
band theory. The behavior of MI can be understood with Hubbard model. Based on
the tight-binding model, the Hubbard Hamiltonian adds the short-range Coulomb
interaction𝑈 to the kinetic term parametrized by the hopping integral 𝑡:

�̂�𝑈 = −
∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗 ,𝜎

𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑐
†
𝑖𝜎
𝑐 𝑗𝜎 +𝑈

∑︁
𝑖

𝑛𝑖↑𝑛𝑖↓, (1.18)

where 𝑐†
𝑖𝜎

and 𝑐𝑖𝜎 are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron with
spin 𝜎 at lattice site 𝑖, 𝑛𝑖𝜎 = 𝑐

†
𝑖𝜎
𝑐𝑖𝜎 is the number operator.

A metal-to-Mott-insulator transition can be realized by tuning the ratio 𝑈/𝑡 from
zero to infinity when the band is half-filled: when 𝑈 = 0, a simple tight-banding
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band theory predicts a metallic ground state with incompletely filled band, while
at 𝑡 = 0 each site is singly occupied with localized spin because the penalty 𝑈 for
double occupancy at a single site is heavy. In the limit of large𝑈/𝑡, it can be shown
that the effective Hamiltonian can be transformed into the Heisenberg model:

�̂�𝐽 = −𝐽
∑︁
⟨𝑖 𝑗⟩

Ŝi · Ŝj, (1.19)

where ⟨𝑖 𝑗⟩ denotes nearest neighbour, Ŝi is the spin vector at site 𝑖, and 𝐽 = 4𝑡2/𝑈
is the magnetic exchange interaction. An AFM ground state is reached in the MI
where the spins on the nearest neighbours are anti-parallel so that a virtual hopping
is possible.

MI with localized electrons due to strong Coulomb repulsion and reduced bandwidth
is the central paradigm in the study of SCMs. The parent phase of high-𝑇𝑐 cuprate
superconductors is MI albeit with a charge-transfer type. The SC, PG, strange
metal, and Fermi liquid phases all arise from doping MI with carriers. The Heisen-
berg model, on the other hand, lays the foundation of magnetism, where abundant
magnetic orders and excitations can be modelled by further introducing anisotropic
spin interaction (𝐽𝑥𝑥≠𝐽𝑦𝑦≠𝐽𝑧𝑧) and antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interac-
tion (DMI) with the form of �̂�𝑖 𝑗

𝐷𝑀
= Dij · (Ŝi × Ŝj).

In contrast to cuprate in which a single active electronic band is near the Fermi
level, most of TMOs are multi-band SCMs. Many multi-orbital compounds such as
ruthenates and iron pnictides are strongly correlated metal not in proximity to MI,
which may be accounted for by Hund’s coupling. Hund’s coupling 𝐽𝐻 represents the
intra-atomic exchange energy scale, which favors two electrons in different orbitals
with parallel spin as opposed to two electrons in the same orbital with opposite spins.
Hund’s coupling thus plays a crucial role in correlated metals with intermediate 𝑈.
On the one hand, it reduces the energy cost of adding electron when the shell is
not half filled and thus drives the system away from MI; on the other hand, it
strongly lowers the quasi-particle coherence scale and makes the metallic state more
correlated.

Hund’s coupling is based on the atomic case, where Friedrich Hund formulated the
three famous rules that are used to determine the ground-state electronic configura-
tion of a multi-electron atom. For 𝑁 electrons in a shell, the rules state that:

1. Total spin angular momentum 𝑆 should be maximized.
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2. For a given 𝑆, total orbital angular momentum 𝐿 should be maximized.

3. For a less than half-filled shell, total angular momentum 𝐽 = |𝐿−𝑆 | should be
minimized; for a more than half-filled shell, 𝐽 = 𝐿 + 𝑆 should be maximized.

The origin of these rules can be attributed to the minimization of the Coulomb
interaction. The importance of including Hund’s coupling in incoherent metallic
systems with itinerant electrons, broad bands, and moderate Coulomb repulsion like
4𝑑 and 5𝑑 TMOs and iron pnictides and chalcogenides highlights the consequences
of atomic physics (Georges, Medici, and Mravlje, 2013).

To more quantitatively illustrate the role of both Coulomb repulsion 𝑈 and Hund’s
coupling 𝐽𝐻 in the presence of multiple orbitals, the many-body atomic Hamiltonian
for 𝑡2𝑔 manifold can be captured by the Kanamori multi-orbital electronic interaction
model (Georges, Medici, and Mravlje, 2013):

�̂�𝐾 =𝑈
∑︁
𝑖

�̂�𝑖↑�̂�𝑖↓ +𝑈′
∑︁
𝑖≠𝑖′

�̂�𝑖↑�̂�𝑖′↓ + (𝑈′ − 𝐽𝐻)
∑︁
𝑖<𝑖′,𝜎

�̂�𝑖𝜎�̂�𝑖′𝜎

− 𝐽𝐻
∑︁
𝑖≠𝑖′

𝑐
†
𝑖↑𝑐𝑖↓𝑐

†
𝑖′↓𝑐𝑖′↑ + 𝐽𝐻

∑︁
𝑖≠𝑖′

𝑐
†
𝑖↑𝑐

†
𝑖↓𝑐𝑖′↓𝑐𝑖′↑

. (1.20)

These terms represent the interaction 𝑈 between electrons with opposite spins in
the same orbital, the interaction 𝑈′ < 𝑈 between electrons with opposite spins in
different orbitals, and the interaction 𝑈′ − 𝐽𝐻 between electrons with parallel spins
in different orbitals, the spin exchange between different orbitals, and pair hopping
between different orbitals, respectively. With𝑈′ = 𝑈−2𝐽 and rotational invariance,
the Kanamori Hamiltonian takes a simplified form:

�̂�𝑈 = (𝑈 − 3𝐽𝐻)
�̂� (�̂� − 1)

2
+ 5

2
𝐽𝐻 �̂� − 𝐽𝐻 (2𝑆2 + �̂�2/2), (1.21)

where �̂� and 𝑆 are the total orbital and spin angular momentum operators, and �̂� is
the total number of electrons operator. Note that in this form, Hund’s first two rules
are explicitly fulfilled.

Electron Phonon Coupling
Aside from the electronic correlation, EPC is one of the most fundamental and
essential interactions in solids. The electronic excitation around meV energy scale
in the vicinity of Fermi level can be strongly modified by EPC, which induces a
variety of exotic phenomena including SC, CDW, Peierls distortion, polaron, band
dispersion kink, and so on.
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The most fundamental electron-phonon scattering process is absorption/emission
of one phonon from one electron with a vertex coupling 𝑔 and conserving both
momentum and energy. Frölich Hamiltonian quantitatively captures this process:

�̂�𝐹 = �̂�𝑒 + �̂�𝑝ℎ + �̂�𝑒−𝑝ℎ. (1.22)

The electronic term captures the non-interacting band structure:

�̂�𝑒 =
∑︁
𝑘a𝜎

𝜖a𝜎 (𝑘)𝑐†𝑘a𝜎𝑐𝑘a𝜎, (1.23)

where the non-interacting electron possesses a band with dispersion 𝜖 (𝑘), band
index a, momentum 𝑘 , and spin 𝜎.

The lattice term is expressed in terms of quantized non-interacting phonons:

�̂�𝑝ℎ =
∑︁
𝑞`

𝜔` (𝑞) (�̂�†𝑞` �̂�𝑞` +
1
2
), (1.24)

where �̂�†𝑞` and �̂�𝑞` are the creation and annihilation operators for a phonon mode
with momentum 𝑞, branch index `, and energy 𝜔` (𝑞).

The linear interaction term considers the lowest-order scattering process respecting
the conservation of momentum and energy:

�̂�𝑒−𝑝ℎ =
∑︁
𝑘aa′𝜎

∑︁
𝑞`

𝑔
𝑞`

𝑘+𝑞a′,𝑘a𝑐
†
𝑘+𝑞a′𝜎𝑐𝑘a𝜎 (�̂�

†
−𝑞` + �̂�𝑞`). (1.25)

EPC can generate new quasiparticles (QPs) dubbed polarons which induces pro-
nounced band dispersion renormalization. The concept of polaron was proposed by
Lev Landau and Solomon Pekar which describes an electron moving in a phonon
cloud where the atoms displace from their equilibrium positions to effectively screen
the charge of the electron. Due to the electron-phonon scattering, the electronic state
acquires finite lifetime and exhibits an abrupt change in dispersion, dubbed as kink,
in the vicinity of the phonon energy, which can be captured by photoemission spec-
troscopy in various TMOs (Damascelli, Hussain, and Z.-X. Shen, 2003; Sobota,
He, and Z.-X. Shen, 2021). This QP velocity change can be equivalently interpreted
as an enhancement of the effective mass 𝑚∗. In the systems with very strong EPC
such as titanates and iron chalcogenides, shake-off replicas of the original bands
separated by the energy of a particular optical phonon branch can be resolved (J. J.
Lee et al., 2014; Z. Wang et al., 2016; Rebec et al., 2017). On the other hand, EPC
reciprocally modifies the phonon dispersion and linewidth. The phonon linewidth
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which can be measured by inelastic neutron or X-ray scattering provides information
about the degree of coupling to electrons of a particular phonon mode.

A vast variety of phenomena involving alteration of both electronic and structural
properties emerge from the EPC. Peierls distortion arises when electrons in partially
filled states are strongly coupled to vibrational modes along whose coordinates the
distortions occur. Since the energy cost of lattice rearrangement is compensated
by the splitting of degenerate electronic states, a bandgap opens accompanied by
a periodic lattice distortion (Teitelbaum et al., 2018). Peierls distortion naturally
leads to the formation of CDW where a spontaneous spatial modulation of charge
density accompanied by the periodic ionic distortion occurs.

Stronger interest was developed in SC, where analogous to CDW the instability of
electrons around Fermi level produces a new ground state. Two bound electrons
with opposite spins and momenta undergo Bose-Einstein condensation showing
superfluidity with zero electrical resistance. In the seminal work by Bardeen,
Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS), the attraction between the two paired electrons was
proposed to be assisted by EPC. The BCS theory successfully explains behavior
of most conventional superconductors such as the OP-like onset of SC gap at 𝑇𝑐,
the isotope effect, an exponential raise of specific heat at 𝑇𝑐, and the expulsion
of a magnetic field from the superconductor dubbed Meissner effect (Damascelli,
Hussain, and Z.-X. Shen, 2003). Although alternative mechanisms including order
fluctuations are proposed to explain the high-𝑇𝑐 SC which cannot be fully understood
within BCS theory, EPC is still pivotal to understanding these novel superconducting
systems.

Jahn Teller Interaction
JT interaction, originating from the coupling between the orbital degree of freedom
and the lattice vibration, is one of the paradigmatic mechanism shows the sponta-
neous symmetry breaking induced by EPC in TMOs. The JT theorem essentially
states that any nonlinear polyatomic system with a degenerate electronic ground state
will undergo a geometrical lattice distortion that removes the electronic degeneracy
and lowers the overall energy with a gain of 𝐸𝐽𝑇 . It usually drives the structural
phase transition concomitant with the orbital ordering.

The JT effect of 𝑑 orbital is of particular interest. The selection rule dictates the
following: 𝑒𝑔⊗𝑒𝑔 = 𝑎1𝑔⊕𝑒𝑔 and 𝑡2𝑔⊗𝑡2𝑔 = 𝑎1𝑔⊕𝑒𝑔⊕𝑡2𝑔. Hereafter, we label the
lattice irreproducible representation with capital letters to distinguish from the elec-
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tronic channel, and drop the subscript for simplicity. Therefore, the 𝑒𝑔 orbital can be
coupled to 1 fully symmetric 𝐴1 mode and 2 tetragonal/orthorhombic𝐸 lattice distor-
tions, and the 𝑡2𝑔 orbital can interact with 1 𝐴1 mode, 2 𝐸 modes, and 3 trigonal𝑇 vi-
bration modes. A more widely-used routine is denoting {𝑑𝑦𝑧, 𝑑𝑥𝑧, 𝑑𝑥𝑦, 𝑑3𝑧2−𝑟2 , 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2}
as {b, [, Z , \, 𝜖} (Bersuker, 2006). Accordingly, the general JT Hamiltonian can be
written as followed (Iwahara, Vieru, and Chibotaru, 2018):

�̂�𝐽𝑇 =
∑︁
𝑘

∑︁
𝑛Λ_

∑︁
Λ1Λ2···Λ𝑘

1
𝑘!
𝑔
Λ1Λ2···Λ𝑘

𝑛Λ
× {𝑄Λ1⊗𝑄Λ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗𝑄Λ𝑘

}𝑛Λ_𝜏Λ_. (1.26)

Here Λ(Λ𝑖) is 𝑒𝑔 or 𝑡2𝑔, _ is its component, 𝑛 distinguishes the repeated representa-
tion, �̂�Λ_ is the normal coordinate, {𝑄Λ1⊗𝑄Λ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗𝑄Λ𝑘

}Λ_ is the symmetrized
product of coordinates, 𝑔 is the 𝑘−th order orbital-lattice coupling parameter, and
𝜏Λ_ are the matrices of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which can be written out based
on the quadrupolar angular momentum operators. The spatial configurations of the
six normal modes that can be coupled to the 𝑡2𝑔 orbitals with respect to an octahedron
are illustrated in Figure 1.9.

(a) (b)
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(f)(e)(d)
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of orthonormal eigenmodes of an octahedron that can couple
to 𝑑−orbital electrons.

Only keeping the linear coupling terms, we have a much simplified version:

�̂�𝐽𝑇 =
∑︁
𝛾=\,𝜖

𝑔𝐸𝑄𝐸𝛾𝜏𝐸𝛾 +
∑︁

𝛾=b,[,Z

𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇𝛾𝜏𝑇𝛾 . (1.27)
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With the harmonic lattice energy:

�̂�𝐿𝑎𝑡 =
∑︁
𝛾=\,𝜖

1
2
𝐵𝐸𝑄

2
𝐸𝛾 +

∑︁
𝛾=b,[,Z

1
2
𝐵𝑇𝑄

2
𝑇𝛾 . (1.28)

The quadrupolar tensors 𝜏 can be written out based on their basis function symmetry
as a function of orbital angular momentum operators: 𝜏`a = 1

2 ( �̂�` �̂�a + �̂�a �̂�`) −
𝐿 (𝐿+1)

3 𝛿`a. Specifically, we have:

𝜏𝐸\ = −1
2
(2�̂�2

𝑧 − �̂�2
𝑥 − �̂�2

𝑦),

𝜏𝐸𝜖 = −
√

3
2

( �̂�2
𝑥 − �̂�2

𝑦),

𝜏𝑇b = − 1
√

2
( �̂�𝑦 �̂�𝑧 + �̂�𝑧 �̂�𝑦),

𝜏𝑇[ = − 1
√

2
( �̂�𝑥 �̂�𝑧 + �̂�𝑧 �̂�𝑥),

𝜏𝑇Z = − 1
√

2
( �̂�𝑥 �̂�𝑦 + �̂�𝑦 �̂�𝑥).

(1.29)

Again, for 𝑡2𝑔 manifold, both 𝐸 and 𝑇 vibronic modes are coupled, while for 𝑒𝑔
orbital only 𝐸 is interacting. For the latter case, the PES is simply a “Mexican hat”
respecting 𝑈 (1) symmetry (Bersuker, 2006). We consider the 𝑡2𝑔 manifold with
possible coupling to both 𝐸 and 𝑇 vibronic modes. The general JT Hamiltonian
with both distortions can be expressed as:

�̂�𝐽𝑇 =

©«
−𝑔𝐸 ( 1

2𝑄𝐸\ −
√

3
2 𝑄𝐸𝜖 ) 1√

2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇Z

1√
2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇[

1√
2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇Z −𝑔𝐸 ( 1

2𝑄𝐸\ +
√

3
2 𝑄𝐸𝜖 ) 1√

2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇b

1√
2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇[

1√
2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇b 𝑔𝐸𝑄𝐸\

ª®®®¬ . (1.30)

We first consider the full Hamiltonian including both �̂�𝐿𝑎𝑡 and �̂�𝐽𝑇 with only 𝐸
distortion:

�̂�𝐸 =

©«
−𝑔𝐸 ( 1

2𝑄𝐸\−
√

3
2 𝑄𝐸𝜖 )

+ 𝐵𝐸
2 (𝑄2

𝐸\
+𝑄2

𝐸𝜖
)

0 0

0 −𝑔𝐸 ( 1
2𝑄𝐸\+

√
3

2 𝑄𝐸𝜖 )
+ 𝐵𝐸

2 (𝑄2
𝐸\

+𝑄2
𝐸𝜖

)
0

0 0 𝑔𝐸𝑄𝐸\+
𝐵𝐸

2 (𝑄2
𝐸\

+𝑄2
𝐸𝜖

)

ª®®®®®¬
. (1.31)

The eigenvalues are straightforward and characterize the PES of the system as the
function of the two 𝑄𝐸 coordinates. Three paraboloids shifted away from origin in
three directions with an included angle of 120◦ in-between [Figure 1.10(a)]. The
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three minima are at (𝑄𝐸\ , 𝑄𝐸𝜖 ) = (− 𝑔𝐸
𝐵𝐸
, 0), ( 𝑔𝐸2𝐵𝐸

,
√

3
2𝐵𝐸

), ( 𝑔𝐸2𝐵𝐸
,−

√
3

2𝐵𝐸
) with 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝐸 =

− 𝑔2
𝐸

2𝐵𝐸
. These states correspond to tetragonal compression along 𝑧−, 𝑦−, and 𝑥−axes,

and the electronic wavefunctions harbor the 𝑑𝑥𝑦, 𝑑𝑥𝑧, and 𝑑𝑦𝑧 characters, respectively.
Here, the𝑈 (1) symmetry is broken into 𝑍3.

(a) (b)E Distortion T Distortion

Figure 1.10: Calculated PES of (a) 𝐸 and (b)𝑇 distortion. The unit of the horizontal
axes is 𝑔𝐸/𝑇/𝐵𝐸/𝑇 and the unit of the vertical axis is in 𝑔2

𝐸/𝑇/𝐵𝐸/𝑇 . Zero energy is
defined as the case with no distortion 𝑄𝑖 = 0.

With only 𝑇 distortion we have:

�̂�𝑇 =

©«
𝐵𝑇
2 (𝑄2

𝑇b
+𝑄2

𝑇[
+𝑄2
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) 1√

2
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1√
2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇[
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) 1√

2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇b

1√
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𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇[

1√
2
𝑔𝑇𝑄𝑇b

𝐵𝑇
2 (𝑄2

𝑇b
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𝑇[
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𝑇Z
)

ª®®®¬ .
(1.32)

We get four minima at (𝑄𝑇b , 𝑄𝑇[, 𝑄𝑇Z ) = (−
√

2𝑔𝑇
3𝐵𝑇 ,−

√
2𝑔𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 ,−
√

2𝑔𝑇
3𝐵𝑇 ),(−

√
2𝑔𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 ,
√

2𝑔𝑇
3𝐵𝑇 ,

√
2𝑔𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 ),

(−
√

2𝑔𝑇
3𝐵𝑇 ,

√
2𝑔𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 ,
√

2𝑔𝑇
3𝐵𝑇 ),(

√
2𝑔𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 ,
√

2𝑔𝑇
3𝐵𝑇 ,−

√
2𝑔𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 ) corresponding to 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝑇 = − 𝑔2
𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 [Figure
1.10(b)]. These states correspond to elongation along the four trigonal axes of the
octahedron.

With both distortions the general Hamiltonian with be the summation of Eq.(1.31)
and (1.32). The PES in the five-dimensional space is rather complicated. Depending
on the relative values of energy gain between 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝐸 and 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝑇 , the extrema points
can be categorized into three different groups (Bersuker, 2006): (1) when 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝐸 =

− 𝑔2
𝐸

2𝐵𝐸
< 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝑇 = − 𝑔2

𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 , in other words, 𝑔𝑇
𝑔𝐸

<

√︃
3𝐵𝑇
2𝐵𝐸

, the minima are realized at
the three tetragonal distortion points and the trigonal distortion minima are saddle
points; (2) when 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝐸 = − 𝑔2

𝐸

2𝐵𝐸
> 𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝑇 = − 𝑔2

𝑇

3𝐵𝑇 , in other words, 𝑔𝑇
𝑔𝐸
>

√︃
3𝐵𝑇
2𝐵𝐸

, the
minima are realized at the four trigonal distortion points and the tetragonal distortion
minima are saddle points; (3) six equivalent orthorhombic saddle points. One 𝑄𝑇
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and one 𝑄𝐸 are individually displaced at each of these saddle points. The total
energy reads 𝐸𝐽𝑇 = 1

4𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝑇 +
3
4𝐸𝐽𝑇,𝑇 . The results are summarized as follows:

Number of
extrema points Nature of extrema points

(𝑄𝐸\ ,𝑄𝐸𝜖 ,𝑄𝑇b ,𝑄𝑇[,𝑄𝑇Z )
in the unit of ( 𝑔𝐸

𝐵𝐸
,
𝑔𝐸
𝐵𝐸
,
𝑔𝑇
𝐵𝑇
,
𝑔𝑇
𝐵𝑇
,
𝑔𝑇
𝐵𝑇

)

3
Tetragonal minima

or saddle points

(−1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
( 1

2 ,
√

3
2 , 0, 0, 0)

( 1
2 ,−

√
3

2 , 0, 0, 0)

4
Trigonal minima
or saddle points

(0, 0,−
√

2
3 ,−

√
2

3 ,−
√

2
3 )

(0, 0,−
√

2
3 ,

√
2

3 ,
√

2
3 )

(0, 0,
√

2
3 ,−

√
2

3 ,
√

2
3 )

(0, 0,
√

2
3 ,

√
2

3 ,−
√

2
3 )

6
Orthorhombic
saddle points

( 1
2 , 0, 0, 0,−

1√
2
)

( 1
2 , 0, 0, 0,

1√
2
)

(−1
4 ,

√
3

4 , 0,−
1√
2
, 0)

(−1
4 ,

√
3

4 , 0,
1√
2
, 0)

(−1
4 ,−

√
3

4 ,−
1√
2
, 0, 0)

(−1
4 ,−

√
3

4 ,
1√
2
, 0, 0)

Table 1.1: Summary of JT distortion in different cases.

Spin Orbit Coupling
The SOC is a relativistic interaction of a particle’s spin with its angular motion. In
atomic physics, a key result of SOC is electronic energy level shift and splitting.
The SOC Hamiltonian takes a general form with the coupling constant _:

�̂�𝑆𝑂𝐶 = _L̂ · Ŝ. (1.33)

The effect of SOC in noninteracting semiconductors has been extensively studied,
leading to a number of interesting phenomena including the anomalous Hall effect,
Rashba and Dresselhauss effects, and control of spin current through spin-orbit
torque (Rau, E. K.-H. Lee, and Kee, 2016). More recently, SOC-induced band
inversion has led to a flourishing field of topological phases (Lv, Qian, and Ding,
2021).

Not until recently was it realized that SOC plays a vital role in correlated 𝑑−
orbital systems especially with high atomic numbers like 4𝑑 and 5𝑑 transition
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metal ions. Upon descending the periodic table from 3𝑑 to 5𝑑, the electronic
correlation decreases as the 𝑑-orbital becomes more extended, while SOC increases
dramatically as the atom gets heavier. The cooperative interplay between correlation
and SOC generates rich phase diagrams in 𝑑−orbital TMOs. Considerable SOC in
the presence of intermediate correlation gives rise to a plethora of new topological
phases including topological insulator, topological semimetal, axionic insulator,
and topological Mott insulator. In the presence of strong electronic correlation, the
spin-orbit entanglement removes orbital degeneracy and reduces Jahn-Teller effect,
promoting spin-orbit coupled Mott insulator, quantum spin liquid, and multipolar
ordered phases (Witczak-Krempa et al., 2014).

We now consider the microscopic model of SOC for TMOs with 𝑑−orbital elec-
trons in the basis {𝑑𝑥𝑧↑, 𝑑𝑦𝑧↑, 𝑑𝑥𝑦↓, 𝑑3𝑧2−𝑟2↓, 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2↓, 𝑑𝑥𝑧↓, 𝑑𝑦𝑧↓, 𝑑𝑥𝑦↑, 𝑑3𝑧2−𝑟2↑, 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2↑}
so that its matrix representation is block-diagonalized (Stamokostas and Fiete, 2018):

�̂�𝑆𝑂𝐶 =
_

2

©«
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√
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3
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ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

. (1.34)

The SOC within 𝑒𝑔 manifold is zero due to its quenched orbital angular momentum.
Considering the large energy scale of 10𝐷𝑞, hereafter we neglect the 𝑒𝑔 manifold
and the 𝑒𝑔 − 𝑡2𝑔 mixing and focus on the SOC effect within the 𝑡2𝑔 orbitals. Now we
have 𝑡2𝑔 SOC Hamiltonian in the basis of {𝑑𝑥𝑧↑, 𝑑𝑦𝑧↑, 𝑑𝑥𝑦↓, 𝑑𝑥𝑧↓, 𝑑𝑦𝑧↓, 𝑑𝑥𝑦↑}:

�̂�
𝑡2𝑔
𝑆𝑂𝐶

=
_

2

©«

0 −𝑖 𝑖

𝑖 0 −1 0
−𝑖 −1 0

0 𝑖 𝑖

0 −𝑖 0 1
−𝑖 1 0

ª®®®®®®®®®®¬
. (1.35)

The eigenvalues are {_, _,−_/2,−_/2,−_/2,−_/2}. Therefore the 6-fold degener-
ate 𝑡2𝑔 manifold is split due to SOC. One can further label these states by calculating
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their eigenvalues of the effective angular momentum operator Ĵeff = −L̂eff + Ŝ and
get the well-known two-fold degenerate 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 1/2 state which lies _ above the
original degenerate 𝑡2𝑔 orbital and four-fold degenerate eigenstate 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 3/2 state
which lies −_2 below: (Stamokostas and Fiete, 2018):����𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 1
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(1.36)

Specifically for 𝑡2𝑔 manifold, different occupancy of electrons will generate ground
states with distinct effective angular momentum (Takayama, Jiřì Chaloupka, et al.,
2021). Here, we consider the case with a relatively large Hund’s coupling so that
the Hund’s rules apply. The resulting spin-orbit energy level diagram and the total
angular momentum spatial configuration for different occupancy are shown in Figure
1.11. The ground state properties and the relationship between JT interaction and
SOC for 𝑡2𝑔 manifold with different electron filling numbers 𝑛 are introduced as
follows:

• 𝑑1: without SOC, the single electron occupies 𝑑𝑥𝑦 orbital and generates a JT
effect with a compressed 𝑧−axis. Including SOC, 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 3

2 state is singly
occupied and thus 𝑡12𝑔 possesses 𝐽 = 3

2 with parallel 𝑆 = 1
2 and 𝐿 = 1. 𝐽 = 3

2 is
JT-active and can be further split into two doublets which are both similar to
𝑒𝑔 manifold. JT distortion will be suppressed by SOC asymptotically to half
of its value without SOC (Streltsov and Khomskii, 2020). 𝐽 = 3

2 can also host
novel FM state, AFM octopolar state, quadrupolar-ordered spin nematic state,
quantum spin liquid state, and valence-bond solid state (G. Chen, Pereira, and
Balents, 2010).

• 𝑑2: without SOC and due to the Hund’s rule, the two parallel electrons
occupy 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 orbitals and the octahedron thus shows a 𝑧−axis elongation.
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In the presence of SOC, 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 3
2 is doubly occupied. Since 𝐿 = 1 and

𝑆 = 1 are parallel, 𝐽 = 2 is the ground state with 𝐽 = 1, 0 at higher energies.
𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 =

3
2 is JT-active and will be split into two doublets and one singlet. JT

distortion will approach zero asymptotically only when _ → ∞ (Streltsov and
Khomskii, 2020). Significant fourth and sixth order 𝐽 − 𝐽 interactions lead to
a rich ground-state phase diagram with multiple novel dipolar FM and AFM
states and spin-nematic quadrupolar ordered intermediate states (G. Chen and
Balents, 2011).

• 𝑑3: without SOC and due to Hund’s rule, the three electrons share the same
spin polarization direction and occupy all the three orbitals. The orbital
momentum is completely quenched and the system is JT-inactive. Turning on
the SOC will make the 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 3

2 quartet singly hole-occupied similar to 𝑑1.
Therefore, SOC can induce JT-distortion at large _ (Streltsov and Khomskii,
2020).

• 𝑑4: without SOC and due to the Hund’s rule, two electrons with oppsite spins
occupy 𝑑𝑥𝑦 orbital and the other two electrons occupy 𝑑𝑥𝑧 and 𝑑𝑦𝑧 orbitals.
The octahedron thus exhibits compression along 𝑧−axis. Turning on SOC
will make the 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 3

2 quartet fully occupied. Therefore a 𝐽 = 0 ground state
with anti-parallel 𝐿 = 1 and 𝑆 = 1 will be reached, which is JT-inactive and
magnetic-silent. Simulation shows that JT distortion is abruptly quenched
when _ is larger than a critical value (Streltsov and Khomskii, 2020). When
_ is not so large and comparable to the exchange interaction 𝐽, a virtual
excitation to 𝐽 = 1 state from 𝐽 = 0 can generate excitonic magnetism and the
magnetic gap is of intra-atomic nature determined by _ (Khaliullin, 2013; Jain
et al., 2017). Simultaneously, the JT-activity of 𝐽 = 1 state can be inherited
by 𝐽 = 0 state and a spin-nematic quadrupolar ordered state can be realized at
an intermediate temperature (H. Liu and Khaliullin, 2019).

• 𝑑5: without SOC and due to the Hund’s rule, both 𝑑𝑥𝑧 and 𝑑𝑦𝑧 orbitals are
fully occupied while 𝑑𝑥𝑦 orbital is singly occupied, hence the octahedron
shows a 𝑧−axis elongation. Turning on SOC will make the 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 3

2 quartet
fully occupied and 𝐽𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 = 1

2 doublet singly occupied, thus giving rise to a
𝐽 = 1

2 state with anti-parallel 𝐿 = 1 and 𝑆 = 1
2 . The ground state is thus a

Kramers doublet echoing a 𝑆 = 1
2 system and is JT-inactive when _ is larger

than a critical value (Streltsov and Khomskii, 2020). Exotic states such as
quantum spin liquid and topological Mott insulator have been proposed in the
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strong-SOC and intermediate-SOC regimes, respectively (Witczak-Krempa
et al., 2014).

• 𝑑6: with or without SOC, 𝑡2𝑔 bands are fully occupied and both magnetic-
and JT-inactive.
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Figure 1.11: Spin orbital energy level diagram and the total angular momentum
spatial configuration. (a) Low-energy levels of 𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑑4, and 𝑑5 filling cases for
𝑡2𝑔 manifold. The degeneracy of different levels is characterized by the number of
lines. (b) Spatial shape of the ground state 𝐽. The spatial shape reflects the angular
distribution of the electron (hole) density for less (more) than half-filled case. The
color of the surface indicates normalized spin polarization ranging from -1 to 1.
The figure is adopted from Takayama, Jiřì Chaloupka, et al., 2021.
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C h a p t e r 2

Experimental Techniques

Ultrafast laser technology plays an instrumental role in understanding the underlying
physics of quantum materials in the past decade. State-of-the-art laser technology
can now reliably produce light pulses with time duration ranging from as to ps and
centered energy ranging from far-IR to ultraviolet (UV). The recent development
of table-top extreme UV source based on high-harmonic generation (HHG) and
national lab-based X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) creates tunable ultrafast laser
pulses even in the X-ray regime. These advances open unprecedentedly abundant op-
portunities to interrogate the non-equilibrium emergent phenomena and implement
nonthermal control of macroscopic properties of quantum materials.

A typical ultrafast experiment is technically composed of two critical ingredients: a
stronger “pump” pulse which photo-excites the material and initiates the nonequi-
librium process, and a relatively weaker “probe” which directly or indirectly couples
to different DoF and monitors their ultrafast dynamics as a function of time delay
with respect to the pump pulse. A number of experimental tools can be leveraged as
the probe to investigate the ultrafast behaviors of quantum materials (A. d. l. Torre,
Dante M. Kennes, et al., 2021):

• Time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (tr-ARPES) probes
momentum-resolved electronic dynamics by directly measuring the evolution
of single-particle spectral function upon photo-excitation;

• Time-resolved X-ray diffraction (tr-XRD) and ultrafast electron diffraction
(UED) selectively track the dynamics of structural, charge, orbital, and spin
orders at different Bragg peaks with fs time resolution;

• Time-resolved resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (tr-RIXS) and electron en-
ergy loss spectroscopy (tr-EELS), as complementary probes of tr-ARPES,
directly map the transient bosonic excitation (phonon, magnon, plasmon, etc)
spectra;

• Time-resolved microscopy, including scanning near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), electron microscopy, mo-
mentum microscopy, and X-ray microscopy, are capable of measuring the
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electronic and OP dynamics down to nanometer (nm) length scale with out-
standing temporal and spectral resolutions;

• Time-resolved transport, albeit with ps resolution, directly probes the transient
photoconductivity and photocurrent in microstructured devices that are not
accessible with far-field measurements;

• Time-resolved optical spectroscopy, one of the simplest yet most extensively
utilized ultrafast techniques, probes diverse aspects of a quantum material’s
optical properties as a function of time with fs resolution.

Time-resolved optical spectroscopy include various forms. Time-resolved absorp-
tion and reflectivity measurements detects the carrier excitation and subsequent
relaxation dynamics. Time-resolved IR, visible, and UV broadband spectroscopy
simultaneously yield temporal and spectral information. Time-resolved magneto-
optical Kerr and Faraday effect induced by magneto-optical effect can be used to
track the dynamics of magnetic OP. Time-resolved nonlinear spectroscopy detects
the underlying symmetry change of quantum materials upon photo-excitation. Tran-
sient grating spectroscopy, in which a pair of beams are interfered on the sample
surface to form a periodic intensity modulation, can probe the propagation of QPs
in real space. Time-resolved time-domain THz spectroscopy (tr-TDTS) enables a
phase- and frequency-resolved measurements of transient complex optical conduc-
tivity in the THz regime. Coherent oscillation of phonon, magnon, or Higgs mode
may also emerge in various optical spectroscopy techniques, the measurement of
which is dubbed coherent mode spectroscopy. In the following, I will introduce
time-resolved reflectivity and magneto-optical Kerr effect, time-resolved nonlinear
spectroscopy, and coherent mode spectroscopy in more detail, since they have been
mainly used in the experiments shown in Chapter III-VI.

2.1 Time-Resolved Reflectivity and Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect
Due to the versatility and simplicity, time-resolved reflectivity (tr-ΔR/R) has been
widely applied to a multitude of non-interacting and strongly correlated systems to
study their carrier and OP dynamics (Orenstein, 2012). By tracking the differential
reflectivity intensity change upon light impingement, not only the relaxation of
excited carriers but also the temporal evolution of band structure can be retrieved.
On the other hand, by measuring the polarization change of reflection light, time-
resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (tr-MOKE) whose value is linearly proportional
to the change in magnetic OP reflects the dynamics of the spin DoF.
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Physical Mechanism
To begin with, we calculate the complex optical conductivity �̃� = 𝜎1 + 𝑖𝜎2 using
a quantum mechanical model based on fluctuation-dissipation theorem and Fermi’s
Golden rule (Armitage, 2009). The real part 𝜎1, which is also referred to as the
Kubo-Greenwood formula, basically reflects the interband transitions with initial
state 𝑖 to final state 𝑓 :

𝜎1(𝜔) =
𝑒2

4𝜋2𝑚2𝜔
|⟨ 𝑓 |𝑝 |𝑖⟩|2𝐷 𝑓 𝑖 (𝜔), (2.1)

where ⟨ 𝑓 |𝑝 |𝑖⟩ is the dipole matrix element incorporating symmetry constraints and
selection rules, and 𝐷 𝑓 𝑖 (𝜔) = 2

(2𝜋)3

∫
𝛿(ℏ𝜔 − ℏ𝜔 𝑓 𝑖)𝑑𝑘 is the so-called joint density

of states (JDOS), which is determined by the band structure and carrier distribution.
The imaginary part 𝜎2 follows the Kramers-Kronig relation, which is given by 𝜎1:

𝜎2(𝜔) = −2𝜔
𝜋

∫ ∞

0

𝜎1(𝜔′)
𝜔′2 − 𝜔2 𝑑𝜔

′. (2.2)

The complex dielectric constant and refractive index can then be calculated through
𝜖 = 𝑖�̃�

𝜖0𝜔
and �̃� =

√
𝜖 .

For light with electric field polarized parallel (p) or perpendicular (s) to the scattering
plane (Figure 2.1), the amplitude reflection coefficient 𝑟 is determined by �̃� and the
incident (reflection) angle \𝑖:

𝑟𝑝 =
−�̃�2 cos \𝑖 +

√︁
�̃�2 − sin2 \𝑖

�̃�2 cos \𝑖 +
√︁
�̃�2 − sin2 \𝑖

,

𝑟𝑠 =
cos \𝑖 −

√︁
�̃�2 − sin2 \𝑖

cos \𝑖 +
√︁
�̃�2 − sin2 \𝑖

.

(2.3)

The reflectance 𝑅𝑠/𝑝 = |𝑟𝑠/𝑝 |2 can thus be calculated. Therefore, if the symme-
try of the bands and the light polarization do not change over time, the change in
transient reflectivity reflects the evolution of JDOS, which can be generated either
by photo-carrier redistribution or light-induced band structure modulation. By per-
forming broadband spectroscopy, the full spectrum of �̃�(𝜔) of the corresponding
energy range can be retrieved through Kramers-Kronig transformation, thus show-
ing a frequency-resolved change of JDOS. A specific example of Kramers-Kronig
transformation is shown in Chapter VI.

The MOKE, on the other hand, describes the change in both polarization and
reflected intensity of the light reflected from a magnetized surface. Similar to the
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Faraday effect, which describes the change of light transmission through a magnetic
material, MOKE originates from the anti-symmetric off-diagonal components of
the dielectric tensor 𝜖 𝐴

𝑖 𝑗
, which yields an anisotropic permittivity that changes the

phase and absorption of polarized incident light (Němec et al., 2018). The MOKE-
induced polarization change include two complementary effects that are both linearly
proportional to𝑀 , namely the Kerr rotation \𝐾 , where the reflected light polarization
angle rotates with respect to the incident light, and the Kerr ellipticity [𝐾 , where the
reflected light becomes elliptical (Figure 2.1).

θi θr

p

s

θK

ηK

polar longitudinal
transverse

MOKE ΔR/R

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the time-resolved reflectivity and MOKE of different types.

There are three types of MOKE depending on the relative direction of the magnetiza-
tion M with respect to the scattering plane and sample surface normal (Figure 2.1):
polar MOKE, with M parallel to the scattering plane and to the surface normal, gives
rise to a considerable polarization change; longitudinal MOKE, with M parallel to
the scattering plane but perpendicular to the surface normal, induces an ellipticity
change. The longitudinal MOKE signal is conventionally smaller than the polar
configuration and vanishes when the incident angle is zero; transverse MOKE, with
M perpendicular to both the scattering plane and the surface normal, only modulates
the reflected light intensity linear in M without generating any polarization change
and is thus hard to be distinguished from transient reflectivity.

Tr-MOKE can also be used to study AFM materials despite its lack of averaged M.
The first reason is that many antiferromagnets still possess net magnetic moment
due to spin canting induced by DMI. The other reason is that coherent dynamics of
M can be generated by L × 𝑑L

𝑑𝑡
, where L is the AFM OP staggered magnetization

(Němec et al., 2018). In addition, the polarization change of the reflected light
can also arise from transient lattice change. For instance, materials with a chiral
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structure like elemental tellurium can also generate gyrotropic and optical anisotropy
mimicking MOKE (Shalygin et al., 2016; Zhong, Joel E. Moore, and Souza, 2016;
Tsirkin, Puente, and Souza, 2018). Furthermore, magneto-optical effect that scale
quadratically with 𝑀 or 𝐿 like Cotton-Mutton or Voigt effect can also alter the
polarization of reflected light (Němec et al., 2018).

Experimental Setup
A typical time-resolved reflectivity setup is shown in Figure 2.2, which is composed
of two main parts: the pump arm and the probe arm. In the pump arm, we use
two irises to align the incident beam pointing so that later it goes straightly into the
translation delay stage. We use a pair of lenses as telescope to collimate the beam
and change the beam spot size on the sample. We use a half-waveplate (HWP) and
linear polarizer (LP) pair, both of which are placed on a rotation mount, to tune either
the pump light polarization with a constant incident fluence (by rotating the LP) or
the pump fluence with a fixed polarization (by rotating the HWP). An additional
quarter wave plate (QWP) can be placed after the polarizer to create a circularly
polarized light. The pump beam then goes through a retroreflector placed on a
motorized translation delay stage so that the time delay between the pump and probe
can be tuned, and finally goes through the objective lens nearly perpendicularly to
the sample surface. Note that depending on the pump energy, different achromatic
WP and LP should be chosen correspondingly.

HWP LP

    HWP LP

Chopper

Objective
Iris

Probe

Pump

Iris

IrisIris

Iris Sample
Delay Stage

    HWP/QWP

Wollaston Prism

Balanced PD

ΔR/R ΜΟΚΕ

PD

Lens Lens CCD

Pellicles

Flashlight

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the time-resolved reflectivity and MOKE experimental
setup.

The probe arm also goes through a HWP-LP pair and two irises to achieve the
same aforementioned goals. It goes through the objective lens off-center so that
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the reflected beam can be picked up by another small D-mirror and then directed
into the photo-diode (PD) that is connected to the lock-in amplifier. An additional
bandpass filter to block the pump scattering can be put before the PD. Also note
that nonlinear response of PD may emerge when the probe signal is too strong. A
neutral density (ND) filter should be placed in front of the PD if the PD reading
indeed shows nonlinear behavior. Depending on the probe energy, Si (1 eV to 3 eV)
or InGaAs PD (0.5 eV to 1.4 eV) should be selected correspondingly.

We detected the differential reflectivity using a lock-in amplifier. A chopper is
placed near the focus of the telescope in the pump arm to chop the pump pulse
at half of the laser repetition rate (500 Hz). Therefore, half of the detected probe
pulses are modulated by pump while the other half are not. By taking the difference
between these two, we can get the differential reflectivity Δ𝑅. We can measure 𝑅 by
setting the frequency of the lock-in amplifier to be equal to the laser repetition rate.

To detect the polarization change in a MOKE experiment, a single PD is not enough.
Instead, a balanced detector should be used. After the probe beam reflected from the
sample surface, a HWP (QWP) is placed to measure the Kerr rotation (ellipticity).
Then one should put a Wollaston prism to separate the probe into two orthogonally
polarized outputs in two directions. The Wollaston prism should be placed at the
correct position and rotation angle such that the two beams hit the two PDs on
the balanced detector. The balanced detector then subtracts the two inputs from
each other. In the absence of pump, one should first rotate the WP in front of the
Wollaston prism such that the two outgoing beams after the Wollaston prism have
identical intensity and thus the output of the balanced detector is minimized. Then
the pump-induced magnetism change will unbalance the two arms and a transient
signal Δ𝑥 can be recorded. By further measuring 𝑅 by blocking one of the two PD,
one can get Δ\𝐾 = Δ𝑥

2𝑅 .

The sample, whose surface normal is aligned to the optical axis of the objective,
is placed at the focus of the objective lens inside a cryostat. A simple white light
microscopy setup can be incorporated into the setup to image the sample surface.
Two pellicle beamsplitters are placed close to the objective, with one for directing
the flashlight beam into the objective to illuminate the sample surface and the other
for directing the reflected beam into a webcam to image the sample surface as well
as the position of the pump and probe beams if their energies are adequate. One can
then look at the real-time image of the sample surface on the webcam and finely tune
the sample position and tilting angle so that the sample image is clear and both the
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pump and probe are spatially overlapped on a smooth region of the sample surface
free of domains or terraces.

Data Analysis
A prototypical time-resolved reflectivity trace upon overgap pumping is shown in
Figure 2.3(a). Time zero is defined as the time when the peak intensity of pump
and probe pulses overlap temporally. A prompt onset of signal emerges before time
zero and peaks after. Ensuing the onset, one exponential decay or two exponential
decays with different decay times representing the carrier relaxation through different
channels can be observed. Without loss of generality, we consider the double-decay
case here and Δ𝑅/𝑅(𝑡) can thus be fit with a convolution of a Gaussian representing
the instrumental response function (IRS) with a double-exponential decay:

Δ𝑅/𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑒−
4 ln 2𝑡2
𝜎2 ∗ 𝐻 (𝑡) (𝐴1𝑒

−𝑡/𝜏1 + 𝐴2𝑒
−𝑡/𝜏2 + 𝐶), (2.4)

where 𝜎 is the finite time resolution, 𝐻 (𝑡) is the Heaviside function representing the
instantaneous onset of signal due to electron-electron scattering (∼fs) that occurs
within the pulse duration, 𝐴𝑖 and 𝜏𝑖 are the amplitude and time constant of the two
decays, 𝐶 is the constant background representing long-time heat dissipation away
from the excited region, which may take ns. The two decaying channels can be
either intra- and interband relaxation (Xinwei Li et al., 2022), strongly and weakly
coupled phonon baths (Laurita et al., 2019), or two distinct DoF such as spin and
lattice (Beaurepaire et al., 1996). The temperature-, fluence-, polarization-, and
wavelength-dependent measurements of 𝐴𝑖, 𝜏𝑖, and 𝐶 can provide rich information
about the evolution of photo-carriers and band structure, expediting a comprehensive
understanding of the ultrafast dynamics of quantum materials.
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Figure 2.3: (a) A typical differential reflectivity transients overlaid with a fit with
Eq.2.4. (b) Simulation of the 3T model.
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Another phenomenological way to understand the double-exponential behavior is
through the three-temperature (3T) model, which assumes that the material is divided
in three subsystems: electrons, spins and lattice, and each subsystem relaxes to
equilibrium with coupling to each other 𝑔𝑒𝑠, 𝑔𝑒𝑙 , 𝑔𝑠𝑙 . Transient temperatures𝑇𝑒, 𝑇𝑠, 𝑇𝑙
can be defined and each system has temperature-dependent heat capacity 𝐶𝑒, 𝐶𝑠, 𝐶𝑙 .
Also, only the electronic degree of freedom is excited by light with a source term
𝑃(𝑡). Thermalization of each system is thus described by three differential equations
(Beaurepaire et al., 1996):

𝐶𝑒
𝑑𝑇𝑒

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑔𝑒𝑠 (𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑠) − 𝑔𝑒𝑙 (𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑙) + 𝑃(𝑡),

𝐶𝑠
𝑑𝑇𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑔𝑒𝑠 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑒) − 𝑔𝑠𝑙 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑙),

𝐶𝑙
𝑑𝑇𝑙

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑔𝑒𝑙 (𝑇𝑙 − 𝑇𝑒) − 𝑔𝑠𝑙 (𝑇𝑙 − 𝑇𝑠).

(2.5)

A typical solution to the above differential equations exhibits double-exponential
form, representing the interaction between different DoF [Figure 2.3(b)]. Based
on the rough assumption that Δ𝑅/𝑅 ∝ 𝑛 ∝ 𝑇𝑒, it would be expected that Δ𝑅/𝑅
also shows the double-exponential decay. Although the 3T model was originally
proposed for the interplay between electron, spin, and lattice, it can have many
variations. For example, the spin and lattice DoF can be replaced by a set of
phonons that are strongly coupled to electrons and another set of phonons that are
not (Laurita et al., 2019). In addition, if one channel is shut off, the 3T model goes
back to a two-temperature model with single-exponential decay solution. Also note
that the assumption of the 3T model that different systems are in internal equilibrium
so that a temperature can be defined may not always hold true. A number of recent
ultrafast experiments have demonstrated the breakdown of the 3T model in various
systems where a nonthermal manipulation of OP is realized (A. d. l. Torre, Dante M.
Kennes, et al., 2021).

2.2 Time-Resolved Second Harmonic Generation Rotational Anisotropy
Second harmonic generation (SHG) is the lowest-order degenerate nonlinear optical
generation process that can be used to directly determine the symmetry of electronic
order and lattice structure by measuring the sample’s second order nonlinear optical
susceptibility tensor 𝜒 (Boyd, 2020; Manfred Fiebig, Pavlov, and Pisarev, 2005;
Y. R. Shen, 2003). To experimentally determine the 𝜒 tensor elements, a SHG
rotational anisotropy (RA) experiment was recently developed, where the whole
scattering plane rotates about the sample surface normal and the intensity of the
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reflected SHG beam is recorded as a function of the rotation angle 𝜙 (Darius H.
Torchinsky, Hao Chu, et al., 2014; Harter, Niu, et al., 2015). In the past few
years, SHG-RA experiments in SCMs not only demonstrated the power of nonlinear
optics in refining subtle structural distortions (D. H. Torchinsky et al., 2015) but
also uncovered unexpected symmetry breaking induced by exotic electronic orders
hidden to other techniques (L. Zhao et al., 2017; Harter, Z. Y. Zhao, et al., 2017).

Physical Mechanism
Electromagnetic waves of an incident light beam propagating through a medium
induces electric dipole P, magnetic dipole M, and electric quadrupole Q̃ moments
which can irradiate light to the far field. The source term for radiation is composed
of these three terms:

S = `0
𝑑2P
𝑑𝑡2

+ `0 ▽ ×
𝑑M
𝑑𝑡

− `0 ▽
𝑑2Q̃
𝑑𝑡2

. (2.6)

The leading-order electric dipolar term (∝ P) is typically _/𝑎 ∼ 103 times stronger
than the magnetic dipolar (∝ M) and electric quadrupolar (∝ Q̃) terms, where _ and
𝑎 are the fundamental wavelength of the light and the lattice constant of the crystal.

The induced multipolar moments can be expressed as expansion with respect to the
electric E and magnetic field H of the incident fundamental light:

P(𝜔, 2𝜔, ...) ∝𝜒𝑃𝐸E(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑃𝐻H(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐸E(𝜔)E(𝜔)+
𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐻E(𝜔)H(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑃𝐻𝐻H(𝜔)H(𝜔) + O[(E(𝜔),H(𝜔))3],

M(𝜔, 2𝜔, ...) ∝𝜒𝑀𝐸E(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑀𝐻H(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑀𝐸𝐸E(𝜔)E(𝜔)+
𝜒𝑀𝐸𝐻E(𝜔)H(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑀𝐻𝐻H(𝜔)H(𝜔) + O[(E(𝜔),H(𝜔))3],

Q̃(𝜔, 2𝜔, ...) ∝𝜒𝑄𝐸E(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑄𝐻H(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑄𝐸𝐸E(𝜔)E(𝜔)+
𝜒𝑄𝐸𝐻E(𝜔)H(𝜔) + 𝜒𝑄𝐻𝐻H(𝜔)H(𝜔) + O[(E(𝜔),H(𝜔))3] .

(2.7)

Different 𝜒s in the above formulas are optical susceptibility tensors correspond to
different linear and nonlinear optical harmonic generation processes. Neumann’s
principle dictates that the symmetry of the property tensors like 𝜒 must contain the
symmetry elements of the point group of the crystal (Birss, 1966). By enforcing
symmetry constraints on the tensor elements, the number of independent non-zero
tensor elements is significantly reduced. Consequently, the underlying electronic
and structural symmetries of quantum materials are encoded in the susceptibility
tensors. Susceptibility tensors corresponding to the linear process have limited sen-
sitivity to the underlying symmetry because different point groups corresponding to
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the same crystal family harbor identical tensor form. On the contrary, albeit empir-
ically weaker, nonlinear responses with higher-rank susceptibility tensors possess
much better symmetry resolution because different point groups harbor different
tensor forms. SHG, as the leading-order nonlinear process, is thus powerful in
determination of crystalline and electronic symmetries.

Among all SHG radiation processes as shown in Eqs.2.6 and 2.7, the leading-order
term is electric dipolar (ED) radiation:

𝑃𝑖 (2𝜔) = 𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝐸 𝑗 (𝜔)𝐸𝑘 (𝜔). (2.8)

Note that the ED process vanishes in the systems that respect inversion symmetry:
an inversion operation in these systems will flip the direction of both polar vectors
𝑃 and 𝐸 but leave 𝜒 the same. Therefore, the above formula becomes −𝑃 = 𝜒𝐸𝐸

and the only possible solution is that all the elements of 𝜒 vanish. The extreme
sensitivity to inversion symmetry makes ED SHG an adequate probe for surfaces
or interfaces where the inversion symmetry is naturally broken. ED SHG is also a
sensitive probe to phase transitions with spontaneous inversion symmetry breaking
like paraelectric-to-FE transition.

The 𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐸
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘

can also be calculated in a quantum mechanic picture through second-
order time-dependent perturbation theory (Boyd, 2020):

𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 ∝
∑︁
𝑘

∑︁
𝑚 𝑓

⟨𝑔 |𝑃𝑖 | 𝑓 ⟩⟨ 𝑓 |𝑃 𝑗 |𝑚⟩⟨𝑚 |𝑃𝑘 |𝑔⟩
(𝐸 𝑓 − 𝐸𝑔 − 2ℏ𝜔 − 𝑖𝛾 𝑓 𝑔) (𝐸𝑚 − 𝐸𝑔 − ℏ𝜔 − 𝑖𝛾𝑚𝑔)

+ ... (2.9)

which involves two ED transitions at ℏ𝜔 from the initial state 𝑔 to the intermediate
state 𝑚 and then to the final state 𝑓 . Ensuing the two-photon adsorption, a single-
photon ED emission at 2ℏ𝜔 from 𝑓 to 𝑔 occurs. The energy difference between
different levels are given by 𝐸𝑚, 𝑓 −𝐸𝑔, and the damping rate for different transitions
are represented by 𝛾𝑚𝑔, 𝑓 𝑔. With known band structure, the tensor can be calculated
and resonant optical transitions dominate the response when 𝐸 𝑓 − 𝐸𝑔 = 2𝜔. Due to
the existence of damping terms near resonance, all the tensor elements are in general
complex.

Although ED SHG vanishes in the presence of inversion symmetry, higher-order
SHG processes are not hindered. There are four terms in the absence of bulk ED
process that can produce SHG radiation. The first one is the magnetic dipolar
radiation of the first kind (MD1) that still comes from the the electric dipole term in
Eq.2.7 but involves both magnetic and electric fields:

𝑃𝑖 (2𝜔) = 𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐻𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝐸 𝑗 (𝜔)𝐻𝑘 (𝜔). (2.10)
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The second one is the magnetic dipolar radiation of the second kind (MD2) which
arises from the magnetic dipole term in Eq.2.7:

𝑃𝑖 (2𝜔) ∝ [▽ × M(2𝜔)]𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖𝑎𝑏𝜕𝑎𝜒𝑀𝐸𝐸𝑏 𝑗 𝑘 𝐸 𝑗 (𝜔)𝐸𝑘 (𝜔). (2.11)

where 𝜖𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 is the Levi-Civita symbol. The above two terms exist in the presence
of inversion symmetry because both M and H are axial-vector and thus remain
unchanged under inversion operation.

The third possibility is the electric quadrupolar (EQ) radiation which in general
comes from the electric quadrupole term in Eq.2.7:

𝑃𝑖 (2𝜔) ∝ [▽Q̃(2𝜔)]𝑖 = 𝜒𝑄𝐸𝐸𝑖 𝑗 𝑘𝑙
𝐸 𝑗 (𝜔)𝜕𝑘𝐸𝑙 (𝜔). (2.12)

However, note that this process also include MD1, since the antisymmetric part with
regard to the last two indices 𝑘, 𝑙, 𝜕𝑘𝐸𝑙 (𝜔) − 𝜕𝑙𝐸𝑘 (𝜔) gives 𝐻 (𝜔), and thus only the
symmetric part with regard to the last two indices corresponds to the EQ process:

𝑃𝑖 (2𝜔) = 𝜒𝑄𝐸𝐸𝑖 𝑗 [𝑘𝑙]𝐸 𝑗 (𝜔)𝜕[𝑘𝐸𝑙] (𝜔). (2.13)

The fourth possible source is the surface ED term, which takes the exactly same form
of Eq.2.8, arising from the necessary inversion symmetry-breaking at the sample
surface. The surface ED term is in principle orders of magnitude smaller than the
bulk ED term, because the surface effect is only evident in topmost layers but the
measured bulk ED contribution is contributed by all the layers within the penetration
depth of the fundamental or SHG light.

The SHG intensity of the four different sources can be in principle comparable, but
one can distinguish them by measuring the RA pattern since the susceptibility tensor
is different for distinct processes.

SHG can also be applied to magnetic systems with time-reversal (TR) symmetry
breaking. For the nonmagnetic 32 point groups, the tensors are even under TR
operation and are called 𝑖−type tensors. On the other hand, among the 122 magnetic
point groups, if the tensors couple linearly to the magnetic OP, they will change sign
under TR operation and are called 𝑐−type tensors (Boyd, 2020). For one point group,
its structural 𝑖−type tensors and magnetic 𝑐−type tensors usually have different
forms. Also note that all the aforementioned processes can be both 𝑖−type or 𝑐−type.
In magnetic materials, the interference between the magnetic and structural SHG
can be exploited to determine the magnetic moment direction and image magnetic
domains (Manfred Fiebig, Pavlov, and Pisarev, 2005; Darius H. Torchinsky and
David Hsieh, 2017)
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Experimental Setup
SHG-RA experiments were traditionally carried out by rotating the sample about its
surface normal with fixed optics. The new approach to rotating the scattering plane
with fixed sample overcomes several problems include beam walking on the sample
and precession of the reflected beam. Furthermore, it enables the experiment to be
carried out at cryogenic temperatures, in magnetic fields, under high pressure, etc
(Darius H. Torchinsky, Hao Chu, et al., 2014; Harter, Niu, et al., 2015).

Figure 2.4: Schematic layout of the SHG-RA experimental setup. The figure is
adopted from Harter, Niu, et al., 2015.

The principle of SHG-RA remains the same: recording the specular reflected SHG
signal intensity as a function of the rotation azimuth angle 𝜙. Since the light
polarization can be either parallel (𝑃) or perpendicular (𝑆) to the scattering plane,
a total of four different polarization geometries including 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 , 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,
𝑆𝑖𝑛−𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 , and 𝑆𝑖𝑛− 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 can be chosen. With global fitting of a single susceptibility
tensor in four channels, the underlying symmetry of the material can be uniquely
determined.

A schematic layout of the new SHG-RA setup is shown in Figure 2.4 (Harter, Niu,
et al., 2015). Before entering the setup, the probe beam goes through a HWP and
a LP for power control. The linearly-polarized probe beam first goes through a
well-aligned QWP and becomes perfectly circularly-polarized. It then goes through
a LP1 so that either 𝑃𝑖𝑛 or 𝑆𝑖𝑛 is selected and later goes through a telescope with
a fused silica binary phase mask (PM) lying slight off-focus, which works like a
diffraction grating. PM splits the beam into many diffracted order and the +1 order
is selected. It is later collimated by a lens L1 and propagates parallel to the optical
axis of the whole setup, while the other diffracted beams are blocked. The probe
beam is focused onto the sample by an objective lens L2. The sample should be
placed at the focal point of the objective with its surface normal coinciding with
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the optical axis to ensure a constant incident angle \𝑖 when the scattering plane is
rotated. The specular reflected probe beam goes through LP2 such that either 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
or 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 is selected. Note LP2 is placed on a special mount with two off-centered
holes: one for accommodating LP2 and the other for transmission of the incident
light. The reflected beam is later picked up by two dichroic mirrors (DM2 and DM3)
in a periscope geometry and the unwanted fundamental signal is filtered out by a
pair of longpass filters and a pair of bandpass filters before going into the electron
multiplying CCD camera. Note that an additional DM1 is placed in the beam line.
This is because the incident fundamental beam also transmits through DM2, whose
intensity will oscillate as the scattering plane rotates in accordance with the Fresnel
equations. DM1 is required to compensate for this effect.

LP1, PM, and the special mount holding LP2 are simultaneously rotated to achieve
a rotation of scattering plane. The incident beam will sweep out a cone after the
PM and draw circles on the optics and CCD as it rotates. Instead of stepping and
holding 𝜙 at discrete values and recording the SHG intensity, we rotate the whole
setup with a motor at 2 Hz to avoid long-time low-frequency noise stemming from
fluctuations in laser power and beam pointing and record the full SHG-RA pattern
at each time delay.

A pump beam can be incorporated into the setup similar to the time-resolved re-
flectivity measurement but at oblique incidence with incident angle larger than \𝑖,
otherwise the directing mirror of the pump may block the probe beam as the setup
rotates. Note that wise choices of pump incident angle and additional spectral filters
may be needed to avoid pump-induced SHG and pump-probe sum frequency gen-
eration getting into CCD. The white light imaging setup can also be included in the
setup identical to the time-resolved reflectivity measurement to assist the alignment.

Data Analysis
A normal dataset we obtain with SHG-RA measurement is polar plots of SHG
intensity as a function of 𝜙 in four different polarization configurations. To fit
the data, we need to first determine a point group the quantum material potentially
respects. Normally by investigating its lattice and magnetic structure, a structural and
a magnetic point group can be individually fixed. Note that if unknown symmetry
breaking occurs, a subgroup of the structural or magnetic point group should be
used.

After the underlying point group is known, we should determine the susceptibility
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tensor elements. Tensors for different point group and SHG processes can be found
on Bilbao crystallographic server: https://www.cryst.ehu.es/. Note that additional
symmetry constraints of different SHG processes render part of the tensor elements
interchangeable. More specifically, for ED (including surface ED) process, the last
two indices are interchangeable, i.e. 𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐸

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘
= 𝜒𝑃𝐸𝐸

𝑖𝑘 𝑗
because the two 𝐸−field share

the same source. Using the language of Jahn symbols, the intrinsic symmetry of
ED process is denoted as 𝑉 [𝑉2], where 𝑉 indicates the polar vector (P,E); for
MD1, no additional symmetry is applied and the symmetry is 𝑉2𝑒𝑉 , where 𝑒𝑉
indicates the axial vector (M,H); for MD2, the last two indices are interchangeable,
i.e. 𝜒𝑀𝐸𝐸

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘
= 𝜒𝑀𝐸𝐸

𝑖𝑘 𝑗
, and the intrinsic symmetry is 𝑒𝑉 [𝑉2]; for EQ, in most cases,

we can substitute 𝜕𝑗 with 𝑘 𝑗 where k is the propagation vector. Note that this
substitution is not valid in the rare cases where the incident beam contains both 𝑆 or
𝑃 polarization and 𝜕𝑗 is taken along 𝑧 and the material is anisotropic (Bloembergen
and Pershan, 1962). Then the second and fourth indices are interchangeable, i.e.
𝜒
𝑄𝐸𝐸

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘𝑙
= 𝜒

𝑄𝐸𝐸

𝑖𝑙𝑘 𝑗
. Since the last two indices are also interchangeable, the intrinsic

symmetry of EQ is 𝑉 [𝑉3]. For magnetic point groups, if the tensors are 𝑐−type, an
additional time-reversal constant 𝑎 should be added in front of the Jahn symbols. By
choosing the correct symmetry symbols on Bilbao server, the corresponding tensor
to different SHG processes can be obtained. Bilbao normally set the 𝑧− axis to the
axis with the highest rotation symmetry of the point group, but note that especially
for point groups with low symmetries, this may not remain true. Therefore, it would
be safer to apply symmetry operations included in the point group to the tensor and
check if it remains the same. If not, 𝑥−, 𝑦−, and 𝑧−axes may need to be swapped.

Note that not all the sample surface we measured are the surface harboring the highest
symmetry. The next step is thus to rotate the tensor from the crystallographic
coordinates to lab coordinates, where the surface normal is along z = (0, 0, 1).
Assume the surface normal is along [ℎ𝑘𝑙], a normal unit vector can be defined as
u = r/|r|, where r = ℎa + 𝑘b + 𝑙c. We can write out the rotation matrix as:

𝑅 = 𝐼 + 𝑣× + 1 − z · u
|𝑣 |2

𝑣2
×, (2.14)

where v = z × u, and the skew-symmetric cross product matrix of v is expressed as

𝑣× =
©«

0 −𝑣3 𝑣2

𝑣3 0 −𝑣1

−𝑣2 𝑣1 0

ª®®¬ . (2.15)
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So the tensor (e.g. a rank-3 tensor) can be expressed as

𝜒𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 = 𝑅𝑖𝑖′𝑅 𝑗 𝑗 ′𝑅𝑘𝑘 ′𝜒
𝑐𝑟𝑠𝑡
𝑖′ 𝑗 ′𝑘 ′ . (2.16)

Then we can write out the tensor as the scattering plane rotates with a rotation
matrix:

𝑅𝜙 =
©«
cos 𝜙 − sin 𝜙 0
sin 𝜙 cos 𝜙 0

0 0 1

ª®®¬ . (2.17)

So the tensor (e.g. a rank-3 tensor) can be expressed as

𝜒𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 = 𝑅
𝜙

𝑖𝑖′𝑅
𝜙

𝑗 𝑗 ′𝑅
𝜙

𝑘𝑘 ′𝜒
𝑙𝑎𝑏
𝑖′ 𝑗 ′𝑘 ′ . (2.18)

Then with k = (sin \𝑖, 0,− cos \𝑖), the incident 𝑃−polarized light with 𝐸𝑃,𝑖𝑛 =

(cos \𝑖, 0, sin \𝑖), 𝐻𝑃,𝑖𝑛 = (0,−1, 0), and incident 𝑆−polarized light with 𝐸𝑆,𝑖𝑛 =

(0, 1, 0), 𝐻𝑆,𝑖𝑛 = (cos \𝑖, 0, sin \𝑖), we can calculate 𝑃𝑖 (2𝜔) in each channel of
different SHG processes. The conversion from P(2𝜔) to E(2𝜔) at the sample-
vacuum interface requires solving the Fresnel and Maxwell’s equations under correct
boundary conditions (Bloembergen and Pershan, 1962). For simplicity, we assume
our measured reflected SHG intensity 𝐼 (2𝜔)𝑆,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∝ |𝑃𝑦 (2𝜔) |2 and 𝐼 (2𝜔)𝑃,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∝
| − 𝑃𝑥 (2𝜔) cos \𝑖 + 𝑃𝑧 (2𝜔) sin \𝑖 |2. After obtaining the functional form of 𝐼 (2𝜔)
in all the four polarization geometries with SHG-RA, we can global-fit these four
channels simultaneously. Note that an additional angle 𝜙0 may be needed to account
for the misalignment between the lateral crystal axis and lab coordinates. To get
absolute values of different tensor elements, a comparison with SHG intensity of a
standard sample like GaAs under the exactly same condition is needed.

2.3 Coherent Phonon Spectroscopy
As we discussed in Chapter I Section 1.1, coherent OP oscillation occurs in a large
variety of systems with different orders. Coherent OP vibration modulates �̃� period-
ically, so such motion can be monitored in many optical observables and measured
with time-resolved diffraction, trARPES, time-resolved reflectivity and absorption,
time-resolved MOKE, transient grating, time-resolved nonlinear spectroscopy, and
so on. In this section, we focus on the most ubiquitous collective excitation of lat-
tice, Raman-active phonon. The method to monitor and investigate coherent phonon
oscillations is known as coherent phonon spectroscopy.

Physical Mechanism
Raman-active phonons can be launched in general with at least four methods:
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• Ionic Raman scattering (IRS), where a particular Raman active mode is excited
due to the anharmonic coupling to an IR active phonon that is resonantly
excited by a mid-IR pulse (Först et al., 2011).

• Transient depletion field screening (TDFS), where in III-V semiconductors
like GaAs, photo-excited electrons and holes in the depletion region drift in
opposite directions which induces a screening of the depletion field. The
change of the electric field launches motion of positive and negative ions
(Pfeifer et al., 1992).

• Displacive excitation of coherent phonon (DECP), where the creation of
photo-carriers instantaneously quenches the PES and shifts its minimum.
Since the lattice cannot adiabatically follow the prompt change of PES and
remains at its equilibrium value, an effective displacive force will be imparted
to the lattice and a coherent oscillation of the fully symmetric 𝐴1(𝑔) mode will
be initiated (Zeiger et al., 1992; Kuznetsov and Stanton, 1994). Some varia-
tions include spin-DECP (Ron et al., 2020), where the ultrafast enhancement
of magnetic exchange interaction displacively excites phonons.

• Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS), where a stimulated Raman
scattering occurs so any phonon that satisfies Raman selection rule can be
triggered. To realize ISRS, the pulse duration is required to be shorter than
the phonon period such that the bandwidth of the pump is larger than the
phonon energy (Dhar, Rogers, and Nelson, 1994).

Since the latter two mechanisms driven by EPC govern the coherent phonon gen-
eration in most materials, we will elaborate on the similarity and disparity of these
two mechanisms in the following.

A general equation of motion of phonon 𝑄 can be expressed as a driven damped
harmonic oscillation:

𝑑2𝑄(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡2

+ 2𝛾
𝑑𝑄(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝜔2
0𝑄(𝑡) = 𝐹 (𝑡). (2.19)

Phonons have finite lifetime 1/𝛾 on the order of several to hundreds of ps after light
excitation. The scattering to lower-energy phonons through anharmonic coupling,
scattering with impurities, and scattering to electrons near the Fermi level in metals
compose the main decaying channels of optical phonons.
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If one assumes a displacive force with 𝐹 (𝑡) = 𝐼0𝐻 (𝑡), we have (O. V. Misochko and
Lebedev, 2016):

𝑄(𝑡) ∝ 𝐼𝑚(𝜖)𝐼0𝐻 (𝑡){1 − 𝑒−𝛾𝑡 [cos
(√︃
𝜔2

0 − 𝛾2𝑡

)
+ 𝛾√︃

𝜔2
0 − 𝛾2

sin
(√︃
𝜔2

0 − 𝛾2𝑡

)
]}.

(2.20)
If one assumes an impulsive force 𝐹 (𝑡) = 𝐼0𝛿(𝑡), we have:

𝑄(𝑡) ∝ 𝜒𝑅 𝐼0𝐻 (𝑡)𝑒−𝛾𝑡 sin
(√︃
𝜔2

0 − 𝛾2𝑡

)
, (2.21)

where the Raman tensor 𝜒𝑅 is proportional to the partial derivative of the dielectric
tensor with respect to the phonon coordinate 𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝑄
and can be expressed as (Stevens,

Kuhl, and Merlin, 2002):

𝜒𝑅 (𝜔, 𝜔 ± 𝜔0) ∝ 𝑔[
𝑑𝑅𝑒(𝜖)
𝑑𝜔

+ 2𝑖
𝐼𝑚(𝜖)
𝜔0

], (2.22)

where 𝑔 is the EPC constant. When the pump photon energy is in the transparent
region, 𝑑𝑅𝑒(𝜖)

𝑑𝜔
≫ 𝐼𝑚(𝜖)

𝜔0
and the force is purely impulsive, while if the pump energy is

resonant with absorption peaks, 𝑑𝑅𝑒(𝜖)
𝑑𝜔

≪ 𝐼𝑚(𝜖)
𝜔0

and the force can be both impulsive
and displacive.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of DECP and ISRS mechanisms.

Several aspects are revealed by the above formulas. First, DECP depends on carrier
excitation and thus only dominates when resonant electronic transition occurs. On
the other hand, ISRS can occur with any pump energy but exclusively dictates
the generation of optical phonons when the pulse photon energy is off-resonant or
transparent to the material. Second, DECP imparts a displacive force with shift
in PES minimum, while ISRS imparts an impulsive force with finite momentum
transfer (Figure 2.5). Third, only 𝐴1(𝑔) modes at 𝑞 = 0 can be launched by DECP,
while all Raman-active phonons whose energy is smaller than the bandwidth of
the pump pulse can be generated by ISRS. Fourth, the DECP-launched phonon
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exhibits a cos(𝜔0𝑡) oscillation if the damping 𝛾 is infinitesimal, while ISRS-driven
phonon possesses a sin(𝜔0𝑡) form (O. V. Misochko and Lebedev, 2016). Fifth,
the amplitude of the phonons generated by both mechanisms scale linearly with the
pump intensity 𝐼0. Owing to the similarities and differences, the community has
not reached a consensus on whether Raman formalism constitutes a unified picture
to describe both impulsively and displacively launched phonons. (Kuznetsov and
Stanton, 1994; Garrett et al., 1996; Stevens, Kuhl, and Merlin, 2002; Melnikov,
O. Misochko, and Chekalin, 2011; O. V. Misochko and Lebedev, 2016)

Since Δ𝑅 ∝ 𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝜖
𝜕𝑄
𝑄, and 𝜒𝑅 = 𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝑄
determines the Raman scattering amplitude at

the probe frequency 𝜔, the coherent phonon will induce a periodic modulation of
transient reflectivity on top of the electronic response and thus can be measured in
time-domain techniques. The amplitude, frequency, lifetime, and phase measured
in transient reflectivity also reflect their true values.

The validity of the aforementioned discussion can also be applied to a broadband
probe with tunable photon energies resonant with different charge-excitation peaks,
illustrating the energy-dependent Raman tensor elements of different phonon modes.

According to the symmetry of different Raman modes, they can be also measured
with probes of different polarization configurations. For conventional (isotropic)
transient reflectivity measurement, only the phonons with nonzero diagonal Raman
tensor elements can be detected, and in most cases the 𝐴1(𝑔) modes dominate.
To measure the low-symmetry Raman phonons, anisotropic transient reflectivity
measurement is required, which can be conducted in a way similar to an optical
Kerr effect measurement.

Data Analysis
An example of differential reflectivity traces with multiple coherent phonon oscilla-
tion is displayed in Figure 2.6(a). After one subtracts the electronic background by
fitting it with a double-exponential decay, the oscillatory part can be isolated [Figure
2.6(b)]. The beating pattern suggests the coexistence of multiple phonons.

To study the phonon amplitude, frequency, lifetime, and phase, in principle we can
fit the time traces with multiple damped oscillations:

Δ𝑅

𝑅
=
∑︁
𝑖

𝐵𝑖 exp
(
− 𝑡
𝜏𝑖

)
cos (2𝜋a𝑖𝑡 + 𝜙𝑖), (2.23)

where 𝐵𝑖, 𝜏𝑝ℎ,𝑖, a𝑖, and 𝜙𝑖 are the amplitude, lifetime, frequency, and phase of the
𝑖−th phonon [Figure 2.6(b)].
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Figure 2.6: Example of coherent phonon spectrum obtained from transient reflectiv-
ity measurement. (a) Transient reflectivity curve with double-exponential fit to the
background overlaid. (b) Background-subtracted transient reflectivity curve with
multi-sinusoid fit overlaid. (c) FFT spectrum of (b) with multi-Lorentzian fit over-
laid.

However, in many cases, the number of coexisting phonons surpasses the threshold
where a time-domain fitting is reliable. Equivalently, we can perform fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to the background-subtracted reflectivity transient and fit the peaks
in the FFT spectrum [Figure 2.6(c)]. A damped sinusoidal oscillation in the time
domain transforms into a Lorentzian in the frequency domain. Thus, we can fit the
FFT data with multiple Lorentzians with the corresponding parameters as defined
above: ∑︁

𝑖

𝐵𝑖

(a − a𝑖)2 + ( 1
2𝜋𝜏𝑖 )

2
. (2.24)

Note that although the phase information is missing in FFT amplitude, it can be
retrieved through a complex FFT analysis.

The symmetry of different mode can be determined by a RA measurement remi-
niscent of the SHG-RA. The difference is that long time traces at select angles are
taken instead of scanning angles at discrete time delays. Also normal incidence of
probe is favored and thus only two polarization geometries exist: the incident probe
is parallel or crossed to the reflected probe. By recording reflectivity transients at
each angle and applying FFT, the peak intensity of different modes as a function
of scattering angle is recorded. The Raman tensor of different modes of different
point groups can be found on Bilbao Crystallographic Server. With similar fitting
procedures similar to SHG-RA analysis, the Raman tensor of different modes can
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be determined.

2.4 Miscellaneous
Apart from powerful ultrafast probes, many factors will determine the success of
an ultrafast experiment. In this section, details of generation of pump light, general
sample preparation procedures, spot size measurement, pulse duration and spec-
trum measurement, pulse stretching and compression techniques, and calibration of
optical heating will be discussed.

Multi-Color Pump Light Generation
To generate multi-chromatic light pulses, a state-of-the-art Ti:sapphire femtosecond
ultrafast laser (Coherent Astrella) is used for the majority of the projects covered in
this thesis. The output light is centered at 800 nm at 1 kHz repetition rate with a
pulse duration around 35 fs. Out of the maximal power of 5 W, 3.5 W is dumped
into an optical parametric amplifier (OPA1, Light Conversion TOPAS), which can
generate pump light ranging from 1160 nm to 2600 nm. The rest 1.5 W is split into
two arms, with 1 W dumped into another OPA2 to generate probe light with the
same wavelength range and another 0.5 W is used to generate THz pulse ranging
from 0.5-6 THz with nonlinear crystal ZnTe and GaP (Figure 2.7). The maximal
efficiency of the pump OPA1 occurs at around 1400 nm with a peak power of 1
W. The OPA1 beam can alternatively go through a differential frequency generation
(DFG) module to generate mid-IR pump with wavelength up to 15 `m.

The core part of the laser is the regenerative amplifier based on Coherent Legend
Elite, where weak pulses are amplified within a Ti:sapphire gain medium. Two
significant beams enter the regenerative amplifier: the seed laser beam with the
weak pulses to be amplified and the pump laser beam which induces the population
inversion and generates lasing. Coherent Vitara serves as the seed laser. This
mode-locked oscillator with a repetition rate of 80 MHz is pumped by the Coherent
Verdi-G series, a continuous-wave (cw) diode-pumped green laser centered at 532
nm. Revolution is the diode-pumped, intra-cavity doubled, Q-switched Nd:YLF
pump laser. Operating at 527 nm and 1 kHz repetition rate, it provides power to the
amplifier module.

Note that before the seed pulse is sent to amplification, it is stretched temporally using
a pair of diffraction gratings. This technique, dubbed chirped pulse amplification
(CPA), decreases the pulse peak intensity to avoid damage or nonlinear effect in the
gain medium. After the stretched pulse is sent into the amplifier, an electro-optical
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Figure 2.7: Schematic layout of the Te:sapphire laser and OPA.

device called a Pockels cell, which can rotate the light polarization by 𝜋/2 when
activated by voltage, controls the cycle number of amplification and reduces the
repetition rate to 1 kHz. The amplified pulse is compressed back with another pair
of diffraction gratings to reach short time duration and high peak intensity after it
exits the amplifier.

The majority of laser power enters OPA1. The principle of OPA is optical parametric
generation process 𝜔0 = 𝜔𝑠 + 𝜔𝑖, where one photon of fundamental frequency 𝜔0

is down-converted into a signal beam of a relatively higher frequency 𝜔𝑠 and an
idler beam of a relatively lower frequency 𝜔𝑖. The output frequency is controlled
by tuning the phase matching condition and time delay between pulses in nonlinear
(NL) crystals. Practically in our setup, the incident pulse is split into three beams.
4% of the beam is focused on a white-light (WL) generation crystal (sapphire) which
produces WL continuum whose bandwidth contains the signal wavelength. 16%
of the beam and the WL are then focused on NL crystal 1 where pre-amplification
occurs. The output signal and idler wavelengths can be controlled by varying the
time delay between the 800 nm and the WL (Delay 1) and by rotating the NL crystal
1 to satisfy the phase matching condition. After the pre-amplification, only the
pre-amplified signal is selected and directed to NL crystal 2, where it meets the rest
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80% of 800 nm beam and the main amplification occurs. Again Delay 2 and rotation
of NL crystal 2 can control the amplification efficiency.

Either signal or idler beam can be used as the pump. Alternatively, they can enter the
non-collinear differential frequency generation (NDFG) to generate mid-IR pumps
through 𝜔𝐷𝐹𝐺 = 𝜔𝑠 −𝜔𝑖. The two beams are split by a dichroic mirror and focused
non-collinearly onto a GaSe NL crystal. To change the DFG wavelength, both the
angle between the signal and the idler beams and the angle of the DFG crystal need
to be changed.

We can also use NL crystal like 𝛽−BaB2O4 (BBO) to double the frequency of the
signal and idler to extend our pump wavelength lower limit from 1160 nm down to
580 nm. However, note that only when the type-I phase-matching condition is met,
i.e. 𝑛𝑜 (𝜔) = 𝑛𝑒 (2𝜔, \), where 𝑜 and 𝑒 represents ordinary and extraordinary light,
the SHG process is most efficient. Therefore, a correct cut \ of the BBO crystal is
needed. Given a specific cut, one can also change the angle of incidence and the
azimuthal angle of BBO to optimize the SHG output power.

Sample Preparation
The sample is mounted on customized copper sample holders using Torr Seal epoxy
or silver epoxy for good thermal contact. To cure the epoxy, the sample should
either be heated at a moderate temperature (better no higher than 100 ◦C) for 1 h
or kept at room temperature for over 12 h depending on the sample sensitivity and
epoxy type.

For most of the samples we studied, we cleave or polish the sample just before putting
it into the cryostat to get a fresh and smooth surface for optical measurement. For
quasi-2D or 1D materials, one can gently stick a piece of scotch tape on the top
surface of the sample and quickly remove the top layers to get a shiny surface; for
3D materials, one can stick a small ceramic post on the top of the sample surface
with silver epoxy. After the epoxy cures, one should quickly knock the post off
to get a fresh surface; for uncleavable materials, the sample can still be polished.
The sample holder should be first mounted on a specific polishing pack with wax.
Polishing diamond lapping films with diamond grit of 10 micron (`m), 5 `m, and 1
`m are used in sequence to get a mirror-like finish of the sample surface. We then
melt the wax to retrieve the sample holder.

The customized sample holder has two “lips” sticking out on the face where we
mount sample. Immediately after the fresh surface of the sample is prepared, we
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normally stick a cover slip on top of these lips with N grease for low temperature
measurement, because according to our experience significant absorbate condensa-
tion occurs below 250 K in various SCMs which may dramatically modulate the
sample’s optical response. The existence of the cover slip can dramatically reduce
the condensation. Note that the N grease should not be used (and is not needed)
in high temperature measurement to avoid contamination caused by its evaporation.
Also note that the DFG pump pulses may not transmit the cover slip.

We then screw the sample holder onto the cryostat (Janis ST-500) coldfinger with
indium foil between them for better thermal contact. Before pumping down, one
can further put some N grease on the O-ring between the window and the cryostat
to get a better seal. The cryostat chamber is then pumped down to 10−8 − 10−7

torr overnight by a vacuum pump (Pfeiffer HiCube 80 Eco). The whole cryostat is
placed on a customized 5-axis mount, which can be used to align the sample surface
normal direction with 2 rotation DoF and sample position with 3 translation DoF.
The transfer lines to transfer cryogenic liquid is then connected to the cryostat.

Spot Size Measurement
To get the correct fluence, the spot size of the pump and probe beams at the focal
point where the sample is placed should be accurately measured using a knife edge.
We mount a knife edge on a 2-axis translation stage with one for moving the knife
edge along the optical (z-) axis to find the sample location and another for moving
the knife edge laterally parallel to the sample surface (x-axis) to cut the beam.
A power meter is placed after the knife edge. One should first quickly move the
translation stage along the z-axis until the pump and probe disappear simultaneously
when moving x-axis. This indicates the current z-axis position is the focal point
of the objective and the position where the sample is measured. One should then
slowly move the translation stage along x-axis and record the transmitted power
of both pump and probe beams as a function of the lateral position of the knife
edge as it cuts the beam. Assuming a Gaussian beam profile of the intensity at
focus 𝐼 = 𝐼0 exp

[
(𝑥−𝑥0)2

2𝜎2

]
, the measured power can be fit with an error function

𝑃 = 𝑃0
1+erf ( 𝑥−𝑥0√

2𝜎
)

2 and the FWHM is given by 2
√

2 ln 2𝜎. A typical spot FWHM
ranges from 50 to 150 `m.
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Pulse Duration and Spectrum Measurement
Both the temporal and spectral profile of the pump and probe beams can be measured
using frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG). FROG is based on a spectrally-
resolved autocorrelation method and a phase-retrieval algorithm. Since a SHG
medium only produces signal when both pulses are temporally and spatially over-
lapped (i.e. “optical gating”), varying the delay between the pulse and its copy
and measuring their sum-frequency generation (SFG) signal at each delay yields an
estimate of the pulse length. Instead of just recording the intensity, FROG measures
the spectrum of the SFG signal at each time delay (Andrew Marc Weiner, 2009):

𝐼𝑆𝐹𝐺 (𝜔, 𝑡) = |
∫ +∞

−∞
𝐸 (𝜏)𝐸 (𝜏 − 𝑡)𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝜏𝑑𝜏 |2. (2.25)

Technically, the incident beam is split into two arms with a 50:50 beam splitter
when it gets into the FROG. One arm has a fixed optical path and the other arm
goes through a retroreflector on a translation stage so the time delay between the two
arms can be tuned. The two reflected beams are then focused at the same spot on a
BBO crystal, and their SFG intensity is measured by a spectrometer as a function of
time delay. Using a phase-retrieval algorithm, the temporal and spectral information
of the beam can be retrieved. For a pulse with Gaussian time intensity profile, the
product of its pulse duration and bandwidth has a minimum of Δ𝑡Δa ≥ 0.44. For a
50 fs beam centered at around 800 nm, its minimal bandwidth is around 20 nm.

Pulse Stretching and Compression
Angular dispersion of a multicolor light can be enabled by a prism, which is a
first-order dispersive effect since the difference in deflection angle is determined
by 𝑑𝑛

𝑑_
. When a multicolor light transmits any medium, a second-order dispersive

effect called group velocity dispersion 𝐺𝑉𝐷 =
𝑑 (1/𝑣𝑔)
𝑑𝜔

= 𝑑2𝑘
𝑑𝜔2 = _3

2𝜋𝑐2
𝑑2𝑛
𝑑_2 will occur.

Because the relatively “red” light moves faster than the relatively “purple” light,
which is also called positively chirped, a phase delay characterized by group delay
dispersion𝐺𝐷𝐷 =

𝑑2𝜓

𝑑𝜔2 = 𝐺𝑉𝐷 ·𝐿 can be generated, where 𝐿 is the light propagation
distance inside the medium. For a Gaussian pulse, the time-stretching can be
calculated by 𝜎𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜎𝑖𝑛

√︃
1 + ( 4𝑙𝑛2·𝐺𝐷𝐷

𝜎2
𝑖𝑛

)2 (Andrew Marc Weiner, 2009).

Since almost all the materials will cause a positive chirp, the pulse will be dra-
matically broadened in time after it transmits several optics and the time resolution
is reduced. Fortunately, a negative chirp can be produced with the help of a pair
of prisms or gratings, dubbed pulse compressor. The principle is based on the
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angular dispersion: the relatively “red” light will go through a longer optical path
than the relatively “purple” light inside the compressor to generate a negative chirp
compensating the positive chirp induced by the other optics.

The prism compressor is composed of two identical prisms (P1 and P2) that are
placed parallel to each other on two rotation mounts. The second prism should also
be placed on two translation stages so that the relative position between the two
prisms can be tuned. A folding mirror (M) is placed after the second prism to reflect
the beam back into the prism pairs such that the final beam leaves the setup almost
at the same spot where it comes in. The schematic layout of the whole setup can be
found in Figure 2.8.

α
θi

Δθ(ω)

L

θ2

P1 P2

Lprism

P1

M

Figure 2.8: Schematic layout of a prism compressor.

We assume that the light pulse goes into the first prism at \𝑖 around the apex of the
first prism with an apex angle 𝛼. Light of different colors will have a slight different
outgoing angle \2(𝜔) with a difference Δ\ (𝜔). By rotating P1, we can have \2 = \𝑖,
where the minimal deviation angle is reached. If the prism apex angle can be
chosen to satisfy 𝛼 = 2 arcsin(sin(arctan(𝑛))/𝑛), a Brewster’s angle for both input
and output beams, i.e. tan(\2) = tan(\𝑖) = 𝑛(𝜔), can be realized simultaneously,
yielding the least loss with 𝑝−polarized incident light and the least astigmatism.
We then rotate P2 in the downstream with the same requirement and make the light
reflect back in the same optical path after it hits M by rotating M. Based on these
experimental conditions, the phase compensation generated by the prism pair is
expressed as: 𝐺𝐷𝐷 = − 2_3

2𝜋𝑐2 {4𝐿 cosΔ\ ( 𝑑𝑛
𝑑_
)2 − 2𝐿 sinΔ\ [ 𝑑2𝑛

𝑑_2 + (2𝑛 − 1
𝑛3 ) ( 𝑑𝑛𝑑_ )

2]},
where 𝐿 is the apex-to-apex distance (Andrew Marc Weiner, 2009). Since Δ\ is
small, the formula can be simplified as: 𝐺𝐷𝐷 = − _3

𝜋𝑐2 4𝐿 ( 𝑑𝑛
𝑑_
)2. Also recall that in

the previous calculation we ignore the 𝐺𝐷𝐷 inside the prisms which will induce a
positive chirp. Including this factor we have: 𝐺𝐷𝐷 = − _3

𝜋𝑐2 [4𝐿 ( 𝑑𝑛𝑑_ )
2 + 𝑑2𝑛

𝑑_2 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑚],
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where 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑚 is the distance light travels inside one pair of prisms. By further tuning
𝐿 and 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑚 with the two translation stages that controls the position of P2, we are
able to compensate the positive chirped.

Note that a pair of gratings can also fulfill the same function with a slightly different
compensation formula 𝐺𝐷𝐷 = 𝑚2_3𝐿

2𝜋𝑐2𝑑2 cos2 \𝐷
, where 𝐿 is the distance between the

two gratings, 𝑚 is the diffraction order, 𝑑 is the grating periodicity, and \𝐷 is
the diffraction angle satisfying the grating function sin \𝐷 = sin \𝑖 + 𝑚_

𝑑
. Grating

compressor needs much smaller 𝐿 compared with prism pairs, but has higher energy
loss. Also note that the third-order dispersion plays an important role when𝐺𝑉𝐷 is
nearly completely compensated on the second-order and needs to be taken account.

Calibration of the Impulsive and Cumulative Heating
Light impingement will generate heating and create an effective temperature increase
at the sample surface with respect to the measured cryostat temperature. There are
two types of optical heating: impulsive heating and cumulative heating. To estimate
the heating induced by a single laser pulse we use the equation Δ𝑇 =

(1−𝑅)𝐹
𝐶𝜌𝛿

(Harter,
D. M. Kennes, et al., 2018), where 𝜌 is the sample density in g/cm3, 𝐹 is the fluence
in mJ/cm2, 𝑅 is the reflectivity, 𝛿 is the optical penetration depth of pump, and𝐶 is the
heat capacity in mJ (g K)−1. Although 𝑅, 𝛿 and 𝐶 are all dependent on temperature,
their temperature dependence can be ignored if the effective temperature increase is
not dramatic. Typical values can range from several to hundreds of K depending on
the experimental parameters.

The second kind of heating, cumulative heating of a laser pulse with Gaussian profile,
can cause a static temperature increase that can be estimated to be Δ𝑇 =

√︃
ln 2
𝜋

𝑃
𝑑^

(A. d. l. Torre et al., 2021), where 𝑃 is the input power, 𝑑 is the FWHM of the pump
spot size, and ^ is the thermal conductivity, which should in principle be a function
of temperature. Typical values can range from several to tens of K depending on the
experimental parameters.
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C h a p t e r 3

Light-Induced Topological Phase Transition in Te

3.1 Introduction
The emergence of topological quantum materials initiated a colossal tide of research
due to their fascinating properties such as exotic band structures and dissipationless
electronic states. These unique properties highlight the need to develop experimental
protocols that can controllably tune the topological characteristics of a material
on demand. Traditionally, there have been attempts to induce topological phase
transition (TPT) in equilibrium via the application of strain, doping, electric field,
or simply changing temperature (Xiao et al., 2020; Ying Wang et al., 2017; B. Xu
et al., 2018; Mutch et al., 2019), but more promising opportunities lie within the
out-of-equilibrium regime. In contrast to Floquet engineering, which only allows for
a coherent switch of band topology within the pulse duration (Lindner, Refael, and
Galitski, 2011; Y. H. Wang et al., 2013; Mahmood et al., 2016; J. W. McIver et al.,
2020), driving a lattice displacement can change the electronic topology through
electron-phonon coupling and possibly engender metastable states with a distinct
topological property (Sie, Nyby, et al., 2019; M. Y. Zhang et al., 2019; Vaswani
et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2021).

Weyl nodes are topologically stable crossing points between non-degenerate bands
in a crystal, which impart unconventional properties including ultrahigh charge
mobility and chiral magneto-transport (B. Yan and Felser, 2017). The possibility
to create or annihilate Weyl nodes in situ using ultrashort light pulses has been
broadly explored theoretically (Hübener et al., 2017; Chan et al., 2016; Z. Yan and
Zhong Wang, 2016; Topp et al., 2018; Guan et al., 2021; Ebihara, Fukushima, and
Oka, 2016) and was recently demonstrated experimentally in Dirac and type-II Weyl
semimetal materials via impulsively driven lattice symmetry changes (Vaswani et
al., 2020; Luo et al., 2021; Sie, Nyby, et al., 2019; M. Y. Zhang et al., 2019).
However, efforts have so far focused on binary switching between semi-metallic
states with and without Weyl nodes. In this chapter, we identify a three-state
switch from Weyl semiconductor to Weyl metal to non-Weyl metal in chiral Peierls-
distorted tellurium crystals as a function of the chiral chain radius. By performing
time-dependent density functional theory calculations, we demonstrate that these
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states can be transiently stabilized via a light-induced inverse-Peierls distortion.
Predicted signatures of the inverse-Peierls distortion are experimentally reproduced
using time-resolved optical second harmonic generation rotational anisotropy (tr-
SHG-RA).

The Peierls instability is a spontaneous symmetry-lowering lattice deformation that
lifts the degeneracy of electronic states at the Fermi level in order to reduce the
overall system energy [Figure 3.1(a)]. Elemental tellurium (Te) is a prototypical
strongly spin-orbit coupled Peierls-distorted system, which crystallizes in a non-
centrosymmetric trigonal structure composed of chiral chains of Te atoms oriented
along the 𝑐-axis, with space group 𝑃3121 or 𝑃3221 depending on the chain chirality
[Figure 3.1(c) depicts 𝑃3121 structure]. Each atom has two intra-chain nearest-
neighbors (NNs) and four inter-chain next-nearest-neighbors (NNNs). This structure
can be regarded as arising from the Peierls distortion of an achiral centrosymmetric
rhombohedral structure (space group 𝑅3𝑚) in which the NN and NNN distances
are equal [Figures 3.1(d),(f)] (Tangney and Fahy, 2002). The structural evolution
is parameterized by the chain radius 𝑥, expressed in units of the lattice constant or
inter-chain distance 𝑎, which is a displacement along the 𝐴1 phonon coordinate.
In the equilibrium phase 𝑥𝑒𝑞 = 0.269 and at the structural phase transition into the
rhombohedral phase 𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 = 0.333, amounting to a difference of approximately 0.26
Å.

3.2 Density Functional Theory Simulation
To understand the evolution of the electronic structure with 𝑥, we performed fully rel-
ativistic density functional theory (DFT) calculations using QUANTUM ESPRESSO
package with plane wave and fully relativistic norm-conserving pseudopotentials.
To calculate the equilibrium band structure, we relieve the stress in the structure and
obtain the equilibrium lattice constant in agreement with previous results (Tangney
and Fahy, 1999; Tangney and Fahy, 2002; Gatti et al., 2020). For the interme-
diate structures, we displace the Te atom along the 𝑥 at several values between
𝑥𝑒𝑞 = 0.269 and 𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 = 0.333 and obtain the electronic structure with the new lat-
tice structures. Within the frozen-phonon approximation, these intermediate states
reflect the metastable structure of the photo-induced states at different excitation
levels.

In the equilibrium phase (𝑥𝑒𝑞 = 0.269), we find that Te is a semiconductor with non-
degenerate bands harboring Weyl nodes below the Fermi level along the 𝐻-𝐾 line
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Figure 3.1: Band evolution of Te across the Peierls transition. (a) Schematic
evolution of the potential energy (PE) surface across a Peierls transition. (b) Brillouin
zone and (c) unit cell of bulk Te. (d) Equilibrium structure of Te (𝐷3 point group).
Black rhombus denotes the unit cell and red arrows point along the 𝐴1 phonon
coordinate 𝑥. (e) Phase diagram as a function of 𝑥 determined from DFT calculations
(WS: Weyl semiconductor; WM: Weyl metal; DM: Dirac metal). (f) Peierls un-
distorted structure of Te (𝐷3d point group). (g) DFT calculated band structure of
Te in the equilibrium and (h) Peierls un-distorted structure respectively. Red and
blue colors encode the spin polarization along 𝑘𝑧. (i),(j) Zoom-in of the region
enclosed by the dashed rectangles in panels (g) and (h). The Weyl and Dirac nodes
are denoted by green squares.

in the Brillouin zone [Figures 3.1(g),(i)], as well as Kramers-Weyl nodes (Chang,
Wieder, et al., 2018) at the time-reversal invariant momenta Γ, 𝑀 and 𝐴. These
results are consistent with previous reports (Nakayama et al., 2017; Sakano et al.,
2020; Gatti et al., 2020; N. Zhang et al., 2020; Hirayama et al., 2015) classifying Te
as a Weyl semiconductor (WS). Upon increasing 𝑥, Te undergoes a semiconductor-
to-metal transition (SMT) at 𝑥𝑆𝑀𝑇 ≈ 0.283 [Figure 3.1(e)] due to the sinking of
the conduction bands at 𝐴, realizing an intermediate Weyl metal (WM). Finally, on
reaching the rhombohedral phase (𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 = 0.333), band degeneracy is restored and
the merger of Weyl nodes into Dirac nodes is accompanied by a closing of the direct
gap at 𝐻 [Figures 3.1(h),(j)], giving rise to a Dirac metal (DM). Tuning 𝑥 therefore
provides a mechanism for simultaneous Weyl node and band gap control.

Previous DFT studies have shown that trigonal Te can be driven into topological
Weyl semimetal, three-dimensional topological insulator or WM phases by applying
either hydrostatic pressure, shear or uniaxial strains to alter its structure (Agapito
et al., 2013; Hirayama et al., 2015; Xue et al., 2018). However, no equilibrium
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pathway to directly invert the Peierls distortion by tuning 𝑥, either through thermal
or mechanical deformation (Rodriguez et al., 2020; Ideue et al., 2019), is known to
exist.

3.3 Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory Simulation
Impulsive excitation by an intense laser pulse offers a potential out-of-equilibrium
pathway to induce an inverse Peierls transition. By optically de-populating states
near the Fermi level, the energy increase due to the lattice distortion is no longer
balanced by the energy decrease due to the lifting of band degeneracy. This causes
a sudden change in the potential energy surface of the lattice, generating a restor-
ing force that drives coherent atomic motion reversing the Peierls distortion. For
underdamped motion, a totally symmetric 𝐴1(𝑔) Raman active mode is expected to
be coherently launched through this displacive excitation mechanism (Zeiger et al.,
1992) [Figure 3.1(a)]. Light-induced inverse Peierls transitions are accessible in a
variety of systems including A7-structured semimetals (Teitelbaum et al., 2018),
VO2 (S. Wall, Wegkamp, et al., 2012) and charge density wave materials (Simone
Wall et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2014; Beaud, Caviezel, et al., 2014). However, this
mechanism has so far not been explored for ultrafast control of band topology.

To study the possibility of a light-induced inverse Peierls distortion in Te, we carried
out time-dependent (TD) DFT calculations based on the time-dependent Kohn-
Sham equation in the plane-wave basis to simulate the real-time lattice dynamics
following impulsive optical excitation (Runge and Gross, 1984):

𝑖ℏ
𝜕𝜓𝛾k(G, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= Hk(𝑡)𝜓𝛾k(G, 𝑡), (3.1)

where𝜓𝛾k(G, 𝑡) is the TDKS orbital, 𝛾 denotes the band index, and k is the reciprocal
momentum index. Hk(𝑡) is the Hamiltonian expanded in a plane-wave basis with
matrix element

Hk(G,G′, 𝑡) =𝑇k(G,G′, 𝑡) +𝑉 (G,G′, 𝑡)

=
ℏ2

2𝑚
|k + G + A(𝑡) |2𝛿G,G′ +𝑉 (G,G′, 𝑡),

(3.2)

where 𝑇k(G,G′) = ℏ2

2𝑚 |k + G + A(𝑡) |2𝛿G,G′ is the kinetic term. A is the velocity
gauge potential (Bertsch et al., 2000):

A(𝑡) = −
∫ 𝑡

0
E(𝑡′)𝑑𝑡′, (3.3)
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where E is the electric field. 𝑉 (G,G′) is the potential term calculated within the
corresponding module QUANTUM ESPRESSO, including ion-electron potential,
Hartree potential, and exchange-correlation potential.

Once the self-consistency in charge density evolution is satisfied, post-processing
including the calculation of total energy, Hellmann-Feynman forces, and the ionic
trajectory are invoked. For instance, the forces acting on the ions can be calculated
through

FR𝐼
=
∑︁
𝛾k

〈
𝜓𝛾k |∇R𝐼

H|𝜓𝛾k
��𝜓𝛾k |∇R𝐼

H|𝜓𝛾k
〉
, (3.4)

where R𝐼 and FR𝐼
are the position and force of the 𝐼−th ion.

With R𝐼 and FR𝐼
, we utilize the Ehrenfest theorem for evolving ions according to

the equation of motion

𝑀𝐼

𝑑2R𝐼

𝑑𝑡2
= FR𝐼

, (3.5)

where 𝑀𝐼 is the mass of 𝐼−th ion. The velocity 𝑣 𝐼 (𝑡) = 𝑑R𝐼/𝑑𝑡 and the temperature
𝑇 (𝑡) =

∑𝑁𝐼

𝐼
𝑀𝐼𝑣

2
𝐼
(𝑡)/2𝑁𝐼 are also calculated, where 𝑁𝐼 is the total number of

ions. Also note that the Ehrenfest dynamics describe a microcanonical system
where only electron-electron energy transfer and electron-phonon scattering are
allowed. We neglected radiative recombination and heat radiation. Moreover,
since periodic boundary conditions are utilized in the simulation, the whole crystal
is homogeneously excited when the laser pulse is present and there is no driven
mechanism for thermal transport. Thus, the total energy of the system is conserved
after pumping.

Our method provides a fully ab initio description of the electronic, phononic and
photonic degrees of freedom on equal footing. Using an advanced evolutionary
algorithm, the velocity-gauge formalism, and symmetry-reduced momentum space
sampling, we efficiently calculate the periodic Te system up to an unprecedented 3 ps,
providing comprehensive information about not only the fast electronic response but
also the long-time structural dynamics. The pump pulse is chosen to have a Gaussian
profile of 100 fs width, a linear polarization with electric field perpendicular to the 𝑐-
axis, and a photon energy centered at 1 eV, which is above the 0.3 eV band gap of Te.
Otherwise, there are no adjustable parameters. For all pump fluences sampled, we
resolved atomic motion exclusively along the 𝐴1 phonon coordinate. Specifically,
pumping excites sinusoidal displacement oscillations in 𝑡 about a new value of 𝑥
that is shifted higher than 𝑥𝑒𝑞 [Figure 3.2(a)]. Since the lifetime of photo-carriers
deduced from our simulations well exceeds our sampled time window of several
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Figure 3.2: Light-induced lattice and effective potential energy dynamics. TDDFT
calculated temporal evolution of (a) 𝑥 and (b) the effective potential energy (see text)
following impulsive optical excitation at a fluence below (blue) and above (red) 𝐹𝑐.
(c) Spatio-temporal trajectories of the effective potential energy at fluences below,
near, and above 𝐹𝑐. Color scales with the time delay.

picoseconds, this new position (𝑥0) is metastable. With increasing fluence (𝐹), both
the magnitude of the oscillations and 𝑥0 increase. At sufficiently high fluence 𝑥0

is able to reach 𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 , signifying complete reversal of the Peierls distortion. An
effective potential energy (PE)eff can be determined by evaluating 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 [𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡] −
𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 [𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡], which is the difference between the total energy — including both
lattice and electronic degrees of freedom — and ionic kinetic energy [Figure 3.2(b)].
To better visualize the dynamics of the inverse Peierls transition, we plot the spatio-
temporal trajectory of (PE)eff for select fluences in Figure 3.2(c). For a fixed fluence,
we observe that (PE)eff generally increases with time because 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 [𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡] is fixed
while 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 [𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡] is gradually damped out. But within each oscillation period there
are local minima marking metastable 𝑥 positions. In the low fluence regime, the
trajectories are parabolic and share a single minimum displaced slightly towards 𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇
from 𝑥𝑒𝑞. As fluence increases, this minimum monotonically shifts to larger 𝑥 and,
near a critical value 𝐹𝑐 ≈ 2 mJ/cm2 (0.03 V/Å peak field), the trajectories become
flattened and highly non-parabolic. Above 𝐹𝑐, parabolic trajectories are restored
about a new minimum fixed at 𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 . The fluence dependence of the curvature and
local minima of (PE)eff are signatures of a dynamical phase transition across 𝐹𝑐 that
can be quantitatively tested experimentally.
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Our TDDFT simulations are consistent with several previously reported experi-
ments. Time-resolved pump-probe x-ray diffraction measurements on Te showed
that the lattice undergoes transient deformation predominantly along the 𝐴1 coordi-
nate (Johnson et al., 2009), characterized by periodic oscillations about a position
positively offset from 𝑥𝑒𝑞. However, low fluences were used for this experiment,
which only induced changes in 𝑥 of order 0.01. Time-resolved optical reflectivity
measurements demonstrated displacive excitation of coherent 𝐴1 phonon oscilla-
tions, which undergo red-shifting and chirping with increasing fluence (Dekorsy
et al., 1995; Hunsche, Wienecke, Dekorsy, et al., 1995; Kamaraju et al., 2010),
as well as an anomalous blue-shift at higher fluence possibly due to overshooting
a high symmetry point, although no explicit claim of an inverse Peierls distortion
was made (Y.-H. Cheng, Teitelbaum, et al., 2018). Transient broadband optical
spectroscopy measurements on Te thin films revealed slow photo-carrier recombi-
nation times ranging from tens to hundreds of picoseconds, possibly bottlenecked
by weak inter-valley scattering (Iyer et al., 2019; Jnawali et al., 2020), giving rise
a metastable excited state. Finally, evidence of a semiconductor-to-metal transition
(A. M.-T. Kim, Roeser, and Mazur, 2003) was revealed by time-resolved ellipsom-
etry measurements, which may be related to our predicted sinking of the 𝐴 point
conduction band at 𝑥𝑆𝑀𝑇 . However, no ultrafast inverse Peierls transition in Te has
been experimentally reported to date.

Based on the adiabatic approximation, in which the electrons are conjectured to
instantaneously adjust to the new lattice position, the time-dependent electronic
structure as a function of 𝑥(𝑡) can be reproduced by the static DFT calculation as
a function of 𝑥 Sie, Nyby, et al., 2019. Accordingly, as the inversion symmetry
is restored, a WS-to-DM transition must follow. In this regard, to demonstrate the
three-state switch, an experimental corroboration of the ultrafast SPT is prerequisite.

3.4 Experimental Results
To quantitatively test our TDDFT predictions, we performed tr-SHG-RA measure-
ments (Darius H. Torchinsky, Hao Chu, et al., 2014). SHG-RA has been extensively
applied to measuring the structure of topological materials both with and without
inversion center (Appendix A). Since the leading order electric-dipole contribution
to SHG directly couples to the inversion odd structural order parameter of Te (M.
Cheng et al., 2019), this technique is simultaneously sensitive to the metastable 𝑥
coordinate and the 𝐴1 phonon properties under identical experimental conditions.
Static SHG-RA patterns were measured using 1.5 eV incident probe light on Te
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Figure 3.3: Static and time-resolved SHG-RA results. Static SHG-RA patterns in
the (a) Sin-Sout and (b) Sin-Pout channels. The intensity is normalized to the peak
intensity in the Sin-Sout channel. (c) Temporal evolution of SHG-RA intensity at
select angles in the Sin-Sout channel with an absorbed pump fluence of around 1.22
mJ/cm2 at various scattering angles normalized to their equilibrium value. The data
for each angle is well-fit by a single decaying sinusoidal function, shown as a solid
black curve. The inset shows scaled SHG-RA patterns at 𝑡 = -0.5 ps, 0 ps and 0.4 ps,
which can all be fit with the same curve. (d) Temporal evolution of SHG intensity
at two characteristic fluences for a fixed 𝜙 in the Sin-Sout channel at long timescales.

single crystals polished with the 𝑐-axis parallel to the surface plane. By acquiring
patterns in both parallel (Sin-Sout) and perpendicular (Sin-Pout) configurations, we
verified that the entire signal is attributable to a bulk electric-dipole SHG suscepti-
bility tensor respecting 𝐷3 symmetry [Figures 3.3(a),(b)]:

𝐼𝑆𝑃 (2𝜔, 𝜙) ∝
[
−2𝜒𝑥𝑦𝑧 sin(\) sin(𝜙) cos(𝜙) + 𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑥 cos(\) cos(𝜙) sin2(𝜙)

]2
,

𝐼𝑆𝑆 (2𝜔, 𝜙) ∝ 𝜒2
𝑥𝑥𝑥 sin6(𝜙),

(3.6)

where 𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑥 = −𝜒𝑥𝑦𝑦 = −𝜒𝑦𝑦𝑥 = −𝜒𝑦𝑥𝑦, and 𝜒𝑥𝑦𝑧 = 𝜒𝑥𝑧𝑦 = −𝜒𝑦𝑥𝑧 = −𝜒𝑦𝑧𝑥 are
the only two independent nonzero tensor elements. The ratio between 𝜒𝑥𝑥𝑥 and
𝜒𝑥𝑦𝑧 obtained from fitting is 1:0.05, in agreement with a recent theoretical SHG
simulation (M. Cheng et al., 2019).
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Figure 3.4: Fluence dependence of SHG dynamics. (a)-(d) Instantaneous SHG-RA
patterns measured at 𝑡 = 50 fs for different absorbed pump fluence values. The
static (𝑡 < 0) pattern is overlaid and shaded gray. (e)-(h) Normalized differential
SHG intensity transients acquired at the angle of maximum intensity (𝜙 = 0◦) in
the Sin-Sout pattern for each fluence. Solid lines are fits to an exponential decaying
oscillation plus a constant offset. A weak linear background was introduced in some
traces to account for laser power drift. The inset in panel (e) shows a schematic of
the SHG-RA setup. The scattering plane angle 𝜙 is measured with respect to the
crystallographic 𝑐-axis. Red, blue and orange lines represent the incident, reflected
SHG and pump beams, respectively. (i) Pump fluence dependence of the measured
SHG offset term (red circles) and TDDFT calculated metastable 𝑥 position (blue
squares). The blue shaded bar indicates the critical fluence regime. Insets show
schematics of the transient potential energy surface in the low, critical, and high
fluence regimes, illustrating the shift in the metastable 𝑥 position from equilibrium
(gray curves).

Pump Fluence Dependence of SHG Dynamics
Figures 3.4(a)-(d) show instantaneous SHG-RA patterns in the Sin-Sout channel
measured immediately after exciting with a 1 eV pump pulse of 100 fs duration —
matching our TDDFT parameters — for different absorbed fluence levels. Note that
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the absorbed fluence is lower than the applied fluence by a factor of 1 - 𝑅, where 𝑅
is the reflectance at 1 eV. The instantaneous patterns exhibit a uniform (independent
of scattering plane angle 𝜙) decrease in intensity relative to the equilibrium pattern,
indicating that all electric-dipole susceptibility tensor elements are suppressed by
the same scale factor [Figure 3.3(c)]. Since each tensor element is proportional
to the structural order parameter, this confirms that pump excitation acts simply to
reduce the structural order parameter and does not induce any symmetry breaking.
The patterns subsequently undergo uniform oscillations about the reduced intensity
value, consistent with a totally symmetric 𝐴1 breathing mode [Figure 3.3(c)]. By
tracking the time dependence of the SHG intensity at 𝜙 = 0◦ [Figures 3.4(e)-(h)],
we clearly resolve an intensity drop upon pump excitation on the timescale of a half
cycle of the 𝐴1 mode, followed by 𝐴1 mode oscillations. While the oscillations are
damped out after approximately 2 ps, the intensity offset persists out to at least 10
ps [Figure 3.3(d)]. We also note a SHG intensity drop and oscillation with similar
amplitude can be seen in crossed polarization channels, which further confirms that
all the SHG susceptibility tensor elements are suppressed by the same scale factor.

To directly compare the predicted and measured structural dynamics, we fit both
𝑥(𝑡) obtained from our TDDFT simulations [Figure 3.2(a)] as well as the differential
SHG transients [Figures 3.4(e)-(h)] for 𝑡 > 0 to the function 𝐴𝑒−𝑡/𝜏 cos (2𝜋a𝑡 + 𝜑) +
𝐵. This expression includes the phonon amplitude 𝐴, damping time 𝜏, phase 𝜑,
frequency a, and a constant offset of the 𝑥 coordinate (𝐵 = 𝑥0) or SHG intensity
(𝐵 = 𝐼0).

Focusing first on the offset term, we plot in Figure 3.4(i) the fitted values of 𝑥0 for
multiple fluences. In the weak excitation regime, 𝑥0 increases monotonically with
fluence, indicating a shift of potential energy minimum towards the centrosymmetric
position. At a critical fluence near 2 mJ/cm2, the Peierls non-distorted structure is
reached and the potential energy surface becomes parabolic with a minimum at
𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 . Further increasing the fluence alters the curvature of the parabola but leaves
𝑥0 fixed at 𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 . The fitted values of 𝐼0 acquired over a similar fluence range are
overlaid [Figure 3.4(i)], which not only obeys a qualitatively akin trend to 𝑥0 but
also shows a quantitatively matching critical fluence value. These results strongly
suggest an experimental realization of a light-induced inverse Peierls transition.

Several other plausible scenarios can be excluded. Photo-bleaching can be ruled
out because only ∼ 1% of electrons have been excited. This number is too small
to bleach the possible transitions given the large absorption peak centered at 1 eV
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in the previous infrared spectroscopy measurements and simulations (Rodriguez
et al., 2020; M. Cheng et al., 2019). We then consider the possibility of a thermal
phase transition. Accounting for both impulsive and static heating, which give
a temperature increase of 190 K and 0.6 K, respectively, we reach an effective
temperature at 500 K pumped with a critical fluence of 2 mJ/cm2 at 300 K. According
to the equilibrium phase diagram of Te, there is no structural phase transition under
ambient pressure until liquefaction at around 700 K (Hejny and McMahon, 2003;
Hejny and McMahon, 2004) and the rhombohedral centrosymmetric phase of Te
only exists above room temperature at high pressures of order 20 GPa (compressing
the lattice volume by 15%) (Hejny, Falconi, et al., 2006). Therefore we can rule out
a thermally driven transition into the 𝐷3𝑑 phase. Another photo-thermal induced
melting transition was previously reported in single crystalline Te based on the
loss of optical anisotropy upon pumping with 100 fs long 1.5 eV pulses (Ashitkov
et al., 2002). This transition was observed above approximately 15 mJ/cm2 and
occurs over ps timescale that decreases with fluence. In contrast, our experiments
are performed at much lower fluence and the timescale over which our SHG signal
drops is less than 0.2 ps and almost fluence independent. The fourth possibility
is a reversible transition between crystalline and amorphous phases that can be
realized in Te via optical illumination. We rule out this optically induced order-
to-disorder transitions for two reasons. First, the amorphous phase of Te exhibits
a broad mode centered at 4.7 THz in its spontaneous Raman spectrum, which is
absent in the FFT spectrum of our signal (Brodsky et al., 1972). Second, a recent
single-shot transient reflectivity measurement on a polycrystalline Te thin film using
60 fs long 1.5 eV pulses reported laser-induced amorphization above a threshold
fluence of around 3 mJ/cm2 (Y.-H. Cheng, Teitelbaum, et al., 2018). Preceding
this transition, inflections were observed in the fluence dependence of both the 𝐴1

phonon amplitude and frequency, reminiscent of our reported TDDFT and SHG
results. After excluding these possibilities and considering the good match between
theory and experiment, we believe a light-induced inverse Peierls transition is the
most plausible explanation.

Despite the reasonable agreement between TDDFT simulation and tr-SHG-RA
results, note that the comparison is not exact because the SHG intensity saturates
to a non-zero value. Such residual signals are commonly observed across photo-
induced phase transitions (Kogar, Zong, et al., 2020; Huber et al., 2014; Caviglia
et al., 2013; M. Y. Zhang et al., 2019). They may be attributed to incomplete order
parameter suppression within the probed volume due to quench-induced spatial
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Figure 3.5: TDLT simulation of SHG offset intensity and phonon frequency mis-
match induced by pump-probe penetration depth mismatch. (a) TDLT simulation
of relative SHG change as a function of time at different pump fluences. (b) TDLT
simulation of SHG background intensity as a function of pump fluence with the
experimental results overlaid. (c) Phonon frequencies as a function of fluence ob-
tained from fitting to TDLT-simulated Δ𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺/𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺 (𝑡) and 𝑥(𝑡). Both are scaled by
a same factor to match the TDDFT-calculated phonon frequencies.

domains and defects (R. Yusupov et al., 2010), penetration depth mismatch between
pump and probe beams (Kogar, Zong, et al., 2020), spatial non-uniformity of the
pump intensity (M. Y. Zhang et al., 2019), or higher multipole SHG radiation
processes, all of which are not accounted for by our TDDFT simulations.

To more quantitatively simulate the effects of a penetration depth mismatch between
the pump and probe light on the transient SHG response, we used a phenomenologi-
cal time-dependent Landau theory (TDLT) model based on a dynamical double-well
potential of the form Eq.1.6 and the dynamical equation of the form Eq1.7 intro-
duced in Chapter I Section 1.2. Due to the pump-probe penetration depth mismatch,
different depths 𝑧 below the sample surface experience a different level of quenching
of the potential. The reported pump and probe penetration depths are 𝛿𝑝𝑢 =76 nm
and 𝛿𝑝𝑟 =38 nm, respectively, giving rise to an approximate two-fold difference
(Tutihasi et al., 1969). We assume that the sample is composed of thin layers and an
exponential 𝑧-dependence of light-induced modulation of PES arises from the ex-
ponentially decaying photo-carrier distribution. We then solve 𝑥(𝑧, 𝑡) for each layer.
The depth integrated value of 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡 is evaluated by summing over each layer weighted
by the probe penetration depth as 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑡) =

∑∞
𝑧=0 exp

(
−𝑧/𝛿𝑝𝑟

)
𝑥(𝑧, 𝑡). The relative

SHG intensity change is then defined as Δ𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺/𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺 = [𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡 (0)]/𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡 (0)
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[Figure 3.5(a)]. By fitting the simulated Δ𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺/𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺 (𝑡) curves with the same for-
mula used for the experimental Δ𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺/𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺 curves, we obtain the simulated 𝐼0 as a
function of pump fluence [Figure 3.5(b)]. A decrease in slope is most pronounced
near 𝐹𝑐, suggesting that the penetration depth mismatch may be partially responsible
for the observed saturation-like behavior in the SHG intensity at 𝐹𝑐. The difference
between simulation and experiment, which is most obvious above 2.2 mJ/cm2, may
be caused by the other factors as previously mentioned.

Pump Fluence Dependence of 𝐴1 Phonon Dynamics
The dynamics of the coherent 𝐴1 phonon can serve as an additional diagnostic as
schematically depicted in Figures 3.6(a)-(c). For an ultrafast inverse Peierls dis-
tortion, one expects that as the fluence increases towards 𝐹𝑐, the potential energy
minimum should be displaced further away from 𝑥𝑒𝑞 and its curvature should de-
crease as the landscape evolves from being locally parabolic to locally quartic. As
illustrated in Figure 3.6(a), the former causes the phonon amplitude to increase
while the latter causes the phonon frequency to decrease. At 𝐹𝑐, the displacement
reaches its maximum value of 𝑥𝑆𝑃𝑇 − 𝑥𝑒𝑞 and so the phonon amplitude saturates
[Figure 3.6(b)]. On the other hand, the landscape becomes parabolic again above 𝐹𝑐
and so the curvature starts to increase with fluence, corresponding to an increasing
phonon frequency [Figure 3.6(c)].

Figures 3.6(d) and (e) show the fluence dependence of 𝐴𝑡ℎ and a𝑡ℎ extracted from fits
to the TDDFT simulations. Subscripts on the phonon parameters denote theoretical
(th) or experimental (exp) values. The anticipated saturation behavior of 𝐴𝑡ℎ and
softening and re-hardening behavior of a𝑡ℎ are clearly borne out. Turning to the
transient SHG data, we resolve coherent phonon oscillations both below and above
𝐹𝑐 [Figures 3.4(e)-(h)], indicating that Te remains crystalline over our measured
fluence range. As shown in Figure 3.6(f), 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 increases with fluence in the weak
excitation regime and then abruptly changes slope just below 𝐹𝑐, reminiscent of 𝐴𝑡ℎ.
However, unlike 𝐴𝑡ℎ, 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 does not saturate above 𝐹𝑐 but instead exhibits a slightly
downward slope. Although the origin of this discrepancy with TDDFT is unclear,
a similar downward trend has been reported above other ultrafast structural phase
transitions (M. Y. Zhang et al., 2019) and may be related to cumulative heating,
electronic diffusion, and changes in the Raman scattering cross section of probe
photons, which are not accounted for in TDDFT. Figure 3.6(g) shows that a𝑒𝑥𝑝
decreases with fluence from its 3.6 THz equilibrium value in the weak excitation
regime. This is quantitatively consistent with previous studies on Te (Dekorsy et al.,
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Figure 3.6: Fluence dependence of the coherent 𝐴1 phonon dynamics. (a)-(c)
Schematics of the metastable potential energy surface at select fluences. The sep-
aration between the vertical dashed lines sets the phonon amplitude 𝐴 and the
curvature of the potential minimum sets the phonon frequency a. (d) Simulated
pump fluence dependence of the phonon amplitude and (e) frequency obtained from
TDDFT. (f) Experimentally measured fluence dependence of the phonon amplitude
and (g) frequency obtained by fitting the SHG transients in Figures 3.6(e)-(h). The
solid circle at 𝐹 = 0 in panel (g) is measured with Raman scattering. The shaded
blue bars mark the critical regime.

1995; Teitelbaum et al., 2018) and indicates that TDDFT slightly underestimates
the frequency. Above approximately 2 mJ/cm2, there is an abrupt change in slope
from negative to positive, closely following the behavior of a𝑡ℎ.

Despite the reasonable agreement, we also note a quantitative mismatch between
the TDDFT-calculated and experimental phonon frequencies, which can be partially
induced by the penetration depth mismatch between pump and probe and quanti-
tatively simulated by our aforementioned TDLT model. We obtained the fluence
dependence of phonon frequency by fitting both 𝑥(𝑡) and Δ𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺/𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺 (𝑡) curves,
and find that the former always has a lower value than the latter [Figure 3.5(c)].
The reason is straightforward: the deeper probed region is irradiated with a lower
fluence effectively, and thus the laser-induced phonon frequency softening of the
deeper region is less than the surface which can be characterized by 𝑥(𝑡). Since
our TDDFT calculation directly simulates 𝑥(𝑡) while our SHG experiment measures
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Δ𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺/𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺 (𝑡), the latter should always exhibit a higher phonon frequency than the
former. Following the same direction, one would expect that the thin-film samples
should exhibit a more pronounced frequency softening than the bulk samples, which
is indeed the case as shown by previous experimental results on both thin-film (Y.-H.
Cheng, Teitelbaum, et al., 2018) and bulk samples (Hunsche, Wienecke, and Kurz,
1996; Kudryashov et al., 2007; Kamaraju et al., 2010).

3.5 Discussion and Outlook
The consistency between our TDDFT simulations and time-resolved SHG experi-
ments across multiple observables establishes that impulsive excitation can drive Te
across an inverse Peierls transition. Our TDDFT results show that the inverse Peierls
transition concurrently induces an ultrafast switching from WS to metastable WM
and DM states, which may be directly verifiable in the future using high-resolution
extreme ultraviolet time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. More-
over, our work showcases the effectiveness of TDDFT in predicting impulsively
driven out-of-equilibrium structural phase transitions. More generally, our results
suggest that three-dimensional Peierls systems are a vast and fertile playground for
exploring the interplay of ultrafast insulator-to-metal transitions and ultrafast band
topology control, two hitherto disparate areas of research. As embodied by Te, this
research possibly paves the way towards multi-state-switchable and multifunctional
ultrafast Weyl devices.
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C h a p t e r 4

Ultrafast Reversal of Excitonic Insulating Order in Ta2NiSe5

4.1 Introduction
Exploring new pathways to optically switch Ising-type electronic order parameters
is a major theme of current ultrafast science. In recent years, a variety of out-
of-equilibrium protocols have been developed for rapidly switching ferromagnetic
(Lambert et al., 2014; Tudosa et al., 2004; Gerrits et al., 2002), ferrimagnetic
(Stanciu et al., 2007; Vahaplar et al., 2009; Radu et al., 2011), antiferromagnetic
(A. V. Kimel et al., 2009; Manz et al., 2016; Schlauderer et al., 2019), and
ferroelectric (Fahy and Merlin, 1994; Qi et al., 2009; Mankowsky, Hoegen, et al.,
2017) order parameters. However, far less is understood about the mechanisms for
switching more exotic order parameters that are not of magnetic and charge dipolar
type.

A particularly interesting case is the excitonic insulator (EI), a strongly corre-
lated electronic phase realized through condensation of bound electron-hole pairs
(Jérome, Rice, and Kohn, 1967). EI was theoretically proposed to be realized in a
semiconductor (semimetal) with a tiny (negative) band gap 𝐸𝑔. The weakly screened
Coulomb interaction between a hole and an electron leads to a bound state dubbed
exciton. If the exciton binding energy 𝐸𝐵 exceeds the magnitude of 𝐸𝑔, the semi-
conducting or semimetallic ground state becomes unstable against the formation of
excitons, and an EI ground state forms. A semiconductor undergoes a Bose-Einstein
condensation of excitons to an EI, while the transition from a semimetal to EI can
be captured by BCS theory (Wakisaka et al., 2009). Currently, promising intrin-
sic EI candidates include TmSe0.45Te0.55 (Bucher, Steiner, and Wachter, 1991),
1𝑇−TiSe2 (Kogar, Rak, et al., 2017), Ta2NiSe5 (Wakisaka et al., 2009), and mono-
or double-layer transition metal dichalcogenides (Ma et al., 2021; Jia et al., 2022).

Based on Ginzburg-Landau theory, the free energy landscapes of the complex
electronic order parameter and the real lattice order parameter of an EI are typically
characterized by a Mexican hat with continuous U(1) symmetry and a parabola,
respectively [Figure 4.1(a)]. However, strong electron-phonon coupling (EPC)
induces a tilting of both the lattice and electronic potentials (Lian et al., 2020;
Larkin et al., 2017; T. Kaneko et al., 2013; Nakano et al., 2018; Takeshi Suzuki
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et al., 2021), reducing the U(1) symmetry to a discrete 𝑍2 Ising-type symmetry. Like
in magnetic or charge dipole ordered ferroic materials, this leads to two degenerate
ground states characterized by order parameters of equal magnitude but opposite
phase [Figure 4.1(b)].

There is currently no experimental method to switch nor directly measure the phase
of an EI order parameter on ultrashort timescales. An alternative strategy is to
measure the phase of the coupled structural order parameter. However, existing time-
resolved x-ray and electron diffraction techniques are not phase sensitive. Optical
phase-resolved second harmonic generation measurements (Mankowsky, Hoegen,
et al., 2017; Manfred Fiebig, Thomas Lottermoser, et al., 2004; M. Fiebig, Fröhlich,
Sluyterman v. L., et al., 1995) have been used to measure the phase of structural
order parameters in noncentrosymmetric ferroic materials (M. Fiebig, Fröhlich,
Krichevtsov, et al., 1994; M. Fiebig, Th. Lottermoser, et al., 2002; Van Aken et al.,
2007; Matsubara et al., 2015), but all known EI candidates are centrosymmetric
(Kogar, Rak, et al., 2017; Wakisaka et al., 2009). The possible presence of 180◦ EI
domains further complicates such measurements because domain averaging would
cause overall signal cancellation.

In this chapter, we demonstrate via theory and experiment a pathway to optically
switch an EI order parameter and probe this reversal through a coherent EI order-
parameter-coupled phonon (OPCP). The time evolution of the coupled EI and struc-
tural order parameters following impulsive laser excitation are derived from model-
ing a prototypical system Ta2NiSe5, which we assume to harbor an EI phase, with an
elementary spinless two-band Hamiltonian. Our simulations reveal that the EI order
parameter is stably reversed above a critical laser fluence, identifiable indirectly via
a saturation of the coherent OPCP amplitude. Our comprehensive time-resolved
coherent phonon spectroscopy measurements experimentally verify this scenario.
We also demonstrate how switching can be controlled through the relative timing
between successive laser excitation pulses. Eventually, we theoretically explore the
possibility of amplifying the EI Higgs mode in Ta2NiSe5.

4.2 Microscopic Model and Dynamical Simulation
The quasi-one-dimensional (1D) direct band-gap semiconductor Ta2NiSe5 is re-
ported to undergo an EI transition at a critical temperature 𝑇𝑐 = 328 K (Wakisaka
et al., 2009; Seki et al., 2014), accompanied by a weak orthorhombic-to-monoclinic
structural distortion due to EPC (T. Kaneko et al., 2013). Impulsive laser excitation
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the electronic and structural free energy landscapes (a)
without and (b) with EPC. In the latter case, pulsed excitation can drive the system
between two degenerate ground states. (c) Schematic of the 1D spinless two-band
model. Red (blue) circles on each site 𝑖 denote Ta 5𝑑 conduction band (Ni 3𝑑
valence band) states. The microscopic parameters discussed in the main text are
defined pictorially.

below 𝑇𝑐 has been shown to coherently excite at least five distinct Raman-active
phonons with frequencies near 1, 2, 3, 3.7, and 4 THz. The 1, 2, and 4 THz modes
are sensitive to the EI transition at 𝑇𝑐 (Werdehausen, Takayama, Höppner, et al.,
2018; Mor, Herzog, Noack, et al., 2018; Takeshi Suzuki et al., 2021; Tangwei Tang
et al., 2020) and thus constitute the OPCPs, while the 3 and 3.7 THz modes are re-
portedly not coupled to the EI order parameter and thus serve as a control. However,
recent results also suggest that these modes may potentially couple to EI Goldstone
mode (Bretscher, Andrich, Murakami, et al., 2021).

Microscopic Model
The low energy electronic structure of Ta2NiSe5 consists of a conduction band
with Ta 5𝑑 orbital character and a valence band with Ni 3𝑑-Se 4𝑝 hybridized orbital
character. The EI instability is well captured by a 1D spinless two-band Hamiltonian
with EPC (Zenker, Fehske, and Beck, 2014; Tanaka, Daira, and Yonemitsu, 2018;
Murakami, Gole ž, Martin Eckstein, et al., 2017; Tanabe, Sugimoto, and Ohta,
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2018) [Figure 4.1(c)],

𝐻 =
∑︁
𝑘

(𝜖𝑘𝑐𝑘†𝑐𝑘 + `𝑘𝑣𝑘†𝑣𝑘 ) +
∑︁
𝑖

[𝑉𝑐𝑖†𝑐𝑖𝑣𝑖†𝑣𝑖

+𝜔0𝑏𝑖
†𝑏𝑖 + 𝑔(𝑏𝑖† + 𝑏𝑖) (𝑐𝑖†𝑣𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖†𝑐𝑖)],

(4.1)

where 𝑐𝑘†, 𝑐𝑘 and 𝑣𝑘
†, 𝑣𝑘 are the fermionic creation and annihilation operators

for conduction and valence band electrons with momentum 𝑘 , respectively, and
𝑏𝑖

†, 𝑏𝑖 are the bosonic creation and annihilation operators for an OPCP mode of
energy 𝜔0 at site 𝑖. The conduction and valence band dispersions are given by
𝜖𝑘 = Δ

2 + 2𝐽𝑐sin (𝑘𝑎/2)2 and `𝑘 = −Δ
2 − 2𝐽𝑣sin (𝑘𝑎/2)2, respectively, where 2𝐽𝑐

and 2𝐽𝑣 are their bandwidths and Δ is the band gap (Murakami, Gole ž, Martin
Eckstein, et al., 2017; Tanabe, Sugimoto, and Ohta, 2018). An on-site interband
electron-electron interaction term 𝑉 drives the excitonic pairing, and an EPC term
𝑔 couples the electronic and phononic subsystems. These microscopic parameters
have been experimentally determined (Murakami, Gole ž, Martin Eckstein, et al.,
2017; Tanabe, Sugimoto, and Ohta, 2018).

From Eq.4.1, we derive the equations of motion for the EI and structural order
parameters, defined as Φ𝑖 = ⟨𝑐𝑖†𝑣𝑖⟩ and 𝑋𝑖 = ⟨𝑏𝑖† + 𝑏𝑖⟩, respectively, in two steps.
We first derive the exact expression for the nonequilibrium free energy functional
of Φ and 𝑋 in the Keldysh path integral framework, where we include the light
excitation via Peierls substitution. Then we obtain the equations of motion as the
saddle point of the free energy, ignoring population in the conduction bands, spatial
fluctuations of the order parameter field, and higher-order contributions 𝑂 (Φ6),

𝑖𝑍𝜕𝑡Φ = (−�̃� (∇ − 𝑖𝑞𝐴)2 + �̃� + �̃� |Φ|2)Φ + 2𝑔
𝑉
𝑋, (4.2)

𝜕𝑡
2𝑋 = −(𝜔0

2 + 2𝑔2𝜔0

𝑉
)𝑋 − 2𝑔𝜔0 Re(Φ), (4.3)

with the parameters �̃�, �̃�, �̃�, 𝑍 depending on integrals over Green’s functions and
therefore on the band structure of the material and the temperature 𝑇 of the system.
Assuming 𝑘𝐵𝑇 < Δ, i.e. negligible population in the conduction bands, we can write
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out these parameters based on the parameters that determine the band structure

�̃� = 1 − 2𝑉√︁
Δ(2𝐽𝑐 + 2𝐽𝑣 + Δ)

, (4.4)

�̃� =
2𝐽𝑐𝐽𝑣𝑉√︁

Δ(2𝐽𝑐 + 2𝐽𝑣 + Δ)3 , (4.5)

𝑍 = 𝑉
©« 2𝐽𝑐 + 2𝐽𝑣 + 2Δ√︁

Δ(2𝐽𝑐 + 2𝐽𝑣 + Δ)3
ª®¬ , (4.6)

�̃� =
©«2(3(𝐽𝑐 + 𝐽𝑣)2 + 4Δ(𝐽𝑐 + 𝐽𝑣) + 2Δ2)√︁

Δ(2𝐽𝑐 + 2𝐽𝑣 + Δ)5
ª®¬𝑉3. (4.7)

Applying the following transformation relationships 𝑚 = �̃�/𝑍 , 𝑈 = �̃�/𝑍 , and
𝐷 = �̃�/𝑍 , 𝑔′ = 𝑔/(𝑍𝑉), and introducing two phenomenological constants 𝛾𝑒
and 𝛾𝑝ℎ to account for damping of electronic and structural modes due to thermal
fluctuation, we obtain the simplified equations of motion:

𝑖𝜕𝑡Φ = ((−𝐷 (∇ − 𝑖𝑞𝐴)2 + 𝑚 +𝑈 |Φ|2)Φ + 2𝑔′𝑋) (1 − 𝑖𝛾𝑒), (4.8)

𝜕𝑡
2𝑋 = −𝜔0

2𝑋 − 2𝑔𝜔0𝜙 − 2𝛾𝑝ℎ𝜕𝑡𝑋. (4.9)

Here 𝐷 is an effective diffusion coefficient, 𝑞 is the electron charge, 𝐴 is the light
vector potential, 𝑔′ is the renormalized EPC coefficient for the electronic channel,
and𝑚 and𝑈 are the second- and fourth-order expansion coefficients of the electron-
electron interaction term, respectively.

Simulation Results
We first present a qualitative picture of how order parameter reversal occurs in our
model. In equilibrium the electronic potential 𝑉 (Φ) = 1

2𝑚Φ
2 + 1

4𝑈Φ
4 + 2𝑔′𝑋Φ has

either a tilted parabolic (𝑚 > 0) or tilted Mexican-hat (𝑚 < 0) form capturing the
absence or presence of exciton condensation. For homogeneous optical excitation,
one can ignore spatial derivatives of Φ. For pulsed excitation with infrared light,
whose frequency well exceeds the electronic Higgs-Goldstone (Murakami, Gole ž,
Martin Eckstein, et al., 2017; Murakami, Gole ž, Tatsuya Kaneko, et al., 2020)
and OPCP mode frequencies, one can also average out the fast oscillations of
the perturbation and retain only its Gaussian envelope. Under these conditions
one can make the simplification 𝑚(𝑡) = −𝐷 (∇ − 𝑖𝑞𝐴)2 + 𝑚 ≜ 𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝑚, where
𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝛼𝐹 exp

{
(−4 ln(2)𝑡2

𝜎2 )
}
. Here 𝜎 is the temporal width of the Gaussian pulse,

𝛼 is a positive constant scaling factor, and 𝐹 is the pump fluence, the only tunable
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Figure 4.2: Simulation results of 𝑉 (Φ) and 𝑉 (𝑋) for 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 with experimentally
determined parameters. Snapshots of the potential landscapes (solid lines) and the
electronic and structural order parameters (circles) are shown (a) in the equilibrium
state (reproduced as dashed lines in (b)-(d)), (b) at the moment of excitation, (c)
during transit into the reversed state, and (d) in the reversed state before equilibration,
where both potentials are modulated at the phonon frequency (red arrows). Axes’
scales are the same in all panels.

parameter in our model. In the EI phase (𝑚 < 0), optical excitation therefore
acts to instantaneously increase 𝑚(𝑡). The subsequent reduction of the EI order
parameter, which occurs on a timescale much shorter than 2𝜋/𝜔0, results in a
sudden shift in the lattice potential 𝑉 (𝑋) = 1

2𝜔0
2𝑋2 + 2𝑔𝜔0 Re(Φ)𝑋 due to EPC,

launching coherent oscillations through displacive excitation. In the low fluence
regime, where the phonon oscillation amplitude is small enough such that 𝑋 does
not change sign, the direction of tilt of both𝑉 (Φ) and𝑉 (𝑋) remains unchanged and
so no switching occurs. However, above a critical fluence 𝐹𝑐, where the phonon
oscillation amplitude becomes large enough to change the sign of 𝑋 , the tilting of
both potentials is reversed and the system can relax into the switched state.

Numerical simulations of our model using experimentally determined material pa-
rameters for Ta2NiSe5 and 𝜎 = 100 fs were carried out in the EI phase. Figure 4.2
displays simulation results for 𝐹 slightly greater than 𝐹𝑐. At the moment of excitation
𝑡 = 0 [Figure 4.2(b)], there is an instantaneous change in 𝑉 (Φ) from Mexican-hat
to parabolic form caused by the light-induced enhancement of 𝑚(𝑡). The EI order
parameter evolves rapidly to the new potential minimum with overdamped dynam-
ics and is quenched within the pulse duration. This leads to a rapid shift in 𝑉 (𝑋),
launching coherent oscillations of the underdamped OPCP, which shakes the elec-
tronic potential via EPC at the phonon frequency. Once the pulsed excitation is over,
𝑉 (Φ) recovers a Mexican-hat form. However, as 𝑋 crosses zero within the first half
period of oscillation [Figure 4.2(c)], the tilting of 𝑉 (Φ) is reversed with respect to
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Figure 4.3: Simulated time evolution of (a) the real part of the electronic order pa-
rameter, (b) the imaginary part of the electronic order parameter, and (c) the lattice
order parameter. (d) Trajectory of the electronic order parameter. (e) Experimental
pump fluence dependence of the 1 THz (red circles) and 3 THz (blue circles) coher-
ent phonon amplitudes in Ta2NiSe5 reproduced from Ref.(Werdehausen, Takayama,
Höppner, et al., 2018). Simulation results for an OPCP (red line) and a conventional
ISRS phonon (blue line) are overlaid and horizontally scaled to match the experi-
mental data. Vertical dashed lines mark the calculated 𝐹𝑐 and 𝐹∗.

the pre-pumped (𝑡 < 0) case [Figure 4.2(a)], sending Φ toward the new minimum
on the negative side. As Φ crosses zero, the tilt of 𝑉 (𝑋) is also reversed due to
EPC, thus pushing 𝑋 to the new minimum on the positive side. The system then
continues to oscillate about the reversed minima at the phonon frequency until the
OPCP is damped out [Figure 4.2(d)]. Note that this model treats light as a coherent
drive without considering heating- and cooling-induced changes in 𝑚(𝑡). However,
accounting for the latter merely shifts 𝐹𝑐.
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We show the time evolution of the complex electronic order parameter Φ (real in
equilibrium) and the real structural order parameter 𝑋 in Figure 4.3(a)-(d) for two
characteristic fluences: 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 and 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐. A clear sign change of Re(Φ) and of
𝑋 that occurs within 0.2 ps can be found with 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐, indicating the reversal of the
EI order. Φ also transiently becomes complex during the process of reversal. Aside
from sign change, a clear coherent oscillation reflecting OPCP can be identified in
every channel. By taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of 𝑋 in the time interval
from 0 ps to 20 ps with different pumping fluence values, we obtain the pump fluence
dependence of the OPCP amplitude defined as the peak height in the FFT spectra
[Figure 4.3(e)]. A nonlinear behavior of the OPCP amplitude as a function of 𝐹 is
evident.

In lieu of probing the phase of 𝑋 and Φ, we propose that the reversal can be
identified via the pump fluence dependence of the OPCP amplitude. A conventional
Raman-active phonon is coherently launched through either displacive excitation or
impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) (Stevens, Kuhl, and Merlin, 2002;
Melnikov, O. Misochko, and Chekalin, 2011) with an amplitude that is linearly
proportional to 𝐹. For 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐, the amplitude of an OPCP also scales linearly
with 𝐹. In this regime the structural order parameter simply oscillates about the
initial potential minimum and thus behaves like a conventional phonon. But once
the initial displacement of 𝑉 (𝑋) is large enough to enable escape to the opposite
minimum (𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐), the amplitude ceases to grow. Order parameter reversal is thus
marked by a saturation in the amplitude versus fluence curve.

Discussion
We argue that experimental evidence for this phenomenon already exists in published
studies of Ta2NiSe5. Werdehausen 𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑙. (Werdehausen, Takayama, Höppner, et al.,
2018) performed ultrafast optical reflectivity measurements at 𝑇 = 120 K using a
pump photon energy of 1.55 eV and observed clear coherent oscillations of the
1 THz OPCP as well as the uncoupled 3 THz phonon (ISRS). The pump fluence
dependence of these two mode amplitudes is reproduced in Figure 4.3(e). The 3
THz mode scales linearly with 𝐹, consistent with its assignment as a conventional
phonon. In contrast, the 1 THz mode scales linearly with 𝐹 only at low fluences
and then saturates above ∼0.4 mJ/cm2, consistent with an order parameter reversal.
By overlaying our simulation results atop these experimental curves, we find close
agreement [Figure 4.3(e)].
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Our theory also predicts that the exciton condensate should be transiently quenched
[𝑚(𝑡) → 0] above a critical fluence 𝐹 = 𝐹∗ where the condition 𝑓 (𝑡) = |𝑚 | is
satisfied. Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 do not constrain 𝐹∗ to coincide with 𝐹𝑐 and our simulation
shows that 𝐹∗ is clearly lower than 𝐹𝑐 in Ta2NiSe5 [Figure 4.3(e)]. Recently Tang 𝑒𝑡
𝑎𝑙. (Tangwei Tang et al., 2020) performed time- and angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (tr-ARPES) measurements on Ta2NiSe5 at 𝑇 = 30 K and tracked the
dynamics of the charge gap, a measure of Φ, immediately after pumping with
1.77 eV light polarized perpendicular to the chain direction. They found that the
instantaneous gap size decreases linearly with increasing pump fluence and saturates
above 0.29 mJ/cm2, which was interpreted as the point whereΦ transiently collapses.
The fact that this fluence is lower than 0.4 mJ/cm2, and is expected to be even lower
if the experiment were conducted at 120 K, is consistent with our theory.

Also note that the OPCP amplitude as a function of pump fluence shows a non-
monotonic behavior when 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 [Figure 4.3(e)]. The amplitude of the “wiggles”
and the fluence where they emerge are dependent on the specific values of the
microscopic parameters. This behavior can arise from two factors: the strong feed-
back between the electronic and structural order parameter dynamics immediately
after excitation and the back-and-forth reversal. In terms of the feedback between
electronic and structural channels, because Φ always responds more rapidly than
𝑋 , the subtle mismatch of the time when the two order parameters cross zero will
influence the phonon amplitude [Figures 4.3(a) and (c)]. After careful examination
of the dynamics of both channels at each pump fluence, we find that this temporal
mismatch occurs twice as the pump fluence is increased, yielding the two “dips”
above 𝐹𝑐 in the overdamped case. On the other hand, as we show later in Figure 4.9,
if the electronic channel is underdamped and a Higgs mode is launched, the order
parameters can now also oscillate back-and-forth between the minima on either side
of zero and gives rise to an even stronger non-monotonic behavior.

Our field theory description of the EI order parameter goes beyond the phenomeno-
logical time-dependent Landau theory (Huber et al., 2014; Zong, Dolgirev, Kogar,
Erge çen, et al., 2019; R. Yusupov et al., 2010; Harter, D. M. Kennes, et al., 2018)
in that it allows the order parameter to explore the tilted Mexican-hat potential in the
complex plane and can be naturally linked to microscopic parameters of the under-
lying lattice model. While more details including extension beyond the mean-field
limit (∇ ≠ 0), temperature dependence with 𝑇 > 0, diffusion perpendicular to the
surface (R. Yusupov et al., 2010), time-dependent damping (Huber et al., 2014),
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and anharmonic phonon coupling (Muneaki Hase, Kitajima, et al., 2002) can be
added to refine the simulations, our minimal microscopic theory already captures
the most salient physics and experimental features. These ideas and dynamical
protocols apply not only to excitonic insulators, but also to any system featuring a
continuous-symmetry-breaking electronic order parameter induced by coupling to
a structural order parameter, such as a charge ordered system coupled to a Peierls
distortion or an orbital ordered system coupled to a Jahn-Teller distortion. Therefore
the OPCP behavior revealed here may be a general fingerprint of electronic order
parameter switching.

4.3 Experimental Results
To test our simulation results and thoroughly investigate the phonon modes, we
conducted coherent phonon spectroscopy by measuring the time-resolved reflectivity
of Ta2NiSe5. We impinged the sample with a pump (probe) pulse centered at 0.9
eV (1.55 eV) of 80 fs duration, since near-infrared light has been demonstrated
to both efficiently launch and detect phonons (Werdehausen, Takayama, Höppner,
et al., 2018; Mor, Herzog, Noack, et al., 2018; Bretscher, Andrich, Telang, et al.,
2021; Bretscher, Andrich, Murakami, et al., 2021; Q. M. Liu et al., 2021; Mor,
Herzog, Gole ž, et al., 2017; Okazaki et al., 2018; Takeshi Suzuki et al., 2021;
Tianwei Tang et al., 2020; Baldini et al., 2020). Since our sample is monoclinic
(orthorhombic) below (above) 𝑇𝑐, 𝑎 and 𝑐 axes are nonequivalent and thus features
in-plane anisotropy. However, as shown later in Figure 4.7, our experiment results
demonstrate that the phonons are insensitive to the pump polarization but very
sensitive to the probe polarization. We thus fixed the pump polarization along
the crystallographic 𝑎-axis and probe the reflectivity change along the direction
bisecting 𝑎- and 𝑐-axes in our experiment without further specification.

Pump Fluence Dependence of Phonon Dynamics
Figure 4.4(a) shows the differential reflectivity transients for different pump flu-
ence levels. Ensuing an instantaneous intensity increase upon pump excitation,
the reflectivity transients exhibit a clear beating pattern overlaid with a decaying
background. We fit the background with a double-exponential decaying function
characterizing the electronic scattering (Werdehausen, Takayama, Albrecht, et al.,
2018) and isolate the beating patterns characterizing the coexistence of multiple
phonon modes [Figure 4.4(b)]. After performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
to these background-subtracted curves, we found in total ten Raman-active phonon
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modes centered around 1, 2, 3, 3.7, 4, 4.4, 5.3, 5.8, 6.5, and 7 THz [Figure 4.4(c)].
Previous Raman spectroscopy results have resolved all these modes and identified
the 2, 4, and 4.4 THz phonons as 𝐵2𝑔-symmetry modes and the other seven modes
as 𝐴𝑔-symmetry modes in the high temperature orthorhombic phase, while all these
modes are assigned to 𝐴𝑔-symmetry in the low temperature monoclinic phase (K.
Kim et al., 2021; Volkov et al., 2021; M.-J. Kim et al., 2020). Despite this static
characterization, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that ten different
phonon modes are clearly identified in time-resolved measurements of Ta2NiSe5,
possibly due to a higher quality of our synthesized samples or a larger (smaller)
bandwidth (time duration) of the pump pulse we employed in our experiments.

To distinguish whether different modes are EI-coupled or uncoupled, we investigate
the pump fluence of frequency and amplitude of each mode. Owing to the clear
separation of the ten modes in the frequency domain, we analyzed the FFT spectra
at different pump fluences to obtain their fluence dependence [Figure 4.4(d)]. We
fit the FFT spectra with multiple Lorentzian peaks representing different phonon
modes to obtain their amplitude and frequency as a function of fluence. As the pump
fluence is swept up from zero, different phonons exhibit distinct fluence dependence
of amplitude and frequency. The amplitude of 1 and 2 THz phonon modes features a
quasi-linear increase below 2 mJ/cm2 but exhibits a saturation above [Figures 4.4(d)
and (e)], consistent with the previous experimental results and the assignment of an
OPCP (Ning et al., 2020). The saturation of OPCP amplitude thus unambiguously
signifies the reversal of the EI order with 𝐹𝑐 ∼2 mJ/cm2 at 80 K. On the contrary,
the amplitude of 4, 4.4, 5.3, 5.8, 6.5, and 7 THz modes increases linearly with pump
fluence, indicating their potentially uncoupled nature [Figures 4.4(d) and (f)]. We
want to note that although 4 and 4.4 THz modes respect 𝐵2𝑔 symmetry, identical to
the symmetry that breaks at 𝑇𝑐, they do not show amplitude saturation like 1 and 2
THz modes.

We can compare the calculated𝐹𝑐 with the experimental value. To get the value of the
simulated critical fluence 𝐹𝑐 in real units, we explicitly write out the scaling factor
𝛼 =

8𝐷𝑞2𝑑2 (1−𝑅)
ℏ2𝜔𝑝ℎ

2𝑐𝜖0𝜎
, where 𝐷 is the parameter defined in Section 4.2, 𝑞 is electron

charge, 𝑑 is the lattice constant, 𝑅 is the reflectance, ℏ is the reduced Planck’s
constant, 𝜔𝑝ℎ is the pump light frequency, 𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝜖0 is the vacuum
permittivity, 𝜎 is the pulse duration. We obtained a simulated 𝐹𝑐 ∼ 6 mJ/cm2,
qualitatively matching the real experimental 𝐹𝑐. Possible factors that can give
rise to this discrepancy include the uncertainties in determination of microscopic
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Figure 4.4: Pump fluence dependence of phonon amplitudes and frequencies. (a)
Differential transient reflectivity curves at select pump fluences with pump along
𝑎-axis at 80 K. The dashed lines are fits to a double-exponential decay. (b)
Background-subtracted curves of reflectivity transients in (a). (c) FFT spectrum
of the background-subtracted reflectivity transient with 1.6 mJ/cm2 pump as shown
in (b) overlaid by multi-Lorentzian fits. The gray lines denote the position of the
ten phonon modes. (d) Pump fluence dependent FFT spectra. (e),(f) Pump fluence
dependence of the amplitude of different phonon modes obtained by Lorentzian
fitting to FFT spectra in (d). The thick lines are guide to eye. (g) Pump fluence
dependence of the frequency of different phonon modes by Lorentizain fitting to
FFT spectra in (d). The red arrows denote the frequency blueshift. The red shaded
bar indicates the critical fluence regime.

parameters, temperature dependence of 𝐹𝑐, transient heating, and other possible
factors that are not accounted for in our microscopic model.

However, inconsistent with the previous assignment of an uncoupled phonon, the
amplitude of 3 and 3.7 THz modes exhibit a threshold-like superlinear increase
with the pump fluence at 𝐹𝑐 [Figure 4.4(e)]. We note that this behavior almost
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exclusively occurs at low temperatures and at specific probe polarization angles. In
the other cases, a linear increase of amplitude of the two modes as a function of
fluence is resolved. The superlinear increase of 3 THz mode has been observed
before (Werdehausen, Takayama, Höppner, et al., 2018) but without interpretation.
Recent experiments suggest the 3 and 3.7 THz mode can couple to the Goldstone
mode of the EI condensate, which may indicate the superlinear behavior of these
two modes may be a reflection of EI order reversal as well. This hypothesis goes
beyond the scope of our microscopic model and further investigation is needed to
quantitatively understand the behavior of these two modes.

More intriguingly, we notice that accompanied by the amplitude anomaly at 𝐹𝑐,
a sudden frequency blueshift of 3 and 3.7 THz modes can be clearly identified,
while the other modes just show a moderate softening over fluence without any
abrupt change at 𝐹𝑐 [Figure 4.4(g)]. Due to the hardening of the 3.7 THz mode
and the softening of the 4 THz mode, the two modes merge into one at around 𝐹𝑐
[Figure 4.4(d)]. This has also been observed before (Q. M. Liu et al., 2021) but
without interpretation. The merger of phonons usually indicates a structural change,
which is consistent with the picture of EI order reversal but beyond the scope of our
microscopic model.

Our time-resolved measurement can not only track the fluence dependence of the
phonon amplitude and frequency but also provide information about the phase
of different modes as a function of pump fluence. As aforementioned, due to
the coexistence of multiple modes, it is challenging to directly fit the background-
subtracted reflectivity transients with damped sinusoidal functions to get the phonon
phase. Instead, two complementary approaches can be applied to obtain the phonon
phase. The first method is applying a bandpass filter centered around the target
phonon frequency (±0.15 THz) to the background-subtracted reflectivity traces,
enabling us to isolate a single phonon mode in the time domain. We can then check
the phase of this mode as a function of fluence. The second method is based on
complex FFT. Phonons with different phases will show distinct shapes in the real
and imaginary FFT components [Figure 4.5(e)]. A simultaneous fit of the real and
imaginary spectra enables an accurate determination of phonon phase.

Since phonons are in general launched via displacive excitation or impulsively stim-
ulated Raman scattering (Chapter II, Section 2.3), we round the phonon phase to
the closest multiples of 𝜋/2 to understand their generation mechanism and summa-
rize the phase of different phonons in the following table. Based on the cross-check
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Figure 4.5: Fluence dependence of phonon phases. (a)-(d) 1, 5.3, 2, and 3 THz
bandpass-filtered background-subtracted reflectivity transients at select fluences. (e)
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shift 𝜙. The grey line denotes the phonon frequency. (f),(g) Complex FFT spectra
of two background-subtracted reflectivity transients with pump fluence below and
above 𝐹𝑐. The grey lines denote the phonon frequencies.

through the aforementioned two methods, we found the phase of most of phonons do
not change dramatically with fluence [Figures 4.5(a),(b),(f),(g)]. However, the phase
of 2, 3 and 4.4 THz phonons show a change as can be clearly seen in both the filtered
time traces and the shape change in complex FFT spectra [Figure 4.5(c),(d),(f),(g)],
where 2 and 3 THz phonons exhibit a 𝜋/2 change at low and high fluences, while 4.4
THz phonon undergoes a 𝜋 change. Note that across the 𝐹𝑐 regime the phase of these
phonons indeed shows an obvious change, although their phase also changes with
fluence in the rest of fluence regimes moderately. Previous ultrafast measurements
reported that the phonon phase may change across thermal phase transitions arising
from the competition between diverse generation mechanisms (Ron et al., 2020;
M.-C. Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, J. Kim, et al., 2018; M.-C. Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak,
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Seo, et al., 2019). In our case, an reversal of order cannot be directly considered as a
phase transition since the microscopic parameters dictating the physical properties
of the system do not alter. The phase shift is not predicted by our microscopic model
and further theoretical modelling is needed to understand this phenomenon.

Phonon 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐
1 THz 𝜋 𝜋

2 THz 𝜋 𝜋/2
3 THz 0 3𝜋/2

3.7 THz 0 3𝜋/2
4 THz 𝜋 𝜋

4.4 THz 0 𝜋

5.3 THz 3𝜋/2 3𝜋/2
5.8 THz 0 0
6.5 THz 𝜋/2 𝜋/2
7 THz 𝜋/2 𝜋/2

Table 4.1: Phonon phases below and above the critical fluence measured at 80 K.

Temperature Dependence of Phonon Dynamics
To further demonstrate the amplitude saturation of 1 and 2 THz phonons is indeed
induced by EI order reversal, we conducted the pump fluence dependent coherent
phonon spectroscopy at several temperatures across 𝑇𝑐. We first check the temper-
ature dependence of the transient reflectivity at a fixed pump fluence. The elec-
tronic background of the transient reflectivity curves exhibits a transformation from
double-exponential decay at low temperature into an exponential increase followed
by an exponential decay at 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐 [Figure 4.6(a)]. Moreover, as the temperature
increases, the amplitude, lifetime, and frequency of different phonons show a sys-
tematic change: the amplitude of the 1, 2, 4, and 4.4 THz modes display a strong
suppression, while the amplitude of the 3 and 3.6 THz modes shows a nonmonotonic
change against temperature increase [Figure 4.6(b)], consistent with the previous
reports (Mor, Herzog, Noack, et al., 2018; Bretscher, Andrich, Telang, et al., 2021;
Q. M. Liu et al., 2021). The amplitude of the rest uncoupled phonons also show a
decrease over temperature. In terms of phonon lifetime, the 2 THz mode shows a
much more pronounced broadening than the other modes as temperature increases,
corroborating its strong coupling to the EI order. With regard to frequency, the
2 THz phonon also exhibits a considerable redshift over 0.4 THz, while the other
modes only show moderate softening.

We then interrogate the fluence dependence of the amplitude of different modes
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Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of the phonons. (a) Differential transient
reflectivity curves at select temperatures with pump at 2 mJ/cm2 along 𝑎 axis.
(b) FFT spectra of background-subtracted transient reflectivity curves in panel (a).
(c)-(g) Pump-fluence dependent FFT spectra at select temperatures. (h)-(l) Pump
fluence dependence of the amplitude of 1 and 2 THz phonon modes obtained by
fitting to FFT spectra in panels (c)-(g). The amplitude of 2 THz mode is vertically
offset for clarity. (m) Temperature dependence of the critical fluence for 1 and 2
THz phonons. All the thick lines are guide to eye.

across a large temperature range. The FFT spectra are displayed in Figures 4.6(c)-
(g). At all temperatures, the amplitude of 3, 3.7, 5.3, and 6 THz show increase
with fluence without saturation akin to 80 K. The amplitude of 1 THz phonon, on
the other hand, saturates at a critical fluence 𝐹𝑐 at all temperatures below 280 K.
Above 280 K, the amplitude of 1 THz mode increases with fluence quasi-linearly
like an uncoupled phonon. More intriguingly, 𝐹𝑐 displays an apparent decrease
as the temperature increases [Figures 4.6(h)-(l)]. This is expected as according to
our theory, the value of 𝐹𝑐 is determined by the shape of 𝑉 (Φ). As temperature
approaches𝑇𝑐 from below, the EI order is suppressed and𝑉 (Φ) will gradually recover
a parabolic form. Accordingly, the minimum of𝑉 (Φ) will become shallower andΦ0

will get closer to Φ = 0 and so the reversal of the EI order is expedited more easily.
A finer scan of temperature shows that 𝐹𝑐 almost follows an order-parameter-like
onset at around 300 K, substantiating our expectation. Note that the disappearance
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of saturation is not strictly at 𝑇𝑐 = 325 K. An estimate of temperature increase of
about 30 K with 2 mJ/cm2 incident pump fluence in the whole temperature range
we investigated indicates that laser heating can effectively raise the sample surface
temperature above 𝑇𝑐 at around 300 K.

It is noteworthy that the amplitude of 2 THz mode depict a nontrivial nonlinear
dependence over fluence at different temperatures. With a more careful check on
Figure 4.4(e), we find that the amplitude of 2 THz mode increases again at around
3.5 mJ/cm2 after the saturation at 2 mJ/cm2. The revival of amplitude increase
above 𝐹𝑐 is more evident at 140 K [Figure 4.6(h)]. A second saturation emerges at
200 K and becomes an apparent plateau at 240 and 280 K [Figures 4.6(i)-(k)]. At
335 K above 𝑇𝑐, however, the double-saturation behavior vanishes, demonstrating
its direct relevance to EI ordering. Analogous to the first saturation critical fluence
𝐹𝑐 which closely follows 𝐹𝑐 of 1 THz as a function of temperature [Figure 4.6(m)],
the second saturation fluence also shows a salient decrease with temperature and
vanishes at around 300 K.

We notice that although the double-saturation behavior is not explicitly captured by
our microscopic model, our model indeed predicts the non-monotonic amplitude
“wiggles” as a function of pump fluence when 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 in Section 4.2. If we
assume the EI order does not adiabatically follow the evolution of 𝑉 (Φ), a high-
frequency electronic oscillation also known as Higgs mode can be generated. In
this underdamped case, the order parameters can now oscillate back and forth
between the minima of potentials on both sides of zero, rendering a strong non-
monotonic behavior. The order parameter is more susceptible to reversal upon
small changes in pump fluence as temperature approaches 𝑇𝑐 and the back-and-forth
reversal will disappear when𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐. All of these predictions match our experimental
observation. Moreover, recent ultrafast photoemission results highlighted that the
electronic spectral weight, which is an observable of charge density wave order
parameter, shows similar non-monotonic wiggles over fluence when the charge
density wave is inverted and domain wall forms (Duan et al., 2021). These results
lead us to tentatively attribute our double-saturation behavior of 2 THz phonon to
the back-and-forth reversal of EI order.

Pump and Probe Polarization Dependence of Phonon Dynamics
Note that there existed inconsistency in the previous experiments about whether
the transient reflectivity and EI condensate are sensitive to the pump and probe
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polarizations (Werdehausen, Takayama, Höppner, et al., 2018; Bretscher, Andrich,
Telang, et al., 2021). We thus performed pump- and probe-polarization dependent
measurements to reconcile the controversy. We first fixed the probe polarization to be
along the direction bisecting 𝑎− and 𝑐−axes and changed the pump polarization to be
either parallel to 𝑎− or 𝑐−axis with a constant fluence at around 2 mJ/cm2. We notice
that other than a moderate change in the electronic background no obvious change in
phonon frequency and amplitude can be detected [Figure 4.7(a)]. This observation
is consistent with one of the recent time-resolved reflectivity results (Bretscher,
Andrich, Telang, et al., 2021) but in contrast to a previous one (Werdehausen,
Takayama, Höppner, et al., 2018). We then swept the pump fluence up and a
saturation of amplitude of the 1 and 2 THz phonons are present in both pumping
cases, although a slightly larger 𝐹𝑐 for pump parallel to 𝑎−axis is obtained. This
observation is in line with our theory. According to our theory, 𝐹𝑐 is determined by
the the effective scaling factor 𝛼. Because 𝑑 and 1 − 𝑅 are both larger for 𝑐−axis,
while the other parameters for the two pump polarization directions, 𝛼 is larger
for 𝑐−axis. Therefore, with the same nominal fluence 𝐹, pump along 𝑐−axis can
generate a larger quench to the EI condensate and thus 𝐹𝑐 should be reached sooner.

The phonons are yet very sensitive to the probe polarization. We fixed the pump
polarization along 𝑎−axis with a constant fluence at around 0.9 mJ/cm2 (<𝐹𝑐 at 80
K) and finely tuned the probe polarization. A clear two-fold symmetry of all phonon
modes can be evidently seen in the FFT spectra [Figure 4.7(b)] with the local maxima
or minima along either 𝑎− or 𝑐−axis. We fit the FFT spectra in Figure 4.7(b) with
multi-Lorentzians and polar-plotted the amplitude of different modes as a function
of probe polarization angle [Figures 4.7(c)-(l)]. It is evident that the 1, 2, 3, and 3.6
THz phonons exhibit four petals and four nodes, while the high-frequency modes
are nodeless. We found that the phase of these low-frequency modes flips when
the probe is polarized along 𝑎− and 𝑐−axes, further demonstrating the presence of
nodes.

The symmetry of different phonons is captured by the Raman tensors: (K. Kim
et al., 2021), where in our experimental coordinate we have:

𝜒𝑅𝐴𝑔,𝑇<𝑇𝑐 =
©«
𝑎 𝑑 0
𝑑 𝑏 0
0 0 𝑐

ª®®¬ , 𝜒𝑅𝐴𝑔,𝑇>𝑇𝑐 =
©«
𝑎 0 0
0 𝑏 0
0 0 𝑐

ª®®¬ , 𝜒𝑅𝐵2𝑔,𝑇>𝑇𝑐
=
©«
0 𝑑 0
𝑑 0 0
0 0 0

ª®®¬ . (4.10)

Note that the all the phonons at 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑐 respect 𝐴𝑔 symmetry and thus can be fit
with a single Raman tensor, while the 2 THz phonon (as well as 4 and 4.4 THz
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Figure 4.7: Pump and probe polarization dependence of different phonons. (a) Pump
polarization dependent reflectivity transients measured at 335 K with a fluence of 2
mJ/cm2. The inset shows their FFT spectra. (b) Probe polarization dependence of
FFT spectra measured at 80 K with pump polarization parallel to 𝑎 axis and fluence
at 0.9 mJ/cm2. The red dashed line denotes the 𝑎 and 𝑐 axes of the sample. (c)-(l)
Probe polarization dependence of the amplitude of 1 THz, 2 THz, 2 THz at 335 K, 3
THz, 3.7 THz, 4 THz, 5.3 THz, 5.8 THz, 6.5 THz, and 7 THz phonons, respectively,
overlaid with fits to corresponding Raman tensors. The data from 180 to 360 ◦ is
symmetrized from the data taken from 0 to 180 ◦.

modes, although they cannot be detected in our experiment at 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐) respects
𝐵2𝑔 symmetry at 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐. The change in the petal direction from along to away
from crystallographic axes can be clearly observed across 𝑇𝑐 in 2 THz mode [Figure
4.7(e)]. On the contrary, no qualitative change in shape and rotation angle can be
observed in the other modes. This is in accord with the extremely subtle structural
symmetry breaking at 𝑇𝑐 but at odds with the recent Raman spectroscopy results
where the polar pattern of multiple modes exhibits a noticeable change in both shape
and rotation across 𝑇𝑐 (K. Kim et al., 2021).
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In summary, our comprehensive coherent phonon spectroscopy measurements reveal
a myriad of rich phenomena of OPCPs in Ta2NiSe5. Our pump fluence dependent
measurements corroborate the previous reported amplitude saturation of 1 and 2
THz modes at low temperature and thus confirm their OPCP nature. We also found
that the amplitude of 3 and 3.6 THz modes may show a superlinear increase at 𝐹𝑐,
the frequency of 3 and 3.6 THz modes exhibits a sudden blueshift at 𝐹𝑐, 3.6 and 4
THz modes merge into one at high fluence, and the phase of 2, 3 and 4.4 THz modes
exhibits a remarkable shift around 𝐹𝑐. We further for the first time demonstrate
that the 5.3, 5.8, 6.5, and 7 THz modes are conventional uncoupled phonons due
to their lack of anomaly at 𝐹𝑐. Our temperature-dependent results reveal that the
amplitude of the 2 THz mode exhibits multiple nonlinearity which may reflect the
multiple reversal of EI order as temperature gets close to 𝑇𝑐. Our polarization
dependent measurements showcase the insensitivity of phonon dynamics to pump
polarization and sensitivity to probe polarization. Although more experimental
studies and theory development are needed to fully understand the nature of 3, 3.6,
4, and 4.4 THz phonons, our experimental results not only corroborate the OPCP
amplitude saturation at 𝐹𝑐 reversal but uncover a multitude of new phonon anomalies
accompanying the EI order reversal.

4.4 Control of the Excitonic Order Reversal via Two-Pulse Pumping
The dynamical nature of the order parameter reversal process suggests that it can be
controlled not merely by the total pump energy deposited, but also by its distribution
in time. To show this, we consider a situation where the sample is pumped by two
identical pulses separated by time 𝛿𝑡, with individual fluences 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐 but 2𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐.
For 𝛿𝑡 → 0 the system is effectively pumped by a single pulse exceeding 𝐹𝑐 and so
reversal occurs, while for 𝛿𝑡 → ∞, the system relaxes back to the initial ground state
before the second pulse arrives and so no reversal occurs. To qualitatively understand
the behavior at intermediate 𝛿𝑡 values where the system is still dynamically evolving
when the second pulse arrives, we recall that in the single pulse case, switching
occurs once the OPCP amplitude is large enough to change the sign of 𝑋 . Therefore,
in the two-pulse case, switching possibly occurs if coherent oscillations of the OPCP
induced by the first pulse can be sufficiently amplified by the second time-delayed
pulse.

Previous studies have shown that impulsively and displacively excited conventional
Raman-active phonons can be coherently amplified (suppressed) by a second pump
pulse when 𝛿𝑡 is an integer (half-integer) multiple of the phonon period (M. Hase
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Figure 4.8: Control of EI reversal via two-pulse pumping. Simulated time evolution
of (a) Re(Φ) and (b) 𝑋 following single-pulse pumping (black) and two-pulse OP
(blue) and IP (red) pumping of the 2 THz phonon using 𝐹 = 0.96𝐹𝑐 and the same
microscopic parameters as in Figs. 2 and 3. The calculated instantaneous electronic
potential is displayed at several select times. (c) Normalized FFT of the traces
shown in (b). Each curve is normalized by the peak value of the single-pulse
pumping curve. (d) Reflectivity transients measured from Ta2NiSe5 under the same
pumping conditions used in the simulations. Curves are vertically offset for clarity.
(e) Normalized FFT of the traces shown in (d).

et al., 1996; Muneaki Hase, Itano, et al., 1998; Murray et al., 2005; O V Misochko
et al., 2007; Wu and X. Xu, 2007; Y.-H. Cheng, F. Y. Gao, et al., 2017), dubbed
in-phase (IP) and out-of-phase (OP) pumping respectively. Therefore we simulated
the effects of both IP and OP pumping on the order parameters of Ta2NiSe5 using
the same material parameters as before. We chose to simulate the OPCP at 𝜔0/2𝜋
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= 2 THz rather than at 1 THz because recent tr-ARPES data show that the most
pronounced modulations of the valence band maximum occur at 2 THz, suggesting
strong coupling to Φ (Takeshi Suzuki et al., 2021). As shown in Figure 4.8(a),
pumping by a single pulse with 𝐹 slightly less than 𝐹𝑐 causes a rapid but incomplete
reduction ofΦ, followed by a slower recovery back to its original value on a timescale
set by the damping of the 2 THz phonon. For the two-pulse case, OP pumping of
the 2 THz phonon similarly leads to partial suppression of Φ without reversal, but
reversal is achieved with IP pumping. This phenomenon is again manifested through
an unconventional behavior of the OPCP. As shown in Figures 4.8(b) and (c), OP
pumping leads to suppression of the 2 THz phonon amplitude relative to the single
pump case, resembling a conventional phonon because the oscillation is around the
initial potential minimum. But, in contrast to conventional behavior, IP pumping
does not lead to further amplification once 𝑋 is excited to the opposite minimum.

To verify this prediction, we performed transient optical reflectivity measurements
on Ta2NiSe5 single crystals using two identical pump pulses (𝜎 = 80 fs) with variable
𝛿𝑡. The light was polarized perpendicular to the chain direction and the fluence of
each pulse was tuned slightly below 𝐹𝑐 to match our simulations. We chose a pump
photon energy of 1 eV to enhance the 2 THz oscillations. Figure 4.8(d) shows the
fractional change in reflectivity (Δ𝑅/𝑅) versus time for both IP and OP pumping of
the 2 THz phonon, as well as for pumping with only a single pulse. All three curves
exhibit fast (∼1 ps) exponential decay following pump excitation, corresponding to
the charge relaxation process. Oscillations from the beating of several coherently
excited phonons are also clear. A FFT of the data shows the most pronounced peaks
at 2, 3, and 3.8 THz. A focus on the 2 THz mode reveals that OP pumping strongly
suppresses its amplitude relative to the single-pump case whereas IP pumping does
not amplify it [Figure 4.8(e)], in quantitative agreement with our simulations [Figure
4.8(c)]. We thus demonstrate a temporal control of the EI order reversal.

4.5 Resonant Amplification of the Higgs mode
Spontaneous breaking of continuous U(1) symmetry in the EI transition can induce
two types of collective electronic excitations. One is the gapless phase mode dubbed
the Nambu-Goldstone mode, and the other is the gapped amplitude mode dubbed
the Higgs mode. Due to the further lowering of symmetry to 𝑍2 stemming from the
strong EPC in Ta2NiSe5, however, the Goldstone mode also gains mass and gaps out.
The amplitude mode typically located in the THz range can be coherently excited
by an impulsive or displacive light stimulus, and has been observed extensively
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in multiple superconductors upon THz pump (Matsunaga, Hamada, et al., 2013;
Matsunaga, Tsuji, et al., 2014; Katsumi et al., 2018) and CDW systems upon
overgap excitation (R. Yusupov et al., 2010; Zong, Kogar, et al., 2019). A recent
theory also demonstrates that Higgs mode can mediate a parametric amplification
of incident radiation through nonlinear coupling (Buzzi et al., 2021).

However, to date, no direct evidence of Higgs mode has been demonstrated in the
EI candidate Ta2NiSe5. The reason can be threefold: first, based on our micro-
scopic model, the predicted Higgs mode frequency 𝜔𝐻𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑠 is around 2𝜋×17 THz
(∼|𝑚 |). According to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, we need a pulse
with duration shorter than 25 fs to probe such quick dynamics. Second, similar to
the superconductors, THz pump with energy at half of the Higgs mode frequency
is required to generate the Higgs mode, because Higgs mode is Raman-active and
thus a two-photon absorption is needed to resonantly excite this mode. However,
intense light source in this frequency range is challenging to realize technically
and so far no THz pump experiment has been reported on Ta2NiSe5. Third, the
Higgs mode can decay into a pair of Goldstone modes with half of the Higgs mode
energy and opposite momenta. Therefore, the Higgs mode can be very short-lived
in time domain. If its decay rate is larger than its frequency, the Higgs mode will be
overdamped and not emerge as a coherent oscillation in time domain.

We thus theoretically investigate the amplification of Higgs mode to shed light on
future experiments. Based on the equations of motion Eqs.4.8 and 4.9, we can
obtain the dynamics of the Higgs mode as a function of both pump photon energy
and fluence. Note that two new treatments are required: first, we need to set
𝛾𝑒 smaller than 𝜔𝐻𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑠 so that the Higgs oscillation is underdamped. A large 𝛾𝑒
describes the overdamped case where the electronic subsystem adiabatically evolves
into the transient free energy minimum, while a small 𝛾𝑒 captures the underdamped
case which explores a larger region of the Mexican-hat potential via rapid Higgs
oscillations upon light excitation; second, we need to retain the the oscillatory part
in the light induced modulation 𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝛼𝐹 exp

(
−4 ln(2)𝑡2

𝜎2

)
sin2(𝜔𝑡) to characterize

the light with different energies. Also, 𝛼 at different photon energies needs to be
rescaled by 1

𝜔2 to ensure an identical light field strength for all the pump energies.

We show the dynamics of the complex electronic order parameter Φ and the real
structural order parameter 𝑋 in Figure 4.9(a)-(d) for two characteristic fluences
above and below 𝐹𝑐 for a pump energy 𝜔 = 2𝜋 × 240 THz, much larger than Δ and
representing the overgap excitation case. Compared with Fig 4.3(a)-(d), the clear
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Figure 4.9: Simulation of Higgs mode dynamics. Simulated time evolution of (a)
the real part of the electronic order parameter, (b) the imaginary part of the electronic
order parameter, and (c) the lattice order parameter, in the underdamped case with
overgap pumping. (d) Trajectory of the electronic order parameter. (e) Pump fluence
dependence of the Higgs mode amplitude with overgap pumping. (f) Pump fluence
dependence of the OPCP amplitude with overgap pumping. Vertical dashed lines
mark the calculated 𝐹𝑐. The orange shaded region characterize the unstable reversal
region where multiple reversals occur. (g) Pump fluence dependence of the Higgs
mode amplitude with several characteristic pump photon energy. (h) Pump photon
energy dependence of 𝐹𝑐 and amplitude of Higgs and OPCP at the lowest 𝐹𝑐 = 13.
Vertical dashed line marks the frequency around half of the Higgs mode.

reversal is realized when 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 independent of the value of 𝛾𝑒. However, aside
from the slow oscillation which exists in both Φ and 𝑋 representing the coherent
phonon, a fast oscillation emerges upon light excitation exclusively in the electronic
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channel and quickly damps out within 0.25 ps, which is the Higgs mode. By
applying FFT to the amplitude |Φ(𝑡) |, we find the Higgs mode peaks at around 15
THz and spans from 5 to 30 THz range. We define the Higgs amplitude as the area
between 5 to 35 THz of the Higgs mode in the FFT spectra. The phonon amplitude
is defined in the same way as aforementioned.

We first keep 𝜔 = 2𝜋 × 240 THz and sweep the fluence. The amplitude of the
Higgs mode and OPCP is shown in Figures 4.9(e) and (f). Compared with the
overdamped case, alteration of 𝛾𝑒 has a minimal affect on 𝐹𝑐. However, the non-
monotonic behavior in 𝑋 is stronger for the underdamped case due to the Higgs
oscillations in Φ. The feedback between the two channels also lasts longer, creating
more complicated dynamics. In addition to the mismatch between the time when
𝑋 and Φ cross zero as discussed in the overdamped case, the order parameters can
now also oscillate back-and-forth between the minima on either side of zero. This
makes the final state more sensitive to pump fluence compared to the overdamped
case. In other words, the order parameter is more susceptible to reversal upon small
changes in pump fluence, leading to sharper modulations of the phonon amplitude
especially in a fluence region around 2𝐹𝑐. Moreover, unlike 𝑋 , the Higgs amplitude
does not show saturation but exhibits nonlinear enhancement when 𝐹 ∼ 2𝐹𝑐.

We now change 𝜔 to several characteristic values and investigate the pump fluence
dependence of Higgs amplitude [Figure 4.9(g)]. Notably, as 𝜔 is close to 𝜔𝐻𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑠,
the reversal is more easily facilitated, i.e. 𝐹𝑐 is smaller, compared with the overgap
excitation. By finely sweeping 𝜔, we find 𝐹𝑐 is lowest when 𝜔 = 0.5𝜔𝐻𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑠 [Figure
4.9(h)]. Moreover, if we track the Higgs mode amplitude at this specific fluence
𝐹𝑐,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 13 with different 𝜔, we find it also resonantly peaks at 𝜔 = 0.5𝜔𝐻𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑠
[Figure 4.9(h)]. Similar maximum is observed in phonon amplitude as well. This
coincidence demonstrates that the Higgs mode is most efficiently generated and
the EI order parameter is most efficiently reversed at 𝜔 = 0.5𝜔𝐻𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑠, revealing the
strong coupling between the electronic and structural DoF in EI. This is expected
since our light field is coupled to 𝑚 quadratically, in agreement with the Raman
symmetry of the Higgs mode. Also notice that only little variance can be found
when 𝜔 > 𝜔𝐻𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑠.

In summary, our simulation systematically explores pump photon energy and flu-
ence dependence of the Higgs mode amplitude and reversal critical fluence. We
demonstrate that the most efficient amplification of Higgs mode accompanied by the
most efficient reversal of EI order can be realized with a pump photon energy at half
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of the Higgs mode energy. Further measurements conducted with short probe pulse
(𝜎 < 20 fs) and intense pump pulse in THz range are required to experimentally
prove our theory.
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C h a p t e r 5

Ultrafast Switch of Quadrupolar Order in Ca2RuO4

5.1 Introduction
Impulsive optical excitation provides nonthermal pathways to bring the system to
parts of the potential energy surface that are inaccessible in equilibrium. Ultrafast
switch of order parameter to its nonequilibrium “hidden” counterpart has been
demonstrated in a plethora of systems with structural order (Teitelbaum et al.,
2018; Sie, Nyby, et al., 2019; Q. M. Liu et al., 2021), charge order (Stojchevska
et al., 2014; Kogar, Zong, et al., 2020), magnetism (J. Zhang et al., 2016; T. Li
et al., 2013), superconductivity (Mitrano et al., 2016), orbital order (Ichikawa et al.,
2011), and ferroelectricity (Nova, A. S. Disa, et al., 2019; Xian Li et al., 2019).
However, a variety of exotic orders with multipolar moment are conjectured to exist
in strongly correlated transition metal oxides in the presence of considerable spin-
orbit coupling but are challenging to detect with conventional probes (G. Chen,
Pereira, and Balents, 2010; G. Chen and Balents, 2011; Witczak-Krempa et al.,
2014; Takayama, Jiřì Chaloupka, et al., 2021). Experimental evidence of ultrafast
switch of such spin-orbit coupled multipolar order to a hidden phase remains elusive
(J. Li, Strand, et al., 2018). In this chapter, we demonstrate that in 4𝑑 transition
metal oxide multiband Mott insulator Ca2RuO4, an ultrafast switch of spin-orbit-
coupled quadrupolar order can be impulsively stimulated by sub-gap light excitation
and probed by broadband energy-resolved coherent phonon spectroscopy. The
amplitude of a particular 3.7 THz phonon exhibits a temperature- and probe-energy-
dependent nonlinearity over pump fluence accompanied by the switch to another
hidden quadrupolar order, which can be qualitatively reproduced by a microscopic
model.

Electric quadrupolar order (QO) preserves the time-reversal symmetry and parity
but breaks rotational symmetry. As the QO in electronic sector is intimately tied to
lattice, a structural distortion (𝑄) can be employed as the order parameter to describe
the QO phase transition. We now consider a single-ion model to illustrate the change
of local structural and electronic configuration associated with quadrupolar ordering.
Because the 𝑑-electron transition metal oxides normally form structures composed
of corner- or edge-shared octahedra with each transition metal ion caged by six
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oxygen atoms, we isolate a single-ion octahedron unit and show a prototypical
case of QO of 𝑡2𝑔 electrons (𝑑𝑥𝑦,𝑑𝑦𝑧,𝑑𝑥𝑧) accompanying a tetragonal distortion of
octahedron (𝑄 > 0 corresponds to elongation along 𝑐−axis). When temperature is
higher than the critical temperature 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑄𝑂 , the potential energy surface (PES)
can be pictorially illustrated as a parabola and the ground state is centered at𝑄0 = 0
with zero orbital polarization [Figure 5.1(a)]. This is shown by the harmonic lattice
Hamiltonian �̂�𝐿𝑎𝑡 =

∑
𝛾

1
2𝐵𝑄

2
𝛾, where 𝐵 determines the curvature of PES bottom

and 𝛾 runs over all the octahedron distortion eigenmodes. As𝑇 < 𝑇𝑄𝑂 , a Jahn-Teller
(JT) coupling onsets �̂�𝐽𝑇 =

∑
𝛾 𝑔𝑄𝛾𝜏𝛾, where 𝑔 is the JT coupling constant and 𝜏

is the quadrupolar operator respecting the same symmetry as the corresponding 𝑄.
Adding this term will shift the parabola along different 𝑄 coordinates and endow
the new PES with multiple local minima corresponding to QOs with different
orbital polarizations and lattice distortions. Specifically for the tetragonal distortion
case, the PES exhibits a tilted double-well configuration with the lower valley
corresponding to a 𝑑𝑥𝑦-dominated orbital occupation with 𝑄0 < 0 and the higher
valley corresponding to a 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧-dominated orbital occupation with 𝑄0 > 0 [Figure
5.1(b)]. A moderate spin-orbit coupling (SOC), �̂�𝑆𝑂𝐶 = _L̂ · Ŝ, where _ is SOC
constant and �̂� and 𝑆 are the total orbital and spin angular momentum operators, will
render the QO made of pseudospin in lieu of orbital and slightly compromise the
JT distortion (Streltsov and Khomskii, 2020). Owing to the existence of multiple
local minima, a switch of spin-orbit-coupled QO from the ground state to a state
inaccessible in equilibrium is potentially realizable.

Despite the ubiquity of spin-orbit-coupled QO, an ultrafast switch of QO remains
elusive, mainly due to the lack of susceptible ultrafast probes. The absence of
magnetic dipolar moment renders the QO hidden to conventional probes such as
neutron scattering and hard to probe even in equilibrium. Although resonant X-ray
scattering (RXS) has been largely applied to determine the pseudospin rotational
symmetry breaking, it is usually limited to high-symmetry compounds where the
multipolar ordering is accompanied by a global symmetry breaking (Santini et al.,
2009) and may not apply to the candidates where no ostensible symmetry breaks
at 𝑇𝑄𝑂 or the change is too subtle (Takayama, Jiri Chaloupka, et al., 2021; S.
Gao et al., 2020; Nilsen et al., 2021). The alternative strategy to measure the
symmetry breaking in structural sector is also challenging, as QO may host very
small moment whose induced symmetry change is sub-resolutional to conventional
X-ray diffraction (Lu et al., 2017).
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of ultrafast switch of QO. (a),(b) Schematic of PES without
and with QO. The corresponding real-space pseudospin distribution of the transition
metal atom and octahedron distortion for each valley are shown on top. The shapes
of the surface plot reflects the ground-state orbital angular distribution and the
grayish color indicates the unpolarized spin. The orange spheres stand for the
oxygen atoms. The blue arrows show the eigenvector of 𝑄. (c),(d) Schematic of
pump fluence dependence of conventional phonon and QOCP.

Due to the intimate coupling between QO and lattice, an ultrafast switch of QO
can be not only induced but also detected through the structural channel. An
optical excitation can exert an impulsive force and transfer sufficient kinetic energy
to the system. If the optical stimulus triggers a lattice distortion along the 𝑄-
coordinate so large that the QO parameter transiently surpasses the potential barrier
partitioning different valleys, an ultrafast switch of QO is realized (Figure 5.1b).
Simultaneously, phonons are coherently launched via impulsive stimulated Raman
scattering (Stevens, Kuhl, and Merlin, 2002), and thus coherent phonon spectroscopy
can serve as a susceptible ultrafast probe to detect the switch of QO. Normally,
the amplitude of an impulsively launched phonon without coupling to any order
increases linearly with pump fluence 𝐹 [Figure 5.1(c)] (Stevens, Kuhl, and Merlin,
2002). In contrast, the amplitude of a QO-coupled phonon (QOCP) will only scale
linearly with 𝐹 when it is lower than the critical fluence, 𝐹𝑐, where the switch occurs;
once 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 and the state is steered from one valley to the other, the amplitude of
QOCP will deviate from linearity due to the non-parabolic PES [Figure 5.1(d)]. On
the other hand, the frequency of QOCP may not show pronounced change as the
switch occurs if the two valleys of PES have identical shape and curvature. Therefore,
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the switch of the QO is signified by the nonlinear behavior of QOCP amplitude.
This method is complementary to and different from other phonon critical behaviors
including frequency softening and relaxation time diverging, which instead unveil
an order parameter suppression concomitant with higher-symmetry restoration (S.
Wall, Wegkamp, et al., 2012; Teitelbaum et al., 2018).

Ca2RuO4 is a 4𝑑4 perovskite multiband Mott insulator below 𝑇𝑀𝐼𝑇 = 357 K. It
possesses a 𝐽 = 0 ground state and inherits a QO from the 𝐽 = 1 excited state
through SOC excitation at 𝑇𝑄𝑂 = 260 K (Khaliullin, 2013; Jain et al., 2017).
Dubbed as spin-nematic, this phase is a SOC analogue of an orbital-ordered state
(H. Liu and Khaliullin, 2019). A dipolar antiferromagnetism subsequently develops
at 𝑇𝑁 = 110 K. The quadrupolar moment of the intermediate state is quite small,
as shown by the RXS results where subtle intensities of several particular magnetic
Bragg peaks remain up to 𝑇𝑄𝑂 (Zegkinoglou et al., 2005; Porter et al., 2018).
Moreover, the structure of Ca2RuO4 respects a rather low orthorhombic symmetry
at all temperatures and show no clear anomaly around 𝑇𝑄𝑂 , indicating the QO is
hidden to probes that are sensitive to global structural symmetry change (Friedt
et al., 2001). On the other hand, a recent study shows that the 3.7 THz phonon,
whose eigenvector is parallel to the direction of octahedral deformation across 𝑇𝑄𝑂 ,
exhibits a 𝜋−phase shift at 𝑇𝑄𝑂 (M.-C. Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, J. Kim, et al., 2018).
Therefore, Ca2RuO4 serves as a paradigm with small quadrupolar moment and low
symmetry to investigate the possibility of revealing QO switch through nonlinear
phonon dynamics.

5.2 Experimental Results
We harnessed broadband coherent phonon spectroscopy to exhaustively study all the
phonons potentially coupled to QO since the relative amplitudes of different phonons
can sensitively depend on the probe energy. We scanned our probe energy from 0.5
eV to 2.1 eV, covering the absorption peaks dominated by 𝑑𝑥𝑦→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 transition at
around 1 eV and by 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 transition at around 2 eV (Jung et al., 2003; Fang,
Naoto Nagaosa, and Terakura, 2004). To impulsively excite coherent phonons with
minimal carrier excitation, we employ a mid-IR pump centered at 0.3 eV, 2 times
smaller than the charge gap of Ca2RuO4 (J. S. Lee et al., 2002), and scan 𝐹 up to 30
mJ/cm2. This method based on sweeping probe energy is different from the nonlinear
phononic setup which selectively generates phonons by changing pump energy and
polarization (Först et al., 2011). Compared with conventional coherent phonon
spectroscopy performed with time-resolved diffraction or monochromatic optical
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Figure 5.2: Probe-energy-dependent transient reflectivity. (a) Normalized transient
reflectivity pumped at 15 mJ/cm2 and probed at several energies. Each curve is
vertically offset for clarity. (b) Transient reflectivity curve subtracted by the double-
exponential decaying background and probed at 1.55 eV (Section 5.4). (c) FFT
phonon spectra of background-subtracted curves probed at different energies. The
multi-Lorentzian fit is shown by black lines. Each phonon is shown by a shaded
Lorentzian whose center frequency is denoted by gray lines. Each curve is vertically
scaled and offset for clarity.

probe, this technique further provides an orbital-transition-sensitive information of
the collective phonon modes as shown later.

Pump Fluence Dependence of QOCP Dynamics
The transient differential reflectivity curves measured at 80 K and probed at se-
lected energies are shown in Figure 5.2(a). Depending on the probe energy, each
reflectivity curve can be fit with either a double-exponential decay or an expo-
nential increase followed by an exponential decay, which characterizes the charge
relaxation upon pumping: Δ𝑅

𝑅
= 𝑔(𝜎, 𝑡) ∗ [∑𝑖=1,2 𝐴𝑖 exp

(
− 𝑡
𝜏𝑖

)
+ 𝐶)], where for
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𝑔(𝜎, 𝑡) = exp
(
−4 ln(2)𝑡2

𝜎2

)
is a Gaussian kernel that captures the instrumental re-

sponse function with temporal resolution 𝜎 = 0.1 ps, 𝐴𝑖 denotes the amplitude of
the decay background, 𝑡𝑖 represents the decay time, and𝐶 characterizes the constant
background within our time window, which may represent the long-time heating dif-
fusion. We note that the sign of the amplitude of the electronic background (𝐴𝑖, 𝐶)
is dependent on the probe energy and fluence. In general, we have the following
dependence:

Probe energy (eV) 𝐴1 𝐴2 𝐶

1.2 - 2.2 < 0 < 0 < 0
0.8 - 1.1 < 0 < 0 > 0
0.55 - 0.7 < 0 > 0 > 0

We also realize that the amplitude of 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐶 increases with pump fluence, and 𝐶
shows a monotonic negative-to-positive change as the probe energy decreases. The
fluence dependence of 𝐴𝑖 will be discussed further in Chapter VI. Since the sign
and magnitude of the background exponential terms are determined by the band
structure and transient electronic distribution, many multi-band systems exhibit
similar strong energy-dependent transient reflectivity (Bretscher, Andrich, Telang,
et al., 2021; Dal Conte et al., 2015).

After subtracting the background, evident beating patterns stemming from the co-
existence of multiple phonons can be resolved [Figure 5.2(b)]. By performing a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) to the background-subtracted reflectivity at various ener-
gies, we found in total six Raman-active phonon modes centered around 3.7, 5.7,
6.1, 7.5, 9.0, and 9.7 THz, whose relative amplitudes are indeed strongly dependent
on probe energy [Figure 5.2(c)]. These phonons can all be assigned as 𝐴𝑔 modes
according to Raman spectroscopy results (Rho et al., 2005).

By varying 𝐹 and performing multi-Lorentzian fit to the corresponding peaks, we
can trace the 𝐹−dependence of the amplitude of each mode at different probe
energies [Figure 5.3(a)]. Strikingly, the amplitude of the 3.7 THz mode reveals
a clear deviation from linearity when 𝐹 >15 mJ/cm2, while the amplitude of the
other modes scales linearly with 𝐹 up to 30 mJ/cm2 as predicted for conventional
uncoupled phonons [Figure 5.3(b)]. On the other hand, the frequency of different
modes is nearly fluence-independent [Figure 5.4(a)].

We now examine several possible causes of the 3.7 THz phonon amplitude nonlin-
earity. Absorption saturation can be ruled out because the amplitude of transient
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reflectivity and of the other modes increases without saturation in the same pump
fluence range [Figure 5.3(b)]. Given that Ca2RuO4 undergoes a MIT, a QO tran-
sition, and an AFM transition, it is important to interrogate the possibilities of
light-induced phase transitions. Thermal phase transitions are not possible because
the 3.7 THz phonon frequency exhibits a dramatic redshift with temperature (M.-C.
Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, J. Kim, et al., 2018), in contrast to its fluence independence
[Figures 5.4(a) and (b)]. A photo-induced MIT can also be excluded, since the
differential optical conductivity obtained from the transient reflectivity spectrum,
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which reflects the light-induced change in electronic structure, is at least one order
of magnitude smaller than the difference of static optical conductivity between the
insulating phase at 80 K and the metallic phase at 357 K [Figures 5.4(c) and (d)].
The remaining possibility is a transient modification of either the AFM or the QO,
both of which strongly couple to lattice.

Temperature Dependence of QOCP Dynamics
To test whether this phonon amplitude anomaly is associated with quadrupolar
ordering, we carried out a 𝐹-dependence measurements of the 3.7 THz phonon with
1.55 eV probe, where this mode is most easily resolved, at various temperatures
across 𝑇𝑁 and 𝑇𝑄𝑂 . Three features signify the direct coupling between the 3.7 THz
mode and the QO. First, the nonlinear 𝐹−dependence disappears at𝑇𝑄𝑂 but not at𝑇𝑁
[Figure 5.5(a)], excluding magnetic order switch as a possible cause. Furthermore,
as the temperature increases, 𝐹𝑐 shows a concomitant decrease and vanishes at 𝑇𝑄𝑂
[Figure 5.5(b)], which can be understood in the QO switch scenario: as temperature
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the 3.7 THz phonon mode. (a) Pump fluence
dependence of the 3.7 THz phonon amplitude measured at selected temperatures.
Thick colored lines are guide to eye and the dashed lines denote 𝐹𝑐. (b) Temperature
dependence of 𝐹𝑐 and the 3.7 THz phonon amplitude pumped at 15 mJ/cm2. 𝐹𝑐 = 0
indicates no nonlinearity is observed. The theoretical temperature dependence of
𝐹𝑐 calculated from the microscopic model is shown by the thick colored line and is
scaled vertically to match the experimental values. The pump-induced temperature
increase was taken into account. The dashed line denotes 𝑇𝑄𝑂 .

increases, the QO is suppressed and so the PES will gradually recover a parabolic
form. Accordingly, the discrete minima of PES will get closer to each other and
so the switch of the QO is expedited more easily. Third, we track the temperature
dependence of the 3.7 THz mode amplitude pumped at a fixed 𝐹 =15 mJ/cm2, and
find an order-parameter like upturn of phonon amplitude at 𝑇𝑄𝑂 [Figure 5.5(b)],
in good agreement with the temperature dependence of 𝐹𝑐. The onset of 3.7 THz
phonon amplitude and of 𝐹𝑐 at𝑇𝑄𝑂 hence benchmarks the direct connection between
the nonlinearity of the 3.7 THz mode and the QO.

Probe Energy Dependence of QOCP Dynamics
To understand the phonon nonlinearity with electronic band resolution, we investi-
gate the 𝐹-dependence of the 3.7 THz mode amplitude with various probe energies
at 80 K. Optical conductivity depicts a 𝑑𝑥𝑦→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 transition peak between 0.5-1.3
eV and a 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 transition peak between 1.3-2.1 eV within our probe energy
range (Jung et al., 2003; J. S. Lee et al., 2002; Fang, Naoto Nagaosa, and Terakura,
2004). The former transition is more susceptible to tetragonal distortion of octahe-
dron,𝑄\ , since this mode can modulate the splitting between 𝑑𝑥𝑦 and 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧. On the
other hand, 𝑑𝑥𝑧→𝑑𝑦𝑧 (or vice versa) transition is more sensitive to the orthorhombic
mode, 𝑄𝜖 , which breaks the in-plane degeneracy and thus swaps the orbital occu-
pation of 𝑑𝑥𝑧 and 𝑑𝑦𝑧 bands without involving 𝑑𝑥𝑦 [Figure 5.6(b) insets]. Therefore,
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Figure 5.6: Probe-energy dependence of the 3.7 THz phonon mode. (a) Pump
fluence dependence of the 3.7 THz phonon amplitude probed at selected wavelengths
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scanning the probe energy from 𝑑𝑥𝑦→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 to 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 orbital transition en-
ables a selective coupling to 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝜖 modes, respectively. Intriguingly, with
probe energies resonant with 𝑑𝑥𝑦→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 transition leading edge, the amplitude of
the 3.7 THz mode reflecting the 𝑄\ component depicts quasi-linearity up to 30
mJ/cm2; in contrast, with probe energies resonant with 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 transition
leading edge, the amplitude of this mode which reflects the 𝑄𝜖 component displays
a clear deviation from linearity at an identical 𝐹𝑐 =15 mJ/cm2 [Figure 5.6(a)].

We emphasize here that the 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝜖 modes are two orthonormal eigenfunctions
of octahedron distortion with 𝐸𝑔-symmetry. More generally, any global phonon that
can couple to 𝑑-shell electrons of a perovskite lattice can be viewed as a superposition
of 6 orthonormal eigenmodes respecting either 𝐴𝑔, 𝐸𝑔, or 𝑇2𝑔 symmetry with
reference to each octahedron. 𝐸𝑔-symmetry components dominate in transition
metal oxides that host tetragonal (𝑄\) or orthorhombic (𝑄𝜖 ) distortion in equilibrium
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due to a stronger electron-phonon coupling. First principle calculations suggested
that all the 𝐴𝑔 phonons in Ca2RuO4 involve rotation or tilting of octahedra (M.-C.
Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, J. Kim, et al., 2018), which inevitably changes the Ru-O
bond length and generates 𝐸𝑔-symmetry modulation of each octahedron. Therefore,
the clear dichotomy shows that 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝜖 eigenmodes of 3.7 THz phonon exhibit
distinct behaviors as the QO is manipulated by light.

5.3 Microscopic Model and Dynamical Simulation
Microscopic Model
To quantitatively understand the underlying physics, we developed a microscopic
model and then conducted dynamical simulations. To capture the 𝑑4 multi-orbital
configuration and the interactions, in addition to �̂�𝐽𝑇 , �̂�𝐿𝑎𝑡 , and �̂�𝑆𝑂𝐶 as mentioned
before, our Hamiltonian also contains the generalized Kanamori parametrized elec-
tronic correlation term �̂�𝑈 = (𝑈 − 3𝐽𝐻) �̂� (�̂�−1)

2 + 5
2 �̂� − 𝐽𝐻 (2𝑆2 + �̂�2/2), where

𝐽𝐻 is the intra-atomic Hund’s exchange and 𝑈 is the intraorbital Coulomb interac-
tion (Streltsov and Khomskii, 2020). Performing exact diagonalization to the total
Hamiltonian, we can calculate the PES as a function of the two 𝐸𝑔 eigenmodes, 𝑄\

and 𝑄𝜖 . The PES depicts three minima when 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑄𝑂: the 𝑑𝑥𝑦-orbital-dominated
ground state with tetragonal compression along 𝑧 axis demonstrated by optical and
X-ray spectroscopy measurements (Jung et al., 2003; Mizokawa et al., 2001), and
two local minima with 𝑑𝑥𝑧- or 𝑑𝑦𝑧-orbital-dominated character with compression
along 𝑦 or 𝑥 axis, respectively, that do not exist in equilibrium [Figure 5.7(a)].
Accordingly, a nonthermal switch from the spin-orbit-coupled QO ground state
characterized by 𝑑𝑥𝑦-dominated orbital polarization to another hidden QO can be
potentially facilitated by impulsive stimulus.

We then derive the equations of motion for 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝜖 coordinates and show their
temporal evolution. Since our pump photon energy (0.3 eV) is 2 times smaller than
the gap, we assume an impulsive instead of displacive excitation occurs at time zero
which initiates the time evolution of𝑄\ and𝑄𝜖 . This is further corroborated by two
facts: first, the 3.7 THz phonon shows a sinusoidal instead of cosinusoidal oscil-
lation, consistent with ISRS mechanism; second, the transient optical conductivity
spectrum shows faint difference from the equilibrium one, revealing a minor modu-
lation of PES and contradicting the displacive excitation scenario. Also because the
pump light frequency is one order of magnitude larger than any observable phonons,
we can safely average out the sinusoidal oscillatory part of the pump and model the
pump as a Gaussian function centered at time zero with time duration 𝜎 of 0.1 ps
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Figure 5.7: Microscopic model simulation results. (a) Schematic of PES of the
quadrupolar ordered phase calculated from the microscopic model (Methods). The
corresponding real-space pseudospin distribution and lattice distortion for each
valley are shown by side. (b)(c) Time evolution of 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝑒𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛 with pump
fluence lower and higher than the critical fluence. (d) Pump fluence dependence
of amplitude of QOCP along 𝑄\ (red) and 𝑄𝜖 (blue) coordinates calculated based
on the dynamical simulation. The dashed line denotes the first switching critical
fluence.

and amplitude proportional to the fluence 𝐹 with a scaling factor 𝐴. By further
including a damping term with constant 𝛾 which can be experimentally determined,
we can write out the equation of motion of 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝜖 :

𝑑2𝑄\/𝜖 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡2

+ 2𝛾
𝑑𝑄\/𝜖 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝑑𝑉 (𝑄\ (𝑡), 𝑄𝜖 (𝑡))
𝑑𝑄\/𝜖 (𝑡)

= 𝐴𝐹 exp
{

4 ln (2)𝑡2
𝜎2

}
. (5.1)

Simulation results
The time evolution of the structural order parameters 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝜖 pumped with two
characteristic fluences (𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐 and 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐) are shown in Figures 5.7(b) and (c).
As 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐, a clear change of sign in offset of both 𝑄s can be unambiguously
observed, which underlines a switch of QO from the initial valley to another hidden
valley. By performing FFT to time traces after the system is stabilized as we vary
the only free parameter 𝐹, we can track the fluence dependence of the amplitude
of 𝑄\ and 𝑄𝜖 modes. As expected, when 𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐, the amplitude of both 𝑄\ and
𝑄𝜖 coordinates exhibits the same linear dependence akin to a conventional phonon;
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as the system transiently evolves into the two excited states accompanied by the
QO switching (𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐), phonons along both coordinates display an deviation from
perfect linearity and the nonlinearity of 𝑄𝜖 is more drastic than 𝑄\ [Figure 5.7(d)].
Not only does this result suggest that the nonlinear behavior of the coupled phonon
signifies the ultrafast switch of QO, but it reproduces the probe-energy-dependent
measurements in Figure 5.6, where𝑄𝜖 -sensitive probes indeed show a more dramatic
deviation from linearity than the 𝑄\-sensitive probes.

Note that there is an aperiodic oscillation of QOCP amplitude over fluence as
𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐. The nonmonotonic behavior arises from the back-and-forth switching
between different valleys as 𝐹 increases. This indicates 𝐹𝑐 corresponds to the
fluence where the first reversal occurs 𝐹𝑐,𝑖=1. When 𝐹 is slightly higher than 𝐹𝑐1,
the system relaxes to and stays in the 𝑥/𝑦-compressed valley. When 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐2, the
system will relax back to the original valley. With even higher 𝐹, the system can
switch between different valleys back and forth transiently before it settles into one
valley. Now we provide an explanation on why the switch between valleys will
generate the aperiodic oscillation. Let us consider two fluences: 𝐹1 = 𝐹𝑐1 − 𝛿 and
𝐹2 = 𝐹𝑐1 + 𝛿, where 𝛿 is a small positive value. Since 𝐹2 > 𝐹1, the system will
roll over the barrier and move to the new valley, which obviously travels a longer
distance and thus the damping will decrease the amplitude for 𝐹2 case more than 𝐹1

case. Thus we will find the phonon amplitude at 𝐹2 is smaller than 𝐹1. As 𝐹 further
increases, the larger energy dumped into the system will compensate the damping
loss and the phonon amplitude will slowly increase until it reaches the boundary
between the two valleys again at 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑐2. Then the new reversal occurs and the
phonon amplitude will drop again. Therefore, the QOCP amplitude will show a
sudden change at each 𝐹𝑐,𝑖 and thus depicts an oscillatory behavior as a function of
𝐹.

Also note that in the minimal model we neglect the intrinsic energetic difference
between 𝑑𝑥𝑦 and the nearly degenerate 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧-dominated states, which arises from
noncubic environment induced by the octahedron distortion and the planar cornered-
shared lattice structure. We can include the tetragonal splitting by phenomeno-
logically adding a linear term 𝑘𝐸𝑄𝐸\ to tilt the PES so that the ground state of
compressed 𝑧−axis is uniquely favored. Based on this assumption, the JT effect will
become pseudo-JT effect due to the energetic nondegeneracy in the parent phase
(Bersuker, 2006). After including the tetragonal splitting, we find that the original
𝑑𝑥𝑦-dominated valley will almost always be reached eventually after about 3 ps in-
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the 2.5 THz hump. (a) Comparison of FFT spectra of
QOCP between experiment and simulation with two 𝑑𝑥𝑦→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧-peak probes (0.69,
0.92 eV) at 80 K. b. Comparison of FFT spectra of QOCP between experiment and
simulation with 1.55 eV 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧→𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧-peak probe at various temperatures. All the
experimental data were taken at a pump fluence of 15 mJ/cm2. The simulated FFT
spectra are calculated by changing 𝑔 in a form of

√︁
1 − 𝑇/𝑇𝑄𝑂 . The relative value of

𝑔 at each temperature is denoted. The data are scaled and offset vertically for better
comparison.

dependent of 𝐹, but a transient switch between different QOs still occurs. We note
that 𝐹𝑐 in the presence of tetragonal splitting is larger than that without tetragonal
splitting because 𝑑𝑥𝑧 and 𝑑𝑦𝑧 valleys are elevated and thus harder to reach. However,
despite the discrepancy, the fluence dependence of QOCP amplitude and frequency
is qualitatively identical to the case with tetragonal splitting ignored.

We can also simulate the temperature dependence of QOCP amplitude and 𝐹𝑐 by
assuming that microscopically the JT coupling constant 𝑔, which determines the
spacing and depth of different valleys, decreases as temperature increases in an
order-parameter form

√︁
1 − 𝑇/𝑇𝑄𝑂 . By introducing a temperature dependence of 𝑔,

our model confirms a primary order-parameter-like behavior
√︁

1 − 𝑇/𝑇𝑄𝑂 of both
QOCP amplitude and 𝐹𝑐, in perfect agreement with the experimental data in Figure
5.5(b). These results also underpin that 𝐹𝑐 can be used to characterize QO.

We note that in both the experimental and simulational results, a hump shows up
at the low-frequency shoulder of the QOCP peak. According to previous Raman
spectroscopy results (Rho et al., 2005), all the 𝐴1𝑔 modes have been identified with
energies all above 3.7 THz. Since our isotropic reflectivity measurement can only
probe 𝐴1𝑔 phonons according to symmetry, we can rule out the possibility that this
damped mode is a phonon. Also, this mode exists even above 𝑇𝑁 but disappears at
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𝑇𝑄𝑂 [Figure 5.6(b)], indicating that it is not a magnon but should be related to QO.
We thus attribute this hump feature to the non-harmonicity of the PES. As SOC
smoothens the barrier, the local curvature at the boundary between the two valleys
decreases, rendering the PES a local anharmonicity. Therefore, when the system
is transiently switched between the valleys, a low energy component emerges from
the reduced curvature around the anharmonic part of PES. If this hypothesis is true,
we would expect that this low frequency hump should emerge in both 𝑄𝐸\ and 𝑄𝐸𝜖

only at 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑄𝑂 and 𝐹 > 𝐹𝑐. This is indeed corroborated by both our simulation
and experiments with good agreement [Figure 5.8]. We would also expect that the
amplitude of the hump should increase with 𝐹. Our current experimental setup can
hardly resolve the dynamics of this mode unambiguously over the entire fluence
and temperature range due to unideal SNR. This speculation thus calls for detailed
measurements with better SNR in the future.

5.4 Discussion and Outlook

FQ 
phase AFQ 

phase

φ
0 φ

1

θ
1

θ
0

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Schematic of the collective lattice and pseudospin change. (a),(b)
Illustration of the collective pseudospin and lattice configurations of the equilibrium
FQ phase and the possible transient AFQ phase.

We now discuss the collective alteration of pseudopsin and lattice of Ca2RuO4

when the switch occurs. Since Ca2RuO4 lattice is crystallized into an in-plane
corner-shared octahedra network with the apical oxygen atoms free to move, the
distortion of each octahedron as the QO is switched will generate a collective
change of lattice and pseudospin. As 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑄𝑂 , X-ray spectroscopy confirms a
“ferro-quadrupolar” (FQ) order: all the octahedra will favor the 𝑑𝑥𝑦-dominated
orbital occupation and experience a tetragonal compression along the 𝑧-axis [Figure
5.9(a)] (Zegkinoglou et al., 2005). When the QO switch is induced, however, the
orbital of each octahedron will transform into either the 𝑑𝑥𝑧- or 𝑑𝑦𝑧-dominated state
and each octahedron will become compressed along the 𝑦− or 𝑥−axis, respectively.
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Due to the in-plane isotropy of each octahedron (Braden et al., 1998; Friedt et
al., 2001), these two states will be reached with equal possibility. Therefore, the
octahedra will potentially form mesoscopic domains with either 𝑦- or 𝑥-compressed
octahedra. Another possible scenario is that the lattice will eventually evolve into
a state with “checkerboard” “anti-ferro-quadrupolar” (AFQ) order, i.e., the nearest-
neighbor octahedra host opposite lattice distortion and orbital occupation [Figure
5.9(b)]. This kind of QO has been observed in manganites (Tokura and N. Nagaosa,
2000). Previous X-ray diffraction results also show that along with the static Ru-O
bond length change as temperature decreases, the octahedron will tilt along an axis
bisecting the right angle between 𝑥- and 𝑦-axes with an angle \ and rotate along
the 𝑧-axis with an angle 𝜙 (Braden et al., 1998; Friedt et al., 2001). Therefore,
we also foresee that \ and 𝜙 will change to accommodate the bond length change
accompanied by the QO switch. A recent density functional theory calculation
indeed reveals that the 3.7 THz QOCP may involve the rotation and tilting of
octahedron (M.-C. Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, J. Kim, et al., 2018). However, since
direct evidence of the hidden QO is missing, we refrain from drawing more detailed
conclusion.

Our experimental and theoretical study showcasing an ultrafast switch of QO ex-
tensively expands the field of ultrafast order parameter control beyond conventional
spin, charge, and orbital orders. Our research not only provides an alternative probe
to QO, which broadens the search for multipolar orders, but paves the avenue towards
using phonon nonlinearity as fingerprints to detect transient switch of exotic phases
that conventional probes cannot directly couple to. In addition, the probe-energy
dependent phonon spectroscopy proposed in this work sheds light on decompos-
ing a phonon into orthonormal eigenmodes through scanning probe wavelength to
resonantly excite particular electronic transitions.
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C h a p t e r 6

Keldysh Tuning and Floquet Band Engineering in Ca2RuO4

In the previous chapter, we focused on the phonon dynamics of the transient reflec-
tivity curves at select probe energies and temperatures, which reveals an ultrafast
switch of spin-orbit coupled quadrupolar order. However, a detailed analysis of
the electronic background of the reflectivity transients remains underexplored. In
this chapter, we find that the sign and magnitude of the background exponential
terms capture the charge dynamics upon the sub-gap pumping, reflecting the tran-
sient electron distribution through nonlinear carrier generation. More specifically,
by sweeping the pump fluence, we demonstrate the so-called Keldysh crossover
from a multi-photon absorption to quantum tunneling dominated pair production
regime associated with a continuous coherent bandwidth renormalization. Our re-
sults provide a procedure to control coherent and nonlinear heating processes in
Mott insulators, facilitating the discovery of novel out-of-equilibrium phenomena
in strongly correlated systems.

6.1 Introduction
The response of a Mott insulator to a strong electric field is a fundamental question in
the study of non-equilibrium correlated many-body systems (Martin Eckstein, Oka,
and Werner, 2010; W.-R. Lee and Park, 2014; J. Li, Aron, et al., 2015; Oka and Aoki,
2005; Diener et al., 2018; Asamitsu et al., 1997; Hao Chu et al., 2020; S. Wall, Brida,
et al., 2011; Okamoto et al., 2007; Martin Eckstein and Werner, 2011). In the DC
limit, a breakdown of the insulating state occurs when the field strength exceeds the
threshold for producing pairs of doubly-occupied (doublon) and empty (holon) sites
by quantum tunneling, in analogy to the Schwinger mechanism for electron-positron
pair production out of the vacuum (Schwinger, 1951). Recently, the application of
strong low frequency AC electric fields has emerged as a potential pathway to
induce insulator-to-metal transitions (Murakami and Werner, 2018; Giorgianni, J.
Sakai, and Lupi, 2019; Mayer et al., 2015; Yamakawa et al., 2017), realize efficient
high-harmonic generation (Imai, Ono, and Ishihara, 2020; Silva et al., 2018), and
coherently manipulate band structure and magnetic exchange interactions in Mott
insulators (Mentink, Balzer, and M. Eckstein, 2015; Hejazi, J. Liu, and Balents,
2019; Mikhaylovskiy et al., 2015; Batignani et al., 2015; Claassen et al., 2017; Yao
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Wang, Devereaux, and C.-C. Chen, 2018). Therefore there is growing interest to
understand doublon-holon (d-h) pair production and their non-thermal dynamics in
the strong field AC regime.

Strong AC field induced d-h pair production has been theoretically studied using
Landau-Dykhne adiabatic perturbation theory (Oka, 2012) along with a suite of non-
equilibrium numerical techniques (Murakami and Werner, 2018; Tsuji et al., 2011;
Oka, 2012; Imai, Ono, and Ishihara, 2020; Silva et al., 2018; Takahashi, Itoh, and
Aihara, 2008; Tancogne-Dejean, Sentef, and Rubio, 2020). Notably, d-h pairs are
primarily produced through two nonlinear mechanisms: multi-photon absorption
and quantum tunneling (Oka, 2012; Kruchinin, Krausz, and Yakovlev, 2018). The
two regimes are characterized by distinct electric field scaling laws and momentum
space distributions of d-h pairs. By tuning the Keldysh adiabaticity parameter 𝛾K =

ℏ𝜔pump/(𝑒𝐸pumpb) through unity, where 𝜔pump is the pump frequency, 𝐸pump is the
pump electric field, 𝑒 is electron charge, and b is the d-h correlation length, a cross-
over from a multi-photon dominated (𝛾K > 1) to a tunneling dominated (𝛾K < 1)
regime can in principle be induced. However, direct experimental tests are lacking
owing to the challenging need to combine strong tunable low frequency pumping
fields with sensitive ultrafast probes of non-equilibrium distribution functions.

We devise a protocol to study these predicted phenomena using ultrafast broadband
optical spectroscopy in the multiband Mott insulator Ca2RuO4. Below a metal-to-
insulator transition temperature𝑇MIT = 357 K, a Mott gap (Δ = 0.6 eV) opens within
its 2/3-filled Ru 4𝑑 𝑡2𝑔 manifold (Gorelov et al., 2010; Han and A. Millis, 2018; Fang,
Naoto Nagaosa, and Terakura, 2004; Jung et al., 2003), with a concomitant distortion
of lattice (Braden et al., 1998). It has recently been shown that for temperatures
below 𝑇MIT, re-entry into a metallic phase can be induced by a remarkably weak DC
electric field of order 100 V/cm (Nakamura, Sakaki, et al., 2013), making Ca2RuO4

a promising candidate for exhibiting efficient nonlinear pair production.

6.2 Experiment and Simulation: Nonlinear Carrier Generation and Keldysh
Crossover

To estimate the response of Ca2RuO4 to a low frequency AC electric field, we
calculated the d-h pair production rate (Γ) over the Keldysh parameter space using
a Landau-Dykhne method developed by Oka (Oka, 2012). The Landau-Dykhne
method combined with the Bethe Ansatz has been used to model the nonlinear
d-h pair production process in Mott insulators across the entire Keldysh parameter
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space, from the multiphoton regime to the tunneling regime. Although the theory
was originally applied to a 1-dimensional (1D) Hubbard model, results and equa-
tions therein have been widely referenced by dielectric breakdown experiments on
materials with higher dimensions. For a 1D Hubbard model in a time-dependent
electric field, the adiabatic perturbative theory expands the time-dependent state
into the linear combination of adiabatic eigenstates

|Ψ(𝑡)⟩ = 𝑎(𝑡) |0;Φ(𝑡)⟩ + 𝑏(𝑡) |𝑝;Φ(𝑡)⟩𝑑ℎ , (6.1)

where 𝑝 is momentum,Φ(𝑡) is the Peierls phase, and 𝑎(𝑡) and 𝑏(𝑡) are the probability
amplitudes for the channel at 𝑝 to be in the ground state (no pair) or in the excited
state (with a pair). The 𝑝-dependent transition probability 𝑃𝑝 = [𝑏(𝑡)]2 can be
calculated as

𝑃𝑝 = exp(−2ImD𝑝), (6.2)

where D𝑝 is the difference between the dynamical phase of the ground state and the
excited state. After more treatments, Ref. (Oka, 2012) gives

ImD𝑝 = ImD𝑝1 + ImD𝑝2, (6.3)

and

ImD𝑝1 =

∫ 0

𝑝

Δ𝐸 (𝑙)Im
(

1
𝐹 (𝑝 − 𝑙)

)
𝑑𝑙, (6.4)

ImD𝑝2 =

∫ 1/b

0
Δ𝐸 (𝑖𝑙)Im

(
𝑖

𝐹 (𝑝 − 𝑖𝑙)

)
𝑑𝑙. (6.5)

Here, Δ𝐸 is the gap function, 𝐹 (Φ) = ±
√︃
𝐹2

0 −Ω2Φ2 is the time-dependent field
with sinusoidal oscillations, b is the d-h correlation length, Ω is the pump frequency,
and 𝐹0 is the amplitude of 𝐹. After 𝑃𝑝 is calculated, the total d-h pair production
rate can be obtained by an integral

Γ =
Ω

2𝜋

∫ 𝜋

−𝜋

𝑑𝑝

2𝜋
𝑃𝑝 . (6.6)

We used the parameters reported in the dynamical mean-field theory calculations
for Ca2RuO4 (Gorelov et al., 2010), with 𝑈 = 3.5 eV, Δ = 0.6 eV (from optical
measurements in (Jung et al., 2003)), 𝑎 = 5.6 Å (in-plane lattice parameter), and
𝑡hop = 0.23 eV (the hopping integral between 𝑥𝑦 orbitals, since joint density of
states near the Mott gap is mostly contributed by 𝑑𝑥𝑦 → 𝑑𝑥𝑧/𝑦𝑧 transitions). The
correlation length (Stafford and A. J. Millis, 1993) can be calculated with b =
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Figure 6.1: Resolving Keldysh tuning using pump-probe spectroscopy. (a) Γ calcu-
lated across Keldysh space using the Landau-Dykhne method. (b) Constant energy
cuts along the red lines shown in (a) plotted on a logarithmic scale. Black dots mark
the Keldysh cross-over. Gray dashed lines: scaling relation in the multi-photon
regime. Schematics of the multi-photon and tunneling processes are shown above.
(c) Equilibrium reflectivity (top) and conductivity (bottom) spectra of Ca2RuO4 at
20 K. The 0.3 eV and 0.56 eV pump energies are marked by vertical red lines. The
probe energy range is shaded grey. (d) Select 0.3 eV pump 1.77 eV probe Δ𝑅/𝑅
traces at fluences of 3, 9, 15, 22, and 30 mJ/cm2 (top to bottom). Dashed lines are
fits to double-exponential decay. Inset: Peak Δ𝑅/𝑅 versus fluence showing nonlin-
earity. (e, f) Experimental cuts through the same regions of parameter space as in
(b). Error bars are smaller than data markers. Scaling relations for multi-photon
and tunneling behavior are overlaid as red and blue dashed lines respectively.

[ln
(
𝑈/4.377𝑡hop

)
]−1𝑎 in the strong-coupling limit (which holds for Ca2RuO4 since

𝑈/𝑡hop = 15 (Stafford and A. J. Millis, 1993)). We estimate b = 4.45 Å. This value
is the same order of magnitude as b = 2.1 Å estimated for VO2 (Mayer et al., 2015),
which is another Mott insulator showing a cooperative charge-lattice response across
a temperature-driven metal-to-insulator transition.

As shown in Figure 6.1(a), Γ is a generally increasing function of 𝐸pump and ℏ𝜔pump.
For a fixed 𝜔pump, the predicted scaling of Γ with 𝐸pump is clearly different on either
side of the Keldysh cross-over line (𝛾K = 1), evolving from power law behavior
Γ ∝ (𝐸pump)𝑎 in the multi-photon regime to threshold behavior Γ ∝ exp(−𝑏/𝐸pump)
in the tunneling regime [Figure 6.1(b)].

At time delays where coherent nonlinear processes are absent, the transient pump-
induced change in reflectivity of a general gapped material is proportional to the
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density of photo-excited quasi-particles (Gedik et al., 2004; Chia et al., 2006;
Demsar, Biljakovi ć, and Mihailovic, 1999), which, upon dividing by a constant
pump pulse duration (∼100 fs), yields Γ. Differential reflectivity (Δ𝑅/𝑅) transients
from Ca2RuO4 single crystals were measured at 𝑇 = 80 K using several different
subgap pump photon energies (ℏ𝜔pump < Δ) in the mid-infrared region, and across
an extensive range of probe photon energies (ℏ𝜔probe) in the near-infrared region
spanning both the 𝛼 and 𝛽 absorption peaks [Figure 6.1(c)]. These two band edge
features can be assigned to optical transitions within the Ru 𝑡2𝑔 manifold (Das et
al., 2018; Jung et al., 2003). Figure 6.1(d) shows reflectivity transients at various
fluences measured using ℏ𝜔pump = 0.3 eV and ℏ𝜔probe = 1.77 eV. Upon pump
excitation, we observe a rapid resolution-limited drop in Δ𝑅/𝑅. With increasing
fluence, the minimum value of Δ𝑅/𝑅 becomes larger, indicating a higher value of
Γ within the pump pulse duration. This is followed by exponential recovery as the
d-h pairs thermalize and recombine. By plotting Γ against the peak value of 𝐸pump

(measured in vacuum), we observe a change from power law scaling to threshold
behavior when 𝐸pump > 0.07 V/Å[Figure 6.1(e)], in remarkable agreement with
our calculated Keldysh cross-over [Figure 6.1(a),(b)]. In contrast, measurements
performed using 0.56 eV pumping exhibit exclusively power law scaling over the
same 𝐸pump range [Figure 6.1(f)], again consistent with our model.

A predicted hallmark of the Keldysh cross-over is a change in width of the non-
thermal distribution of d-h pairs in momentum space (Oka, 2012). In the multi-
photon regime, doublons and holons primarily occupy the conduction and valence
band edges respectively, resulting in a pair distribution function (𝑃𝑝) sharply peaked
about zero momentum (𝑝 = 0). In the tunneling regime, the peak drastically
broadens, reflecting the increased spatial localization of d-h pairs. Using the Landau-
Dykhne method, we calculated the evolution of 𝑃𝑝 for Ca2RuO4 as a function of
𝐸pump through the Keldysh cross-over.

To demonstrate how signatures of a changing 𝑃𝑝 width are borne out in experiments,
we simulate the effects of different non-thermal electronic distribution functions on
the broadband optical response of a model insulator. Assuming a direct-gap quasi-
two-dimensional insulator with cosine band dispersion in the momentum plane (𝑝𝑥 ,
𝑝𝑦), the optical susceptibility computed using the density matrix formalism can be
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Figure 6.2: Simulation of optical properties of a photoexcited insulator. (a) Band
structure. (b) Momentum dependent photocarrier distribution. 𝑤𝑝 (𝑤) represents
the width of the distribution in the momentum (energy) space. (c)-(e) Equilibrium
optical properties calculated from the band structure in (a) with no photocarriers.
(f) Differential reflectivity spectrum (spectrum with photocarriers subtracted by
that without photocarriers) at various carrier densities (𝑁) and width of distribution
𝑤. (g) Same as (f) except that the 𝑃𝑝 is adjusted to the 1-eV-pump nonthermal
distribution. 𝑁 changes consistently, while the width of distribution stays constant
for the three panels.

expressed as (Rosencher and Vinter, 2002):

𝜒(𝜔) =
∑︁
𝑝𝑥 ,𝑝𝑦

𝑒2𝑥𝑣𝑐 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦)𝑇2

𝜖0ℏ

[𝜔probe −
Δ(𝑝𝑥 ,𝑝𝑦)

ℏ
]𝑇2 − 𝑖

[𝜔probe −
Δ(𝑝𝑥 ,𝑝𝑦)

ℏ
]2𝑇2

2 + 1
[𝑁𝑣 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦)−𝑁𝑐 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦)],

(6.7)
where 𝑒 is the electron charge, 𝜖0 is vacuum permittivity, ℏ is Planck’s constant
divided by 2𝜋, 𝑥𝑣𝑐 is the matrix element of the vertical interband transition at a
particular momentum (assumed to be a constant for all momenta for simplification),
𝑇2 (assume to be constant) is the band dephasing time, 𝜔probe represents probe
frequency, Δ(𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) represents the gap energy that respects a cosine dispersion
[Figure 6.2(a)], and 𝑁𝑣 and 𝑁𝑐 are the electron occupations of the valence and
conduction bands, respectively. The physical picture of the equation is that the
bands are viewed as an ensemble of vertical two-level systems (TLSs) in the 𝑝𝑥-
𝑝𝑦 plane with level separations Δ(𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) = ℏ(𝜔𝑐 − 𝜔𝑣); each TLS contributes a
Lorentzian oscillator, weighted by its corresponding occupation factor, to the total
susceptibility.

In equilibrium (𝑁𝑣 = 1, 𝑁𝑐 = 0 for all 𝑝𝑥 and 𝑝𝑦), we calculated the susceptibility
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by Eq. 6.7 and converted it into static real and imaginary parts of conductivity 𝜎 and
reflectivity, as shown in Figures. 6.2 (c)-(e). The values and trends of the curves are
similar to those of Ca2RuO4 measured around its 𝛼 peak onset energy (Mott band
edge), but the higher energy transitions that involve multiple orbitals in Ca2RuO4,
such as the 𝛽 and 𝛾 peaks, are not accounted for by the model.

In the laser-driven case, we used the Gaussian distribution to account for a total of
𝑁 photoexcited nonthermal carriers

𝑁 =
∑︁
𝑝𝑥 ,𝑝𝑦

𝑁𝑐 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) =
∑︁
𝑝𝑥 ,𝑝𝑦

𝐴

𝑤
√

2𝜋
exp

{
−[𝜔𝑐 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) − 𝜔0]2

2𝑤2

}
, (6.8)

where we specified width 𝑤, peak center 𝜔0, and 𝑁 to determine 𝐴 and 𝑁𝑐 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦)
[Figure 6.2(b)]; for 0.3 eV pump experiments, we set 𝜔0 to be half of the direct gap
(assuming zero energy centers the gap), and 𝑤 progressively increases with 𝑁 to
mimic the width evolution of the 𝛾𝐾-dependent 𝑃𝑝 distribution obtained from the
Landau-Dykhne theory, while for 1 eV pumping, we set 𝜔0 = 0.5 eV, and 𝑤 re-
mains constant with increasing 𝑁 . The nonthermal photocarrier distribution affects
𝑁𝑐 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) and 𝑁𝑣 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) = 1 − 𝑁𝑐 (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦), and therefore, modifies the nonequi-
librium 𝜎 and reflectivity. By applying the Fresnel equations, we simulated Δ𝑅/𝑅
spectra for various photocarrier densities 𝑁 and distribution widths 𝑤. One detail
we noticed was that simply considering the filling-induced optical bleaching will
only lead to negative Δ𝑅/𝑅 for all probe energies. To match the experimental fact
that positive Δ𝑅/𝑅 regions are present in the experimental data, a term considering
the photocarrier-induced band edge redshift has to be included. As will be shown
later [Figure 6.5(a)], it is valid to assume that Δ(𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) decreases in proportion to
the number of excitations.

Figure 6.3(a) displays 𝑃𝑝 curves at three successively larger 𝐸pump values corre-
sponding to (i) 𝛾K = 1.49, (ii) 𝛾K = 0.75 and (iii) 𝛾K = 0.47, which show a clearly
broadening width along with increasing amplitude. For the Keldysh tuning case
[Figure 6.3(b)], as 𝑃𝑝 evolves from condition (i) to (iii), we find that the inter-
section between the non-equilibrium and equilibrium reflectivity spectra shifts to
progressively higher energy. For comparison, we also performed simulations un-
der resonant photo-doping conditions using the direct-gap insulator model. Figure
6.3(c) displays three 𝑃𝑝 curves at successively larger 𝐸pump values, which were
chosen such that the total number of excitations match those in Figure 6.3(a). Each
curve exhibits maxima at non-zero momenta where ℏ𝜔pump = Δ( |𝑝 |) is satisfied. In
stark contrast to the subgap pumping case, the amplitude of 𝑃𝑝 increases with 𝐸pump
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Figure 6.3: Non-thermal pair distribution through the Keldysh crossover. (a) Cal-
culated 𝑃𝑝 for conditions i to iii using the Landau-Dykhne method. (b) Simulated
non-equilibrium reflectivity spectra for subgap pumping. (c, d) Analogues of (a)
and (b) but simulated for above-gap pumping. Fluence increases from i to iii. Black
curves in (b) and (d) are the equilibrium spectra. Arrows in (b) mark the crossing
points between the non-equilibrium and equilibrium curves. Experimental Δ𝑅/𝑅
maps of Ca2RuO4 for (e) 0.3 eV pump (fluence: 30 mJ/cm2) and (f) 1 eV pump
(fluence: 7 mJ/cm2). Two representative constant energy cuts (yellow: 1.77 eV,
purple: 0.56 eV) are overlaid. (g) Enlargement of Δ𝑅/𝑅 maps for 0.3 eV pump
using three pump fluences [marked in Figure 1(e)] corresponding to conditions (i)
to (iii) in (a). (h) Enlargement of Δ𝑅/𝑅 maps for 1 eV pump using three pump
fluences indicated above. White dashed lines mark 𝑡 = 0.1 ps. Red dashed lines:
guides to the eye for the ℏ𝜔probe where Δ𝑅/𝑅 changes sign at 𝑡 = 0.1 ps.

but the width remains unchanged. This results in the non-equilibrium reflectivity
spectra all intersecting the equilibrium spectrum at the same energy, forming an
isosbestic point [Figure 6.3(d)].

This can be further illustrated in Figures 6.2(f) and (g). The simultaneous increase of
𝑁 and𝑤 is for simulating the fluence dependence of our subgap pumping experiment,
where pair density increases with fluence, and 𝑤 increases as 𝛾𝐾 decreases. An
apparent expansion of the Δ𝑅/𝑅 > 0 region is observed from the top panel to the
bottom panel [Figure 6.2(f)]. On the contrary, the simulations which are adapted
to the over-gap pumping condition and accounts for both the increase of 𝑁 and the
band edge redshift (∝ 𝑁) but not the increase of 𝑤 or any change in the nonthermal
probability distribution function, fails to reproduce the expansion of the Δ𝑅/𝑅 > 0
region and exhibits an isosbestic point [Figure 6.2(g)]. The presence or absence of
an isosbestic point is therefore a key distinguishing feature between Keldysh space
tuning and photo-doping.
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Figure 6.4: Time dynamics of the zero-crossing feature highlighted in the logarith-
mic plot of |Δ𝑅/𝑅 | (𝑡) map. (a) and (b), Two fluences for the 0.3 eV pump scenario.
(c) Highest fluence for the 1 eV pump scenario. Blue lines are guides to the eye for
the minimum of |Δ𝑅/𝑅 | (𝑡), highlighting the shift of zero-crossing versus time. Red
lines mark the cuts at 𝑡 = 0.1 ps, where the pair distribution is nonthermal.

Time-dependent probe photon energy-resolved Δ𝑅/𝑅 maps of Ca2RuO4 were mea-
sured in both the Keldysh tuning (ℏ𝜔pump = 0.3 eV) and photo-doping (ℏ𝜔pump = 1
eV) regimes. As shown in Figures 6.3(e) & (f), the extremum in Δ𝑅/𝑅, denoting
the peak d-h density, occurs near a time 𝑡 = 0.1 ps measured with respect to when the
pump and probe pulses are exactly overlapped (𝑡 = 0). Figure 6.3(g) shows Δ𝑅/𝑅
maps acquired in the subgap pumping regime for three different pump fluences cor-
responding to conditions (i) to (iii) in Figure 6.3(a). Focusing on the narrow time
window around 𝑡 = 0.1 ps where the d-h distribution is highly non-thermal, we ob-
serve that Δ𝑅/𝑅 changes sign across a well-defined probe energy (dashed red line),
marking a crossing point of the transient and equilibrium reflectivity spectra. As
𝛾K decreases, the crossing energy increases, evidencing an absence of an isosbestic
point. Analogous maps acquired in the photo-doping regime [Figure 6.3(h)] also
exhibit a sign change. However, the crossing energy remains constant over an order
of magnitude change in fluence, consistent with an isosbestic point. These mea-
surements corroborate our simulations and highlight the unique distribution control
afforded by Keldysh tuning.

If one closely checks the zero crossing feature at longer timescale, it shows a
continuous shift in energy after 𝑡 = 0.1 ps (Figure 6.4), indicating that the optical
response of the sample undergoes subsequent stages of evolution, including pair
thermalization, interband recombination, and heating, each with a characteristic
timescale. A notable example is at 𝑡 = 3 ps, where pairs have mostly recombined
and the electronic and the lattice systems have equilibrated at a higher transient
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temperature; the energy of the zero-crossing is an indicator of sample heating
(M.-C. Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, J. Kim, et al., 2018). The fluence of Figure 6.4(b)
is higher, and creates more heat than that in Figure 6.4(a), which naturally explains
why its zero-crossing is at higher energy at 𝑡 = 3 ps.

6.3 Experiment and Simulation: Coherent Bandwidth Renormalization and
Floquet Engineering

To study the d-h thermalization dynamics in more detail, we used a Kramers-
Kronig transformation to convert our differential reflectivity spectra into differential
conductivity (Δ𝜎) spectra. Considering that the reflectivity spectrum 𝑅(𝜔) is
known, the reflection phase \ (𝜔) can be calculated as

\ (𝜔) = 1
𝜋

∫ ∞

0
ln
����𝜔′ + 𝜔
𝜔

′ − 𝜔

����𝑑ln
√︁
𝑅(𝜔′)
𝑑𝜔

′ 𝑑𝜔
′
, (6.9)

without directly measuring it in experiments, and the real and imaginary parts of
refractive index �̃� can be calculated by

Re(𝑛) = 1 − 𝑅
1 + 𝑅 − 2 cos\

√
𝑅
, (6.10)

Im(𝑛) = −2 sin\
√
𝑅

1 + 𝑅 − 2 cos\
√
𝑅
. (6.11)

The optical conductivity �̃� can be obtained by �̃� = (�̃�2 − 1)𝜔𝜖0/𝑖.

However, to use Eq. 6.9, 𝑅(𝜔) must be known from zero to infinite frequencies,
which is impractical for experiments. Although there exist various methods that
extrapolate 𝑅(𝜔) within a limited measurement range to high and low frequencies
to complete the calculation, we applied a regional Kramers-Kronig transformation
to obtain �̃�, as the strong resonance at 𝜔 ∼ 𝜔′ suggests that frequencies away from
the range of interest contribute much less to \ (𝜔).

This method relies on two conditions: (1) the static optical conductivity results
should cover a wider range of photon energy than the transient data, and (2)
Δ𝑅/𝑅(𝑡) ≪ 1. In our case, since the static optical constants of Ca2RuO4 from
0.08 eV to 6.5 eV without optical pumping have already been determined by mea-
suring broadband 𝑅(𝜔), while our transient Δ𝑅/𝑅(𝜔, 𝑡) covers a smaller frequency
range from 0.5 eV to 2.2 eV, the first condition is satisfied; also note that the
temperature-increase-induced Δ𝑅/𝑅 ≪ 1 and none of the pump-induced change
exceeds that induced by temperature increase, the second condition is also fulfilled.
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The \ (𝜔) integral can be written as the sum of three frequency ranges, namely, the
low-frequency range, the measurement range, and the high-frequency range:

\ (𝜔) = −1
𝜋

∫ 0.5 eV

0
𝑓 (𝑅, 𝜔)𝑑𝜔′ − 1

𝜋

∫ 2.2 eV

0.5 eV
𝑓 (𝑅, 𝜔)𝑑𝜔′ − 1

𝜋

∫ ∞

2.2 eV
𝑓 (𝑅, 𝜔)𝑑𝜔′

,

(6.12)
where

𝑓 (𝑅, 𝜔) = ln
√︁
𝑅(𝜔′) 𝑑

𝑑𝜔
′

(
ln
����𝜔′ + 𝜔
𝜔

′ − 𝜔

����) . (6.13)

Applying the generalized mean value theorem to first and third integrals in Eq. 6.12,
and defining the second term as 𝜙 gives

\ (𝜔) = 𝐴 ln
����0.5 eV + 𝜔
0.5 eV − 𝜔

���� + 𝜙(𝜔) + 𝐵 ln
����2.2 eV + 𝜔
2.2 eV − 𝜔

����, (6.14)

where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are coefficients. We fitted 𝐴 and 𝐵 from the known static 𝜎 data at
20 K. In the nonequilibrium scenario, Δ𝑅/𝑅 due to the optical pump will enter 𝜙(𝜔)
to affect \ (𝜔). 𝐴 and 𝐵 are also expected to change slightly due to nonzero Δ𝑅/𝑅 in
these unmeasured ranges. However, whenΔ𝑅/𝑅 ≪ 1, it is still numerically accurate
to keep the nonequilibrium 𝐴 and 𝐵 constants to be the same as their equilibrium
values, because the first and third terms in Eq. 6.14 are off resonant in frequency. A
benchmark test shows a close agreement between regional Kramers-Kronig output
and static experimental data between 0.5 and 2.2 eV, demonstrating the validity of
our algorithm.

Figure 6.5(a) shows the real part of the transient conductivity measured in the
thermalized state (𝑡 = 0.5 ps) following an 0.3 eV pump pulse of fluence 26 mJ/cm2

(𝛾K = 0.5), overlaid with the equilibrium conductivity. Subgap pumping induces a
spectral weight transfer from the 𝛽 to 𝛼 peak and a slight red-shift of the band edge,
likely due to free carrier screening of the Coulomb interactions (Gole ž, Martin
Eckstein, and Werner, 2015). Unlike in the DC limit, there is no sign of Mott gap
collapse despite 𝐸pump exceeding 109 V/m. To verify that the electronic subsystem
indeed thermalizes by 𝑡 = 0.5 ps, we compare the real parts of Δ𝜎0.3 eV (fluence:
26 mJ/cm2) and Δ𝜎1 eV (fluence: 4 mJ/cm2), the change in conductivity induced by
subgap and above-gap pumping respectively, at both 𝑡 = 0.1 ps and 0.5 ps. A scaling
factor 𝐴 is applied to Δ𝜎1 eV to account for any differences in excitation density. As
shown in Figure 6.5(b), the 𝑡 = 0.1 ps curves do not agree within any scale factor.
This is expected because the linear and nonlinear pair production processes initially
give rise to very different non-thermal distributions. Conversely, by 𝑡 = 0.5 ps, the
curves overlap very well [Figure 6.5(c)], indicating that the system has lost memory
of how the d-h pairs were produced and is thus completely thermalized.
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Figure 6.5: Non-equilibrium conductivity transients. (a) Conductivity spectra of
Ca2RuO4 in the un-pumped equilibrium state at 80 K and the 0.3 eV pumped
non-equilibrium state at 𝑡 = 0.5 ps (fluence: 26 mJ/cm2). (b) Comparison of
differential conductivity spectra between 0.3 eV pump (Δ𝜎0.3 eV) and scaled 1 eV
pump (𝐴Δ𝜎1 eV) cases at 𝑡 = 0.1 ps and (c) 𝑡 = 0.5 ps. Red and blue shades
indicate error estimated from the 𝜔probe-dependent fluctuations of the experimental
Δ𝜎 spectra.

Based on the observations in Figures 6.5(b) & (c), the non-thermal window can be
directly resolved by evaluating the time interval over which the quantity Δ(Δ𝜎) =
Δ𝜎0.3 eV−𝐴×Δ𝜎1 eV is non-zero. Figures 6.6 (a) and (b) show a comparison between
Δ𝜎0.3 eV and Δ𝜎1 eV across all fluences at time zero (𝑡 = 0 ps). The probe energy
ranges that show apparent modifications in Δ𝜎0.3 eV data compared to Δ𝜎1 eV are
marked by the blue shade, where the positive peak looks flattened out, and the red
shade, where a bump appears in the negative portion of the signal. In addition, a
robust isosbestic point can be identified in both data sets at the same probe energy
(1.2 eV) for all fluences. Generally speaking, for spectroscopic studies, an isosbestic
point is usually used as a reference point. In our case, the fact that it lies outside the
blue and red shades (where spectral modifications obviously take place) strongly
suggests that the probe energy of 1.2 eV, and energies that are right in the vicinity
of it, are not influenced by the strong-field modification effect. Therefore, we
chose the probe energy range between 1.1 eV to 1.3 eV as the reference, scaled
Δ𝜎1 eV to obtain the best matching with Δ𝜎0.3 eV data in this range, and calculated
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fluences range from 3 mJ/cm2 to 30.4 mJ/cm2. 1 eV pump fluences range from
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ranges where additional modifications develop on the 0.3 eV pump data compared
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Δ(Δ𝜎) = Δ𝜎0.3 eV − 𝐴 × Δ𝜎1 eV. This procedure was repeated for all time delays,
producing the colormap in Figure 6.7(a). Since both the real and the imaginary
parts of Δ𝜎1 eV at 𝑡 = 0 ps scale well for all fluences, so the scaling factor can simply
account for the amplitude difference and is not important which fluence of Δ𝜎1 eV

is selected for the subtraction.

Figure 6.7(a) shows the complete temporal mapping ofΔ(Δ𝜎) spectra. The signal is
finite only around 𝑡 = 0 ps and is close to zero otherwise, supporting the validity our
subtraction protocol. By taking a constant energy cut, we can extract a thermalization
time constant of around 0.2 ps [Figure 6.7(b)]. Interestingly, Δ𝑅/𝑅 and Δ𝜎0.3 eV,
which both track the d-h pair density, peak near 0.1 ps whereas Δ(Δ𝜎) peaks earlier
at 𝑡 = 0 when the d-h pair density is still quite low. This implies the existence of an
additional coherent non-thermal process that scales with 𝐸pump, which peaks at 𝑡 =
0, rather than with the d-h density.

To identify the physical process responsible for the 𝑡 = 0 signal, we examined how
the electronic structure of Ca2RuO4 would need to change in order to produce
the Δ(Δ𝜎) profile observed at 𝑡 = 0. Using density functional theory (DFT), we
performed an ab initio calculation of the optical conductivity of Ca2RuO4 based on
its reported lattice and magnetic structures below 𝑇N. The calculation was set to
the spin-polarized mode to take into account the low-temperature antiferromagnetic
structure, and to the DFT+𝑈 mode to take into account the Coulomb correlation.
The real and imaginary parts of the optical conductivity were calculated by the
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Figure 6.7: Ultrafast coherent bandwidth renormalization. (a) Δ(Δ𝜎) map obtained
by subtracting scaled Δ𝜎1 eV from Δ𝜎0.3 eV spectra. (b) A constant probe energy
cut at 1.65 eV [dashed horizontal line in (a)] plotted together with Δ𝜎0.3 eV. (c) A
constant time cut at 𝑡 = 0 [dashed vertical line in (a)]. (d) DFT simulation of the
spectrum change induced by bandwidth broadening. 𝜎𝑊 (𝜎𝑊eq): conductivity with
(without) bandwidth broadening. (e) (left) Quantitative extraction of pump-induced
bandwidth modification versus 𝑡 (with 𝐸pump = 0.12 V/Å) and (right) versus 𝐸pump
(with 𝑡 = 0 ps) based on fitting to DFT calculations. Red shaded region: error
bar. Blue shaded region: Floquet theory prediction based on a periodically driven
two-site cluster Hubbard model. Upper and lower bounds assume 𝑈 = 3 eV (Jung
et al., 2003) and 𝑈 = 3.5 eV (Gorelov et al., 2010) respectively, where 𝑈 is the
on-site Coulomb energy, with no other adjustable parameters. (f) Chronology of
non-thermal processes following an impulsive subgap drive.

epsilon.x package with finite interband and intraband smearings to avoid sharp
spikes in the spectra caused by numerical issues. The calculated band structure,
total density of states, and conductivity spectrum are in agreement with previous
DFT and experimental studies (Fang, Naoto Nagaosa, and Terakura, 2004; Jung
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et al., 2003).

To simulate the effect of bandwidth broadening, we changed the structural input
parameters. In Ca2RuO4, each RuO6 octahedron undergoes two types of distortions
compared to the K2NiO4 structure (I4/mmm), yielding significant modifications
to the in-plane hopping amplitudes, and therefore, the bandwidth. Figure 6.8(a)
summarizes the two types of distortions, the rigid rotation of the octahedron around
the 𝑐 axis by the angle 𝜙, and the rigid tilting of the octrahedron around an in-
plane axis by the angle \. In the static low temperature AFM state, 𝜙 = 12◦ and
\ = 12◦, and the Ru-O-Ru bond angle ∠(Ru-O-Ru) = 150.1◦. We broadened
the bandwidth 𝑊 in the simulation by reducing the tilting angle \ of the structure
[Figure 6.8(a) bottom panel], while keeping all other structural parameters the same;
this will make ∠(Ru-O-Ru) approach 180◦, and broaden the bandwidth according
to the empirical formula 𝑊 ∝ [cos∠(Ru-O-Ru)]2 (Cao et al., 2000). It is worth
noting that keeping 𝜙 as a constant is based on the well known fact that \ responds
much more sensitively to Sr doping (Fang, Naoto Nagaosa, and Terakura, 2004),
temperature (Braden et al., 1998), and applied current (Bertinshaw et al., 2019)
than 𝜙. In addition, the coherent 𝐴𝑔 phonon mode at 3.7 THz, which consists
majorly of the tilting motion of RuO6 octahedra, shows robust anomalies across the
AFM ordering (M.-C. Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, Seo, et al., 2019) and quadrupolar
ordering (M.-C. Lee, C. H. Kim, Kwak, J. Kim, et al., 2018) temperatures. These
all suggest that the tilting distortion is a crucial structural parameter which responds
sensitively to magnetic and electronic ground states, which justifies us adjusting
\ for simulating the bandwidth renormalization induced by the strong-field drive,
even though the drive does not directly modify \. The table in Figure 6.8(b) shows
examples of combinations of structure parameters, and the resulting ratio of the
modified bandwidth to the static equilibrium bandwidth, 𝑊/𝑊eq, estimated from
𝑊 ∝ [cos∠(Ru-O-Ru)]2. To make sure that 𝑊 is actually modified, we simulated
the nonmagnetic crystal with 𝑈 = 0 eV using the red and blue parameter sets in
the table; the calculated bands are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.8(b). The
nonmagnetic setting with𝑈 = 0 eV fully collapses the Mott gap, making it easier for
us to identify a bandwidth change. As clearly observed in the bottom panel of Figure
6.8(b), the blue parameter set indeed leads to a broadened bandwidth compared to
the red parameter set.

We find that both the real and imaginary parts of the measuredΔ(Δ𝜎) spectrum at 𝑡 =
0 are reasonably well reproduced by our calculations if we assume the bandwidth of
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Figure 6.8: Method to simulate the effect of bandwidth broadening. (a) There are
two angles related to the lattice distortion in Ca2RuO4. Top: the rotation angle 𝜙
about the 𝑐 axis. Bottom: the tilting angle \ about an in-plane axis. (b) Examples
of how tuning \ affects the Ru-O-Ru bond angle and therefore, the bandwidth.
Top: table displaying combinations of angles and the resulting modification to the
bandwidth 𝑊 from the equilibrium 𝑊eq. Bottom: band structures using the red
and blue parameter conditions from the top table with a nonmagnetic structure and
𝑈 = 0 eV. Red (blue) bands correspond to the red (blue) parameter set.

the driven system (𝑊) to exceed that in equilibrium𝑊eq [Figure 6.7(d)]. In contrast,
if we consider another scenario where modification to Coulomb correlation𝑈 occurs
(Tancogne-Dejean, Sentef, and Rubio, 2018), the change in conductivity would look
very different, and would not match Δ(Δ𝜎); this points to the coherent non-thermal
process being a unidirectional ultrafast bandwidth renormalization (UBR) process
that predominantly occurs under subgap pumping conditions [Figure 6.7(f)].

Coherent UBR can in principle occur via photo-assisted virtual hopping between
lattice sites, which has recently been proposed as a pathway to dynamically engineer
the electronic and magnetic properties of Mott insulators (Mentink, Balzer, and
M. Eckstein, 2015; Hejazi, J. Liu, and Balents, 2019; Mikhaylovskiy et al., 2015;
Batignani et al., 2015; Claassen et al., 2017; Yao Wang, Devereaux, and C.-C. Chen,
2018). To quantitatively extract the time- and 𝐸pump-dependence of the fractional
bandwidth change (𝑊−𝑊eq)/𝑊eq, we collected Δ(Δ𝜎) spectra as a function of both
time delay and pump fluence and fit them to DFT simulations. As shown in Figure
6.7(e), the bandwidth change exhibits a pulse-width limited rise with a maximum
𝑡 = 0 value that increases monotonically with the peak pump field, reaching up
to a relatively large amplitude of 1.5 % at 𝐸pump = 0.12 V/Å, comparable to the
bandwidth increases induced by doping (Fang, Naoto Nagaosa, and Terakura, 2004)
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and pressure (Nakamura, Goko, et al., 2002).

Independently, we also calculated the field dependence of (𝑊 −𝑊eq)/𝑊eq expected
from photo-assisted virtual hopping by solving a periodically driven two-site Hub-
bard model in the Floquet formalism (Mentink, Balzer, and M. Eckstein, 2015),
using the same model parameters for Ca2RuO4 as in our Landau-Dykhne calcula-
tions [Figure 6.1(a)]. According to Ref.(Mentink, Balzer, and M. Eckstein, 2015),
when the Mott insulator is strongly coupled (𝑈 ≫ 𝑡), the ratio between the light-
modified bandwidth and the static bandwidth is

𝑊

𝑊eq
=

√√ ∞∑︁
𝑛=−∞

𝐽|𝑛| (E)2

1 + 𝑛𝜔/𝑈 , (6.15)

where E = 𝑒𝑎𝐸0/(ℏ𝜔) is the Floquet parameter, 𝑎 is the lattice constant, 𝐸0 is
the field amplitude, 𝜔 is the pump frequency, and 𝐽𝑛 (𝑥) is the 𝑛th Bessel function.
We find a remarkable match to the data without any adjustable parameters [Figure
6.7(e)]. Since bandwidth renormalization increases with the Floquet parameter
in the case of photo-assisted virtual hopping, this naturally explains why subgap
pumping induces the much larger UBR effect compared to above-gap pumping.

6.4 Discussion and Outlook
The ability to rationally tune a Mott insulator 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢 over Keldysh space enables
targeted searches for exotic out-of-equilibrium phenomena such as strong correlation
assisted high harmonic generation (Imai, Ono, and Ishihara, 2020; Silva et al., 2018),
coherent dressing of quasiparticles (Novelli et al., 2014), Wannier-Stark localization
(W.-R. Lee and Park, 2014; Murakami and Werner, 2018), AC dielectric breakdown
(Oka, 2012) and dynamical Franz-Keldysh effects (Srivastava et al., 2004; Tancogne-
Dejean, Sentef, and Rubio, 2020), which are predicted to manifest in separate regions
of Keldysh space. It also provides control over the nonlinear d-h pair production rate
- the primary source of heating and decoherence under subgap pumping conditions
- in Mott systems, which is crucial for experimentally realizing coherent Floquet
engineering of strongly correlated electronic phases. The Floquet engineering of
bandwidth also constitutes another pathway toward coherent band modulation in
addition to modifying the onsite Coulomb interaction by screening (Tancogne-
Dejean, Sentef, and Rubio, 2018).
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A p p e n d i x A

SHG AS A PROBE OF STRUCTURE OF MAGNETIC WEYL
SEMIMETALS

A.1 Introduction
Weyl semimetals are crystalline solids that host bulk relativistic Weyl nodes and sur-
face Fermi-arc states that connect the Weyl nodes with opposite chiralities in their
electronic structure. Weyl semimetals must break either spatial inversion symmetry
(IS), time-reversal symmetry (TRS), or both, to host the topologically nontrivial
Weyl fermions. Ensuing the discovery of the celebrated IS-broken Weyl semimetal
family (Ta,Nb)(As,P), magnetic Weyl semimetals with intrinsic TRS breaking stem-
ming from the spin polarization have aroused intense interests. Compared with the
Weyl semimetals breaking IS (Hasan et al., 2017), Weyl semimetals with TRS break-
ing provide a playground to investigate the rich exotic quantum states ranging from
anomalous Hall/Nernst effects to axion electrodynamics arising from the interplay
between magnetism, electron correlation, and topological orders (Bernevig, Felser,
and Beidenkopf, 2022). A vast array of magnetic topological materials have been
experimentally established, including magnetic Weyl semimetals with kagome lat-
tice such as M3X (X = Sn, Ge), Co3Sn2S2, RMn6Sn6 (R = Tb, Gd, Tm, Lu), and
(Co,Fe)𝑥Sn𝑦, antiferromagnetic half-Heusler compound RPtBi (R = Lu, Dy, Gd),
antiferromagnetic cubic Weyl semimetals RAlGe (R = Ce, Pr), ferromagnetic nodal
line semimetal Co2MnZ (Z = Ga, Al), and so on. Some of these magnetic Weyl
semimetals break both IS and TRS, while the others respect spatial IS.

A.2 SHG measurements of PrAlSi and CeAlGe
CeAlGe belongs to the antiferromagnetic Weyl family RAlGe (R = Ce, Pr) and
undergoes an incommensurate multi-𝑘 antiferromagnetic transition at 𝑇𝑁 =4.4 K
(Puphal et al., 2020). However, its analogue PrAlSi orders ferromagnetically at
𝑇𝑐 =17.8 K, followed by two reentrant spin-glass transitions at lower temperatures
(Lyu et al., 2020). Although the structure of RAlGe (R = Ce, Pr, and La) has been
well established, the crystallographic structure of PrAlSi is presently controversial.
Specifically, it is difficult to distinguish between a non-centrosymmetric tetragonal
space group 𝐼41𝑚𝑑 (point group 4𝑚𝑚) versus a centrosymmetric tetragonal space
group 𝐼41/𝑎𝑚𝑑 (point group 4/𝑚𝑚𝑚) with current diffraction-based techniques
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Figure A.1: Polar plots of the SHG-RA data (red circles) from the (001) surface of
PrAlSi and CeAlGe for four different incident/outgoing polarization combinations:
(a) PrAlSi data with fits to ED SHG (red) from 4𝑚𝑚 point group. (b) PrAlSi data
with fits to MD2 (green) and EQ/MD1 SHG (blue) from a centrosymmetric 4/mmm
point group, respectively. (c) CeAlGe data with fits to ED SHG (red) from 4𝑚𝑚
point group. The radial axis represents the SHG intensity and the azimuthal angle
𝜙 denotes the rotation angle of the scattering plane.

(Lyu et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). However, the presence or absence of inversion
symmetry has a profound effect on SHG. Therefore, we seek to resolve this issue by
SHG-RA.

The leading order electric dipole (ED) SHG susceptibility tensor vanishes by sym-
metry in the bulk of centrosymmetric crystals. Nevertheless, higher order SHG
processes are still allowed. Therefore, we focus on four possibilities for the origin of
any SHG signal from PrAlSi: (1) bulk ED SHG from a non-centrosymmetric 4𝑚𝑚
point group, (2) surface ED SHG from a centrosymmetric 4/𝑚𝑚𝑚 point group, (3)
bulk magnetic dipole (MD2) SHG from a centrosymmetric 4/𝑚𝑚𝑚 point group,
and (4) bulk electric quadrupole/magnetic dipole (EQ/MD1) SHG processes from
a centrosymmetric 4/𝑚𝑚𝑚 point group.
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The SHG-RA data are acquired by selecting the incident (in) and outgoing (out) light
polarization to be either parallel (P) or perpendicular (S) to the scattering plane, and
then recording the intensity of reflected SHG as the scattering plane is rotated about
the (001) axis of PrAlSi. Data taken in the four possible polarization geometries
at 300 K are shown in Figure A.1(a). While the signals in the 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 and
𝑆𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 channels are strong and isotropic, no signal was detected in the 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡
and 𝑆𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 geometries. This behavior is in excellent agreement with ED SHG
from a 4𝑚𝑚 point group. However, it cannot be reproduced even qualitatively by
either MD2 or EQ/MD1 bulk SHG from a 4/𝑚𝑚𝑚 point group, as the former will
give rise to zero SHG intensity in 𝑆𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 channel while the latter will generate
a nonzero SHG pattern with 8 equal petals in 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 and 𝑆𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 geometries
[Figure A.1(b)]. This definitively rules out the latter two possibilities.

The ED SHG contribution from the (001) surface of a 4/𝑚𝑚𝑚 point group can
produce the same RA patterns as bulk ED SHG from a 4𝑚𝑚 point group. Therefore
the former cannot be ruled out based on symmetry alone. However, we can infer a
bulk ED origin based on the absolute SHG intensity. To do so, we also performed
SHG-RA measurements on (001) cut CeAlGe whose structure is known to be
described by the non-centrosymmetric 𝐼41𝑚𝑑 space group and whose SHG response
should thus be dominated by the bulk ED contribution (T. Suzuki et al., 2019). We
measured the SHG-RA patterns in the four geometries and found that both the
SHG-RA patterns and the absolute SHG intensities from PrAlSi and CeAlGe are
very similar [Figure A.1(c)]. This indicates that the SHG response from PrAlSi is
of predominantly bulk ED origin from a 4𝑚𝑚 point group, as opposed to surface
ED origin which would be much weaker. Therefore, we can conclude that PrAlSi
shares the same noncentrosymmetric structural space group with CeAlGe.

A.3 SHG measurements of Co2MnGa
Co2MnGa is another interesting ferromagnetic (𝑇𝑐=690 K) topological nodal-line
semimetal where the bulk conduction and valence bands touch along a closed loop
of Weyl nodes and the surface states form a “drumhead”-like flat band (Belopolski,
Manna, et al., 2019). Moreover, the Weyl node loops form Hopf link which consists
of two rings passing through the center of each other and features a topologically
nontrivial linking-number invariant (Belopolski, Chang, et al., 2022; Chang, S.-Y.
Xu, et al., 2017). It also exhibits giant anomalous Hall and Nernst effects even at
room temperature, providing strong evidence of Weyl fermion-induced unconven-
tional transport properties. (Manna et al., 2018; A. Sakai et al., 2018)
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Co2MnGa crystallizes in the centrosymmetric full Heusler structure with a space
group 𝐹𝑚3̄𝑚 (octahedral point group 𝑂ℎ). As the collinear ferromagnetic order
develops far above room temperature, the magnetic structure respects 4/𝑚𝑚′𝑚′

magnetic point group also with a inversion center. So far, very little is known
about the SHG response of magnetic IS-preserved Weyl semimetals. Since both the
magnetic and lattice structures respect IS, one would naively expect a very small
SHG signal. However, band structure calculations predict resonant excitation can
be generated between the surface drumhead flat bands that are spaced by 1.5-2 eV
(Chang, S.-Y. Xu, et al., 2017). To this end, we employed an near-IR 800 nm
(1.55 eV) light and performed the SHG-RA measurement to investigate the possible
enhancement of SHG signal from the resonant excitation of electrons between flat
surface bands in Co2MnGa.

We performed the SHG-RA measurement on the (001) face of Co2MnGa at 300 K in
the four different polarization configurations. The signals in all channels are rather
weak and isotropic [Figure A.2(i)]. Since the leading order ED SHG vanishes in the
bulk of centrosymmetric crystals, we consider the four possibilities of higher-order
processes from both structural and magnetic channels: (1) bulk EQ SHG, (2) bulk
MD1, (3) bulk MD2, and (4) surface ED SHG [Figures A.2(a)-(h)]. Apparently
a reasonable fit to the data can only be achieved with the coherent addition of
bulk MD1 from both structural and magnetic channels, while the other processes
either produce zero SHG intensity in particular polarization configurations or fail to
reproduce the shape of SHG-RA patterns even qualitatively. The failure of fitting
with surface ED process associated with the low SHG intensity indicates that the
enhancement of SHG signal purely from the resonant excitation between drumhead
states is not achieved at least with a linear 800 nm probe. Further investigation such
as changing the light polarization from linear to circular or finely sweeping the light
photon energy between 1.5-2 eV is required to draw a conclusion.
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Figure A.2: SHG-RA data and simulation of Co2MnGa. (a)-(d) Simulation of EQ,
MD1, MD2, and surface ED SHG in four different incident/outgoing polarization
combinations from 𝑚3̄𝑚 point group. (e)-(h) Simulation of EQ, MD1, MD2, and
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